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parties are correctly represented,
many Hall is said to be two-thirds

ders, bank checks, or drafis,if yo: ssible. Whonelther of these can be) rocured,
send the mone
registered
letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
ister letters whenever requested to do so.
"Sone
thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them,
The regular charges
for money orders, bank
ghooks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the owt
ue, A he thus ay Agents
are » pattioutarly request
tog
od 0 make their remittances
as
28
Poss
n
8 SAVE
€XPENses.
Pabors freoto ibid and until an explicit order is recei
b; he Mablichor for their discontinuance,
and un
yment of all arrearages is made as required
requested to note
on
ris articularly
label
the expiration of his sub8C
on, Ju an:the la) orward rd wwhat is due
ue for
for thethe ensuinensair
Shediate
ear without fu rther reminder from this office.
:
pis yb
is made to those who pay in adranoe, ahd our object is to secure advance payment
ae the
RRR +S

SPECIAL OFFERS.
Clubs of sxx or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBBORIBERS) can have the Star at $2.00 each, stric tly
isd vance. yiere being no arrearage on the part of

old su
Any pis
who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
$4.50, strictly in advance,

Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Es-

tablishment, in obtaining subscribers,

collecting ar-

oy , remitting money, &c.; and "when they do
this t
are entitled to ten per cent. ‘of the money
they oi hig except on money sent for clubs; then
proper that the subscribers should pay the com»

mission, if any is desired.

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
has

subscribed

or

not—is

and

collect

refusing

to take

Tespotisible for the payment.
If a person orders his
is paper discontinued, he
ment
ay all arrearages,or
the publisher may continue IA send it untili payment

the whole amount, w
the office or not.
3.

is

made,

er the paper is taken

The courts have decided that

from

newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,
removing and leaving

them

uncalled

for,

facie evidence ol rational fraud.

or

is prima

Ehe Warning Star,
rt

A App

WEDNESDAY,

ree

MAY

12,

against

the

dangerous

assailants

1875.

rnd
A

lately.
Third day.—Enter

Cardinal

hat

Pope

himself in person,

besides

Perhaps, however, it ig. fairerto

style the invitationa natural mark of respect Lo the civil authorities of the country,
consonant with the manners and traditions
At all events, there

chance

not

the

slightest

American solecism of official

of

the un-

attendance at

the part of

President Grant or Governor Tilden.
It
was amusing, therefore, to hear thé con-

ditional anathemas uttered against toth of
these public men for their possible (!) recognition of the pope's deputy as an
American spiritual potentate.
The great cathedral’on Fifth Avenue has
got up its roof tree at last, but is not
covered in, and is long years and millions

of dollars from completion, still.

Many a

sigh has been "heaved for the tantalizing
want of its imposing beauty to grace the
inauguration of the first American Cardinal.
The Roman Catholic propaganda is immengely rich in pecuniary resources, from
the well wrung poverty of the faithful,
who.

must

have

masses, baptisms, burials,

blessings and multitudes of things, which

~ A Hymn
l

can not be obtained without money, aggregating vast revenues lor church sustentation
and extension. But on the other hand, the
operations to be supported are also enormous ; and the European funds are seriously
crippled by the great conflict there between
Church and State, Vaticanism and Thought.
So that in a sense, the ‘Church is poor.
Cathedrals must lag for more vital measures.
The parochial schools of the city, pet
measure of yesterday, piove too aheavy a
burden, and rather unsatisfactory in su.cess,

of Trust.

BY NELLIE

A.

————

My Saviour, through the dark
I grope, and call to find Thee.

Guide Thou my foundering bark
Through storm and mist that blind me!

"Fis lonely on the sea,
The hungry waves are roaring;

Come Thou and sail with me,
My faltering faith restoring.
With Thee, no doubt I know;

1 dread no ill befalling;

at being confined to inferior and separate
education for their children. They feel it a
little as the colored people feel the imposition of separate schools, like something of
a'stigma. In this they differ remarkably
from thie Germans, who love.to be by themselves and as un-American as pessible. So
the-tender of these schools ‘to the Board ot

1 shall not fear to go
Through dangers most appaliing.
Though troubles come to me,
My soul sits calm above them—
Patient 1 lean on Thee,
.
And wait ’till Thou remove them.

New

York

Correspondence.

Ednecation, is a move

for

three

objects

at

once: the state support of these schools,
their better savor and success with their
NEw YORK, May 1, 1875.
own people, and an introductory foothold
NOTABLE
ECCLESIASTICAL INAUGURATIONS.
Aor. the ecclesiastical power in the manageThree notable installations have taken ment of public education.
place here within a weck past. UltraThe present proposition is in fact vastly
churchism and No-churchism have each worse than the system of subsidy over
been taking on organization simultaneously.
The Roman:
\aareh in America,
which acknowledges absolute divine author-

ity in morig hands, has received a resident
unitary

head

of its

whole

hierarchical or-

which a contest has been made

in regard

fo

charitable schools. Protestant as well as
Catholic charities have been subsidized on
the per capite principle, as relieving the
state of so much of its proper expense for

ganization, in Cardinal McCloskey; the paupers. Christian schools, in like manner,
symbol of power having been placed on bis sboth Protestant and Catholic, might be subLead by the papal deputies, in St. Patrick's sidized per capita, on the condition and
Cathedral, on Tuesday.
ground of voluntary contributions affording
On the opposite extreme, those pious a nett relief to taxation for educational parpeople who believe that the Christian church poscs. In great cities, where rivalry of
nat only ought not to require any belief of sects could only tend to increase the effi-

its members, but ought not even to. express
any opinion as to the way of salvation or of

ciency of schoels, and to develop
power of Christian instruction in

perdition, have been led off in Brooklyn in

such a division of the burden

two’ new

organizations,

with great eclat, by

two notable leaders.
The first movement

was

the

iustallation

of the Rey. Dr. Edward Eggleston as pastor
of the ** Church of Christian Endeavor,” in

Moody

deal more than this is here demanded.
to support:

the

schools

‘may

be

done

by

mgre ‘“ endeavor,”

without any particular believing, or anything in particular to believe. Their church
has no creed—this they expressly” boast.
That is, as a ¢hurch
teaches nothing, has

it believes nothing,
no opinion, admiis all

possible opinions, us to the truth or falsehood of Christ's gospel and way of Salvation. ‘He that believeth shall be saved,
and

he that believeth not shall be damued,”

is an odious

sentence, and they disremem-

ber who said it.

What

man is an open question.

God

may

What

do himself, with his best licks, is
matter; precisely according to all
i religions. The fruits of the same
are expected to he diametrically

do for
man

may

the great
the pagan
principle
opposite,

We

entirely,

market,

question.

Saukey’s sopg—

5

and Sankey in London.

& wiht

mow)

Savkey sang, t* Nothing:
but leaves," aud,

was held inSt. Mary’s Hall.

This state of

things has béen repeated through the week.

On Wednesday and Thursday,Mr. Moody
mission of expounded various passages in the Old and
It appear- New Testament which speak of *‘the Blood.”

are now

to be held

simultaneously ;

William

Taylor,

* the

Californian

preacher,” takes charge of the

street.

Auridultural

Hall: Stevenson Blackwood holds forth at
the Haymarket ; while Messrs. Moody and
Sankey itinerate all round. The ,noéon-day
prayer-meeting

1

Opera-house,

is

now

removed

and it is to be

hoped

to.

will

be

equally successful in its new

a part in our politics to the priests; bat
there is no doubt the sympathies of the

Rev. W. H. M. Aitken, the well-known
and

most successful evangelist from

home.

the

think this is attributing too direct and heavy

tH

vided

the

London, the hard-handed toilers of the Eastend, and the fashionable *“ upper ten {housand? in the aristocratic West, have this
special evangel broazht t) their very doors,

Kelly (Grand Sachem of the Pope as wejl
as of Tammany Hali) on Controller Green,

spine

and

so that the respectable middle-class of North

to apy mandate requiring money for secarian schools, short of that of ‘the court of
last resort. They say that the war of John

this

Tike that little inn.

ey:

ings at Islington, at Bow-road, in the Eastend, and at her Majesty's Opera- housefHay-

avow his determination to refuse obedience

on

:

oy ¢ Men's hearts,” ing received ‘between four and five thou- thus an overtowerihg sumwil ; bul the low-

It is easy to see that Socinianism and Satanisin are one and the same thing, to this
keen hater of all that topes down the docpolitan campaign; and even the pessimists triwe of the Cross of Christ. Begining a\|
who foretold their failure must confess that the *¢ coat of skins,” provided by God for
hitherto there have not only been no signs of the fallen pair, and ending with overcomgoliapse, but that, on the other hand,both as ing ““by the blood of the Lamb,” he showed
to numbers and force, the movement has how the doctrine of substitution® was the
‘scarlet thread which kept the pages of
definitely gained ground.
Whether it will
bear (ransplanting,and especially whether it God's Word together; take it away, and
will bear dividing, remains to be seen. Meet- the Bible falls to pieces.”

the decision, comfort themselves in Controller Green, who does not hesitate to

partly

for, them

of pa“are. kos ee

these distinguished Evangelists.
ed under date of April 16:
Our American evangelists have now entered on the second month of their metro-

never yield; and as certainly) it can not and
will not be conceded to them with state
support by any American school board.
Meanwhile, those who feel nervous about

turns

opportunities

following account of the London

Lice Avenue, Brooklyn ; assisted and preach- while leaving the appointment, or at least
gl
for by Rev. Dr. David Swing, vet yemivaon, of teachers aud books in the
Shicazo, who is about the other Shining ‘Hands of the priests.
Light of the new Christian dispensation of
1 suppose there can be little doubt, felt
- unbelief,
anywhere, that the Board of Education will
The works that bave been wrought in and refuse by a decisive majority, if not unanithrough men by the power of docile believ- mously, to sanction any arrangement such
ing, seem to be unsatisfaciory to Swing and as the priests will consent to. The virtual
Eggleston and their kind, They would try control of their sChools they will certainly
what

school

The last English Methodist contained

the

state and
all other
parties benevolent
enough to share it, on proper couditions,
might be plausibly adv ocated.
But a great
‘are asked

University is. a

’

sons attended thal first service; and yet the

principal significance. Better not to have .
congregation ‘at’ the’ * Agricultural Hall was eyes and never to see the sun than pot-to
as immense as ever,'s steady down-pour of know this blessed _relatignality with him.
rain befhg unable to ¢heck in ‘any perecepti- Ob, what beauty ; what ‘everlasting freshble degree the ardorof those who find it ness; what salisfying fullness; what depth
Monday, week, fhe nsual arowd beard “good to go upto the house of the Lord.
and hight of measure does it give to our
osrmen, on There was no
On Friday afternoontli¢ East-end baild- otherwise little affairs! Our sceneries have

an Institution embodying the privileges of diminishing effeet on the evening meeting.
The hall was densely” crowded ; and many
the best University systems of Europe.
hundreds were compelled to return home,
J.B. R.
HERO
1h 6 dar
even though a crowded, overflow-meeting

the full
schools,

between

My,

.

19

(oe

OI —————

nancial patrons has made it a prodigy’ 0
RL Only. an) drmoypsbearer;” and: mide a | Va.
|
|
te
gisuddhing) Whole thegef
sanctified power to confide in and admife.
won
ik
wmet
ou
: iad
mu)
hit
4 (FL (28
The University aggregates into a
or- |
| |
tg
was
ful unity ten Colleges and Professh nal
ever. such was 86
ig
Cy
i40. the legislaAh, my sout, for sueh 4 wonder,
|"
Schools, each one strong, and some’ of
to say, ‘‘I'have
ture was maiolybusiness document, dealWilt'thou not undo thé door?
them colossal; this (oo in the midst of sach co)
this afternoon "ow dijo
ing with the affairs of the State; its loegl,
Tocal tacilities as will greatly enhance its],” Ke the Exeter Hall meeting that day, Mr.
‘Av the evening wméeting in (hi North, charitable, financial and other institutions.
fortune. Oue hundred and two Instructors. Moody said that the” previous’ ‘Sunday was among other notables, wis the Right Hon, The Demacrats control both branches of
compose the ample Faculties, and among the most, Hm
of his life, and referred J. Whitesidé, Lord Chief “Justicé of the the legislature,
them are many of the most distinguished to several touchi
fulstances of conwersion, Queen’s Bench, Iréldnd.": A seat was re| THE NEW ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
men in the country. Mdhney being a driving which had liraded his courage - dnd ‘cheered served for! the ‘Countess: of: Gainsborough,
‘Curtis
F. Bérnham was appointed assisthuman force in all enterprises, the YUni¥er- bis heart, Anothiéi’gehtloman fold How a ‘but she did not appéar, | Mr: Moody's” adant
Beeretary
of the Treasury on last Monsity in this respect may boast immen
{4 nobleman, hithérto aJi
to religion, «dress was attended with’ great power; as
sources, and wealthy friends stand rea
o | had attended che of¢ th e Sunday meetings, he spoke on ‘“ He was moved with compas- day, in place of John L. Huntley, resigned.
aid ils prospective developments.
;a
and ‘taken home th e oe of piirdofing, grace. sion.” ‘If Jesus were in my place to-night, He is a lawyer of high standing, and - presiSome of its distinctive features are. the Anothiér, varrating is experience at the he would be moved vith compassion}? said dent of a national bank in Richmond, Ky.
following : —
od hall, said that, though he fot wet while the preacher, as he gazed on threé times as Front the ‘beginning of the Rebellion he was
1. Co-education of the sexes is |
wailing at the ‘door, he got so, warm when many thousands .as: formed the huhgry a strong Union man, and bas Ejriee been an
edraest Republican.
and faithfully provided for in all its sch
. | inside a
“got ‘cool yet.” A erowd on’ ‘the! slopes of Galilee." “He |:
ey COMMISSIONER DOUGLASS.
With old prejudices and conservative
‘| fourth told of am~old gentleman, , over would know how many were broken-heart-|
emanating from other time¢ honored schools eighty years of age, who had long been a
The
“retirement of Mr. J. W. Douglass,
ed; weary, afflicted and he would Jeng -to
against co-education, this wise impartiality confirmed infidel, but, being induced to heal you all.” ! Very many accepled ‘the in- com issioner,’ of internal revenue, excited
of the University, alone, would attract the go to Islington, had been deeply and truly vitation to; thes ‘inquiry-room; where ‘their a good deal : of comment in Washington.
elements of success.
ov
convinced of sin.
' | One rumor states that the Pre€ident and-Sec|| “moupning was turned into joy."
2. Post-Graduate facilities} have Joon
The service on the. following afternoon
On Sunday,at the Bow-road Hall, four retary have decided to inaugurate certain
opened with a broad Jiberality, The f
was of the most singular and impressive thousand ‘workers gathered in the early changes in the method of transacting busiembodied in the ** Sch8ol of all Sciendes.” kind. Between. six pn seven thonsand
morning. At three in the dfternoon the room ness in that department, and think this can
It opens the way to graduates of any col- children. from the ‘various charitable insti
was crowded with women, and in the even- be done better with new men. However,
lege in the land to “farther enlarge their tutions of’ London gatHered to hear Mr.
ing, at eight, the mass of men ‘which. over- it is evident that Mr. Douglass leaves the
culture by the aid of any or'all of its Colleges Moody's'rdcy anecdotes; to answer, as they
filled the place gave promise that the East office with no_suspicions of dishonesty or
beyond (refhtinary curricula. To this end readily did’, ‘his “simple questions; and to
Ex-Senator Pratt, who is
will be as productivea field of spiritual la- unfaithfulneSs.
alhances have been formed abroad with the listed with delight to Mr. Sankey’s beautiful
bor as the North. The working classes, too, to fill the vader, served his term in the
“¢ National University ” at Athens and the’ hymns. That gentleman had ‘a good are here in a very striking and .remarkable Senate creditably and bears the reputation
*“ Royal University” at Rome, where, on time,” and laid himself ont with ‘abundant degree. Mr. Moody was racy, graphic, of aman of honor aud integrity. His apt he Classic soil of the Ancient Greek and sticcess te win his youthful hearers’ rapt at- colloquial to a nctable éxtent. Reading pointment is well received.
Latin, all Bachelors of American Colleges, tention to song and sentiment
of the choicest, the story of the Good Samaritan, he said,
CIVIL RIGHTS.
by arrangement of the University, may sort. From shoe-black homes, door-step
“The Samaritan did not stay upon his
The judge of the United
States district
study at the world’s best fountains of learnbrigade, news-boys’ society, boys’ and girls’ beast and say to the luckless wretch, court in Texas, in his charge to the grand
ing ; and, free from tuition, a regular or serefuges, industrial schools, schools for the ‘Come up here.’
That is what a great jury last week, reviewed the civil rights
lect course may be pursued onder the problind and for cripples, homes for orphans, many Christians say. They stand up on law, and expressed the opinion that all pertection of University Citizenship. Such'opevery- sons have. a legal right to the privileges
&e., &c., the waifs and strays eame troop- high, ‘as if they were above
portunities must prove very attractive, and
ing up to swell the liliputian host. Forty- body, and say, ‘Come up.’ The Samaritan therein named, but ** it was not intended to
certainly elicit our admiration at the magseven such Christian nurseries sent: their got downto help the sufferer. He had a bot- affect social rights through civil and legal
nanimous arrangement consummated. ¢
contingents ; and as the entire army rose to tle with him—not whiskey, but oil.” The rights.” On the same day,Judge Brooks of
3. A further alliance has been effected
sing * Hold the fort,” the
tL was id the sermon was on, “Go ye all into the world the Ups States district court of North
with the ** Agricultural College ” at Amlast degree touching and
®eautiful. The and preach,” &ec. He could imagine Peter Carolina iu charging the grand jury said,
herst tor extending its privileges to Univeruniforms of {he several brigades, the cos- saying, “Lord, you don't really mean that ?” the civil rights bill, in its criminal aspects,
sity Students who may desire it. In this
tumes of the girls, varying from bright ‘Yes, Peter; every creature.” ’ ‘What, which was the only shape it could come beage when scientific methods are becoming scarlet to black, gave a many-colored as- shall we go back and preach the Gospel to
fore the grand jury, was unconstitutional
indispensable to the tiller of the soil, the pect to the stirring scene; and their singing those men who put you to death?” “Yes;
and void.
above arrangement is invaluable.
INDIAN AGENTS.
was well worth walking twenty miles to preach the Gespel to them first. Go hunt
4. The *“ College of" Music ” is one of the hear. The galleries and spare foor-space up the man who spat in my face, and tell
A despatch received at Wadogton frome
largest and best ordered in the world, and were filled with parents and friends of the him he shall have salvaiion as a free gift. Fort Sill, with the endorsement of Gen.
is one of the very few whose curriculpm is central party, with a very extensive iater- Hunt up that man who masde the ‘crown of Pope, reveals the destitute condition of the
real and not a paper inflation.
sprinkling of juveniles, who enjoyed the thorns, and tell him I have a crown for him Indians in that region.
For some time
5. The College of “Liberal Arts ” starts treat as much as their more favored com- without a single thorn in it, if he will ae- complaints have been made against agents
spiritedly, being well assured by teaching temporaries in the body of the hall.
cept it,”
and contractors for the poor quality and intalent, endowment and patronage.
Mr.Moody knows how to speak to children
At the Agricultural Hall, Willia m Taylor sufficient amcunt of provisions furnished.
6. Among the Professional schools of —a sadly uncommon talent in ministerial had eight thousand people under his com- $600,000 in all have been appropriated for
the University, the * School of Theology” circles—and knows also how to make {hem mand, and illustrating his subject from per- feeding the Indians this year, while for the
is the oldest.
Long ago, when at Concord, talk to him.
Their answers excited ‘his sonal observation in India, Africa, Austra- fiscal year ending in 1874, the Quakers
Bishop Baker and others led it on to repu- wonder, and induced a well-merited eulogy lia, gave some idea of the cosmopolitan were able to feed all these Indians with .
tation. Later,as a nucleus of the New Uni of their teachers’ pains and skill, When evangelist he is. He sung; himself, a solo $275,000, and to have a considerable sum
versity, it was removed to Boston to farther Mr. Sankey sang, ‘Let us gather up the with the refrain, “Why will ye die?” And left over to the credit of the appropriation.
enlarge and renew. (gts usefulness.
So the sunbeams,” the effect was electrical; and that clear, bell-like voice of bis filled every The President has determined to punish the
first step of the University was to teach the adults, at any rate, listened with tears corner of the vast firea, and fell distinctly fraudulent agents.
God and true religion in this Theological in their eyes and a certain choking in the with its stirring burden on évery ear.
NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
school.
This evangelizing mission is now in full
throat. The last hymn sung was “ Safe in
The tenth anniversary of the National
7. The * School of Law,” of “Medicine” the arms of Jesus;” and surely many a swing in three great centers, and every Temperance Society, was held in Steinway
and of *‘ Oratory” are in full blast, with prayer went up to God that the blessed and
Christian will fervently pray, ‘ God bless Hall, N.Y., Thursday evening.
Ex-Senaexperienced Faculties, liberal curricula and beautiful sentiment of that popular song the men! God speed the work !”
tor John O'Donnell presided.
The publilarge patronage.
EE dg
might be realized by these young hearts,
cations of the society numbered about 400,
Ample Lecture Courses, free to all stu- and that, after the manifold career of this
and 2,170,000 pages have been published
Living by the Moment.
dents, are constantly enjoyed; and several interesting crowd, the Saviour would bear
and circulated during the past year., The
—i—
large libraries are made accessible.
total number of pages for the past year®
them to’
The
grace
of
the
present
time,
be
it
more
The unostentations President Warren,as
—see the morning
or less, | will not answer the claim of any were 25,192,366, making a total for tem
the master mind of this great enterprise,
Breuk on the ‘golden shore.
fucure time. Our feelings, in order. to be years of 251,635,356. Total receipts, 852,merits the gratitude of every Amerizan, for
243 ; ‘expenses, 852,640, leaving a deficit of
The previous service of the day had no right feelings, must correspond to the facts
thus bringing together, upon our own soil,

on.

was

Boston

sources, providential

of

of the Church of Rome.

Yow

Number

HE.

sand to hear Mr. Moody: discourse on “They ly valleys and green dales we live in are not
that be wise shall shine
as thie brightness of the less glad
arintl,that they are
al ideus of both Europe and America, upon
the firmament,"
&d.; “It% no use hiding sheltered by ight teat look solitary and
a comprehensive and liberal plan, Ji is extortation to ag im a fui ix
it—we all wail to shire," was his first sen- cold.
ARWMAE
true, age has not yet made it venerable, but | and “ open wide thee door,” "an.
peal gec- ‘tence ; and Herice ori 10the
end he held the
vigor in the use of very large financial reonded in very, Ahling, fashion. by Mr. ‘peoplé’s rintbvest: ‘fastivand ) fivm. Mr,
Events of the: Wieck.

thinking and saying funumerable other preposterous things.
Great flattering was
caused among such good people by the claptrap advertising announcement of invitations to the Governor and President to
witness . the ceremony of imposing the
berreltd.

.

schools, uniting the best modern Education.

Immense sensation among the faithful; immenser among the hysterical Protestants,
who regard McCloskey as only a precursor

of the

A

—

The

McCloskey,

sub-pope of America, with the red

On

ope

Boston’ University.
*

bristian graces,
those too much hbglecte
who have lifted up th selves in Brooklyn

ail ecclesiastical transaction, on

-

another’s, or whether he

ele,,

12, 1875.

5 is engaged to help in the great work.
an Reginald Ratcliffe, Esq., and his diligent
Catholie, as at present constituted, and band, are actively carrying out a, thorough
<
John Kelly .is certainly more than LW O- houserto-house visitation, which , is. to emthirds Pope's man,
Vibr,
brace the whole Metropolis,

here and tow, to what they have been bere
tofore and everywhere else.
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
So much for Eggleston,.—Enter Hage:
wan. This is the apostle of the Union
FOR THE FAMILY,
Tabernacle, also in Eastern Brooklyn, and
ISSUED BY THE
another creedless or non-believing ¢hurch.
FREEWILL
BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
‘Members may believe what they please:
Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.- the church is not allowed to belicve or teach
Rev.I. D. STEWART, Publisher anything.
Mr. Hageman was installed
To whom all letters on business remittances or
next day after Dr, Eggleston, with more
money, &¢., should be sent. In writing to this oftice
the name of the State should always be given.
religious than judicious countenancing, from
pin communications depigned
for
bhvation
such men as Hepworth, Thrall and Penteshould be addressed to the Editor, DOVER, N, H.
cost. Mr. Hageman is an ex-Presbyterian,
Terms: $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50,
who has been chiefly conspicuous. of late as
REMITTANCES must be made in money ora pulpit champion of theater-going, dancing,

itis

CHIC AGO, MAY

BOSTON AND

T..

ame

The

Liverpool,

Great pains to keep

order

are

taken

by

the gentlemen who carry the wands; and
royaltyis scarcely hedged about with greater care than this Western preaclier. Tt is ev-idently a settled thing with these officials
that Mr. Moody is not to. be worried by
folks from the country and others, who
would like to say that they had shaken
hands with the great evangelist.

and events of the present hour, the present
moment.
But every succeeding moment,
bearing on its bosom new events and new
facts, has a character of its own ; and it demands a new life, a new experience corresponding

to it.

In

order, therefore,

to live

as a holy persot ought to live, we “must re-

gard the claims of the smallest
time, as they pass before us;

periods

and

must

or
act

William E. Dodge was elected pres-

Resolutions were adopted
ing that the sale,

importation

and

demandmanufac-

ture ot’ all alcoholic liquors should henceforth be illegal throughout our national do-

main ; rejoicing in the women's temperance
movement during the past year; asking the
co-Operation of all the friends of temperance
and Christiafi’
progression ; and declaring

in accordance with those claims. This is they deemed it éxpedient to call an internawhat is termed living by the moment.— tional temperance conference in Philadel.
phia in 1876, during the progress of the
Thomas C. Upham.”
[y

a

Advantigs

Centennial exhibition,.and that the committee be appointed to make the necessary arrangcents,

errr

of Being Finite.

;

——

THE CARLISTS.
A London despatch states that ou Tues
day evening, Mr. O’Clery withdrew his mo-

* Dr. Bushnell’s Sermons on Living Subjects, includes one on *“ The Advantage of
Being Finite,” from which we make a brief

tion for the recognition . by Great Britain of

extract :

the belligerent rights of the Carlists in Spain.

!

We are zet thus everlastingly
dear relation to one who

‘can

in
be,

a most

Mev. Bourke, under secretary for the foreign

and

department,

is,

our infinite Friend.
His all<seeing eye
keeps watch. His all-hearing ear listens.
His all-governing power is regnant in us

stated that

there

was

no

rea-

gon to depart from the policy of non-interference observed during the. previ ious civil
wars in Spain.

REVOLUTION IN HAYTI,
A despatch from Kingston, Jamaica,
dated May 5, says: ‘A revolution broke
out in Port au Prince, Sunday. General
Brice was dragged from church and: shot.
On Thursday, the large building erected to manage them.
Among
We live,as it were,in the Forty foreigners have been killed.
in Bow-road, at. the East-end, was opened dialogue with infinite greatiess.
Small in the victims is a servant of the British conhy Mr. Moody with an address to Christian ourselves, we have contemplations and sul-general. Buildings were fired and evworkers. It stands on a piece of waste contacts of it that are putting us always in ery species of disorder prevailel. A state
around, bard by the canal, and near the sense of majesty and “strength everlasting,
of siege has been ‘proclaimed. A Britich
junction of Mile-end-road.
It 1s much of and giving us an experience above our own gunboat is there, and another will be, sent
the same pattern as Bingley Hall, Birming- measures. Weare complimented, infinit- there to-mokrow. The steamers werd nct
ham, and will hold trom ten to twelve thou-

sand people.

About- seven

thousand

and about us.

In him we have

a

geandly

fortified state. We dwell aman magnitudes and in masses that are centered-in his
will, as secure from injury by them as if we
had infinite power and wisdom in ourselves

ed,

soto

speak,

in our

great

Superior.

per- ‘The having such a superior is, in fact, our

permitted to eter the port, and have lande
ed their cargoes here,
=

.

Py

te

7
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(For, Questions
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see LessongPu pers.)

=
*

| (5) The vow of Hannah was also the
lof Bikanah.

except with his consent, have given away,

to pre uliar services; her. som:

A

PRAYING
)

Nu,

| The father was under a covenant to
live;

but Hannah

was

the

this

2

r-

24, 25,
SAMUEL BROUGHT TO SHILOH.
“And when she had weaned bim, she took

MOTHER.
:

‘specialities,

him up with her.” Hannah, not Elkanah,
is said to do this, but Elkanah also partici1 SAMUEL 1:21—28,
pated in the act. (1) The offering taken
@oLveN TexT :—** I have lent him to denotes the presence of the household as in
the Lord ; as long as he liveth he shally
former feasts; ** three bullocks, one ephah
be lent tothe Lord, 1 Sam, 1:28,
hy

of flour, and a bottle of Wine.)

-

Notes and Hisits..
Af

—

Tue BOOKsOF SAMUEL. They are called,

The

usually prophets,

from the mention of their works.

1 Chron.

29:29; 2 Chro’™:29. Who gave
‘books of Samuel their present for=
certain.

The book of Judged is

Sep-

tuagint reads, ‘* A bullock, three years old,”
but as three-tenths of an ephalr of flour
was the meat offering to go with oné .bullock, then nine<tenths would be heeded for

way ; no man cometh unto the

continued

The

books

is hard

to

explain,

Father but

especially

when

answer to the prayer of Hannah,

is

told in

A, Eli made his mistake about her con*(3) It

was

a

happy

hour

for

her

the consecration of children

to

God,

Sam-

uel, by his litle, illustrates.
The Christian
parent €Steems
it: h-privilege to ‘give his

childto Jesus, and such children are by

that gift secured a watchfulness and training that helps them to become Christians.
Parents who dedieate to God their children
Shiloh to offer a special annual sacrifice
for when young, sometimes, as years go on,
-his ‘household, or, he may have gone at the forget or refuse te say, ¢ the Lord establish
regular season for appearing before God, his word.” They want their children to
in connection with such others as had it in be men of society, not servants of God's
their hearts to observe the law. He scems cause. The services of disciples are not
to have bad a family feast and service, a
season of rejoicing before God, for which
the law makes provision. Deut. 12:11—14.

all wanted in the direction of the ministry
and of missions,
Children are to be ded-

nection with the birth of Samuel.
In case
Hannah should have a son, he may have

hasa service

icated to God that he may assign them to
David left Saul to attend such a gathering. any part he will. Hannah could not make
18am. 20:6. (4) Itis a pleasant feature her son a prophet, but she couid give him
of his domestic life that is thus revealed to t o God. The parent is often reluctant to
us. We are glad to know that ** the man have his child a missionary or a minister,
Elkanah and all his house went to offer un- but, like the motlrer of Zebedees children,
to the Loril'the yearly sacrifice.” A house- is willing and eager that his child be next
It is. for us
hold in the house of God, at the season of to the king in the kingdom.
worship, is a sight acceptable to God and to lend our children to the Lord, and for
beneficial to’ men..
(5) The ** vow” re- him to assizn their duties in life to them.
ferred to probably was one made ‘in con- (5) God has need of consecrated children,

vowed a special effering to the Lord.

Lev.

1:16.
22

THE

Oo
23.

Hannahi

MOTHER

went

mot

AT HOME.

-¢ Bu}

(1)

Her

home

in Ramah, a

town

up.”

was at Mount Ephraim,

probably built on two bills; for it is called

of

them,

the

highest, the holiest service that

man

can

for

every one

give to a suffer’ng world and to his heavenly Father.
(6) Not all who are lent to the
covenant.

to the

Lord, consent

In

ma-

ture life children may rebel at the act of
the parent. The sons of Eli may become
isa

but it

vicious ; they dre moral beings;

loss to a child not to have, in its early life,
“Ramathaim-Zophim.” Verse 1. Ramathaim
a dedication to God.
Children that have
is the dual of Ramah, ‘and means *¢ the
‘no praying parent to present them to the
two hills.”
Zopbhim is supposed to mean
Lord, start unequally in the race.
They
Zuphites, sons of Zuph,
1 Chron. 6:26;
may, in the good providence of God, be
1 Sam. 9:5.
Ramah, in most of its forms,
converted, and the child of the praying
is a name applied to any place seated on a
disciple not he converted, but the promise
“hill. The location referred to is uot definiteof any child's character is brightest when
ly known, apd hence the distance trom it
its parents follow the example of this prayto Shiloh is uncertain.
(2) Hebrew moth- ing mother.
Ld
ers

nursed

their

Children

until

two,

sometimes until thrée years of age.

and

Han-

Way THEY SHOULD MEMORIZE.
On the
important topic of ‘* memorizing Scripture”
him that he may appear before the Lord,and Mr. J. Bennet Tyler has a word to say, in
there abide forever.”
(3) The heart of the S. 8. Times, which seems to us to
nah remembers the consecration of “her son
which she had made.
*‘ Then I will bring

Hannah did not'long for the time to come | bit the case exactly.
when she should part

with

her

little son,

|©!Y

that

‘children

In. reply to the the.

should

but it remained stendfast to the promise | ruths to memory only so far

3 she had made. Verse 11. By “forever she
means ** ever after until

his death.”

The

reply of Elkanah, ‘“ only the Lord establish
his word,” is a litt'e obscure.

There

is no

record of any word of the Lord to Hanna,
We cun not suppose that the words of Efi‘
to her.were regarded as the words of God
whose priest be was; for his words were
simply, ‘“ ‘Che God of Israel grant thee thy
petition that thou hast asked of him.” We
have no reason to suppose that a. distinct,
onvecorded promise from God to Hannah

be

to

plaiped so as

fully

says:

commit

Bible

as it is ex-

un derstood, . he

what has been even
them

in advance,

partially

many

explained to

must needs

stop at

the multiplication table, and many others at
the threshold of the open door that leads,b

rugged

and

cireuitous

paths,

to

the

full

It seems

‘ed him; only the Lord establish his word.

‘pages of Scripture, will

Fo

ved

.

seldom

arknowl-

edge godliness in the persons of men.
NN

WA

Every department of the Zion of God,—
every local church,—should keep this distinctly ia. view.
Health, vigor, growth,
should be the unvarying rule.
The cords
should be lengthened, the stakes strengthened. Not a simple numerical increase,
representing discordant elements, perhaps;
not
a roily flood or popular tide in any
given direction, but substantial growth, tull

not

stop

that

when

perhaps they vibrate,

(4

i]

PR)

|

|

of grace @fithpower.

y

The conditions of this growth are pronounced and unvarying.
John sounded

like the pendulum,

the key-note in the words, ** Ile must

in-

crease.” Yes, must.
That is the law.
Where it is Christ first, where he is the

again.

Ihave heard of a fabatic

of the

head of the church,

rémkest and most absurd kind, who,

seeing

No waning there. , With Christ's doctrines, Christ's spirit, Christ's love in the
heart, and eyes single to his glory, united

his folly, gots _ into the

opposite

extreme,

where he remains, fearing the least excitement however healthy or indispensable it
may be, I know of one of the most radical vemperance men who went so far over
as to sell

rum,

and

then

returned

to

his

former position so strong that he would
out-law the rum-seller and exterminate him
as he would a madi,

He vibrated

again.

back

Sau

"This riding a hobby is dangerous business. It may be a good hobby, but it isa
hobby nevertheless, and itis a little uncertain where it will land the rider. Ministers of the gospel sometimes preach on
one subject or doctrine as if it were the only subject in the Bible.
It may be a good
subject and yet they may preach their hearers or themselves out of doors. No matter
what the occasion may be, as they are riding a hobby and can not stop, you, always

the

body

tans

TE

will

grow.

knowing his thoughts, answered him in the
beautiful words that have a
to us
as a comfort. ** Her sins, with
are many,

him, and those Who knew

are forgiven, for she

30 years, died about 18 months

bhé ‘said

to

the

loved

much.”

woman,

‘Thy

¢“And

faith

hati

Mark and John

incident, similar

above, which

in

him

best

relate , another

many

respects to the

the author ofti€ poem

in

Winnowed Hymus is not alonein confounding with that mentioned by Luke.

Near the close of the Saviour's life, Mayy,

the sister of Lazaras,—{he

loved

:

His second wife, with whom he had lived

felt the loss very much, but

ago.

found

in the hope of greeting her on

saved thee; go in peace,”
Matthew,

bim most.

:

He

comfort

the

immor-

tal shore. "He leaves a son and daughter, ’
wilh many warm friends to mourn, not

however without hope. All feel that one
of Gol's noblenxen has gone to take his place

with those whom

Jesus

is colonizing on

the other shore.

N. H. FARR.
\

pure and lovely

woman who sat at Jesus’ feet and learned

Rev.

of him,—came as he sat at the table in the

Lemon

house of Simon (probably a relative of the
sisters, from the fact

that

Martha

served),

and anointed his head with very precious
ointment. Judas Iscariot murmured against
this seeming waste, and asked why the
vintment was hot sold and the money given
to the poor. ‘* When Jesus understood it,
be said uvto them, Why trouble ye the

woman ? for she hath wrought a good work
upen me.

For ye have

the

poor

always

with you; but me ye have not always. . For

in that she bath poured this ointment on my
body, she did it for my burial.

Verily I say

unto you, Wheresoever this gospel shall be
preached in the whole world, there. shall
810 this that this woman

hath done, be told

for a memorial of her.” Let us see to it,
that, if we aid ia. telling this sweet story,
we do it clearly and understandingly,
neither blending it with that of the sinner
whose name is not given, nor with the little

that we know of the generous
woman, Mary Magdalen,

and

loving

Rev. Levon

W.

Lee.

B—

-

W. Lee died in Winches-

ter, Wis,, Feb, 13, 1875,

aged

9) years, 6

months and 10 days. Bat little is known
of his early history. He was born in Vermont.

He

received

his

first

license:

to

was orflained

in

-

preach from the F.Baptist church in Wales,
New

York, Nov.

5, 1820;

Boston, New: York, Nov. 12, 1881, by the"
lollowing council:

Chaffee

R.

M. Carey,

and A. C. Andrus.

Chester

He traveled

extensively in New York State, and saw"
much of the glory of God in the couversion

of sinners.

Fath
Leeer
spent several years

in Illinois. More than twenty years since,
he came to Wisconsin, For the last fifteen
years he had
preached only occasionally.

He preached his last sermon last June

the Winnebago

church,

to

of whichhe

had

been a member for about ten years. When
the messenger called for him, he was

ready to. go. He leaves the wile of his
youth, aged 89 years; to:moura the loss o
one of the kindest of husbands,

hr
Eternal

—

Things.

He was Dparied in the cemetery near
with average zeal and faithfulness, success
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON.
the church, in a place selected by himseli
is assured.
If success be wanting, the
Father Lee was a good:
My flesh and my heart failéth; but God is the some years ago.
reasons are’ obvious.
Christ is wanting.
strength of my heart and my portion forever.
preacher,
an
honest
man and a devoted
{It is of man, and decrease is imperaPs. 73: 26.
Christian.
i)
Com.
tive.
.
* Leaves fade and fall, the flowers of sumLet us take an observation ‘to-day. How
®
mer decay. The beauty and glory of sum“is it with us as a people? How in our in- mer give place to
dying autumn.
The
Dr. De Koven and Ritualism.
dividual churches?
We can easily tell. mighty trees of the forest
wax old aud disAnd if there be feebleness in our borders, { appear. The
i
—r—
treasures of earth are not reif the once flourisking churches are waning liable; riches
take to themselfes wings and
Tue Standard of the Cross is too sagawhile sinners are dying uninfluenced among
| ly away.
Nations are not permanent. cious to believe that the defeat of Dr. De
us, let us be convinced of sin aud begin to | They are in power
for a time, then break to Koven is a final victory over Ritualism :—
inquire eagerly for the old paths of conse- | pieces and fall. Where,
now are” Assyria,
‘Within a parrow, field, that of a single
cration and prosperity, that we may walk | Medo-Persia,
Greece and Rome?
Each in diocese, a certain ‘school of
churchmen
in them, saying to the Master, ** Why | tarn was a mighty
empire and shook the somp- weeks ago gained a
temporary sucshouldst thou be as a stranger in the land, | world by the
terror of its: military” foree; W0esé, but
when the moment for final settleand as a wayfaging man that turneth aside but each crumbled
to pieces and disappear- ment came,—out on the
broader, faiver field
to tarry for a might 2”
>
ed. The greatest cities, like Babylon, Nin- of the
whole church, ~the same victory was
eveh,’ Thebes, Persopolis and others are
turned into a very signal defeat. There
gone,
—-——

A

Plea for the Marys.

and of some, the

exact

they stood is unknown.

place

where

The stars will

ul-

will be many

serious questions which will

come {0 annoy churchmen for many months,
—@ Pe
timately wither from the vault of night;
as the result of the refusal of the church to
the moon no longer shine, and the fires of
In the little book called “ Winnowed
sanction the course andchoice of the diocese
is mace the only subject ofa long
the
sun go out.
Hymns,” that unequaled collection of reThe earth will burn with
of Liliwois—questions which it will be prucamp-meeting, or of months of contibuons
ligious poems, set to tender and appropriate a fire God shall kindle, and be gone forev- dent to handle
very delicately, and to
sermons, it is at least of -doubtfal utility.
er.—Turn for a moment to ourselves. We
answer very capffffously. In Illinois, and in
There are other subjects of equal impor- music, is one piece, that, although smooth
and fbéaatiful
in itself, contains several are the subjects of decay, disease and disso- other
dioceses, there are men who intelliund faith come before
tance. Repentance
lution. Man vometh forth as a flower
grave errors. lt is, in faet, an—~ingenious
gently and conscientiously differ from the
it. Repentance is the beginning and holiconibination ‘of three distinct incidents and is cut down; he fleeth as a shadow and great body of churchmen
ness the consummation of a trie Christian
on the interpreta| continueth not.” If life is prolonged to old
mentioned irl the New Testament,
tion of doctrines, if not on the doctrines
life; and all that come between are essenage, strength fails, (he limbs are feeble,
This is the poem:
themselves. Many of them ure foremost
tial to a complete character as well as the
the fortitude and courage of the heart are
among
the scaolars, theologians and preachtwo extremes.
“ MARY MAGDALEN.”
gone, and small things are a burden.
ers of the church, and of the land. Some
Variety is said to Le ** the spice of life.”
1,
The pictare thus given is dark, its hues
of them are men in mature years, and have 7
It certainly is a law of nature. We do not To the hall of the feast cams the sinfal and’ fuir; somber and gloomy. But there
is a bright passed those fresh, warm
days, when hotShe
heard
in
the
city
that
Jesus
was
there;
“find two trees, two leaves, two flowers, two
side. Beyond these failures, changes, and headed
enthusiasm and impulse suggest
LI nheeding the splendor that blazed earthe board,
planets, two years, two days or two men,
clouds of darkuess, there is light permanent,
he silently knelt at the feet of the Lo d.
thought and direct action,
Deliberately
exactly alike.
‘There is diversity everya substance that endures, ‘a treasure that
they
-have recorded their sentiments in resowhere, even in the greatest similarity, We
11.
lasts, a life of full fruition and glory. * God
are so constituted that we demand it phys- The frown and the murmur went roindvthiro’ and truth change not. ““Jesus Christ is the lutions, and indicated the one to whom they
would give power and authority.
them all,
ically, intellectually, and morally.
One
same yesterday, to-day and forever.” Hope
article of food does not contain all the ele- That one so unhallowed should tread in that hall; expects, faith embraces, and already
These men, we honestly believe, are .
has a |
ments best adapted (o support human life, And some said the poor would be objéets more
neither to be dviven by threat, nor persuaded
large
foretaste
of
heaven.
In
the posses:
meet
it
by argument, from their position.
and we should soon get sick of it, and de- As the wealth of Ler periume she showered on sion of the grace of Christ Jesus, there
Boldly,
is
maud a variety. So it is esthetically: and
his feet.
love, joy and peace. There is strength. deliberately, persistently, they have advointellectually. You can not/satisfy the love
“God is the strength of my heart.” Ile is cated their vi2ws and pressed forward their
111,
v
of the beautiful ‘ov the intellect with one
my
portion forever. The highest good begins favorites. The one point of criticism which
thing. Let a man think of one thing to the She'héard but the Saviotir; she spoke bat with || here, but
will be consummated hereafler. we want to make about these churchmen
sighs;
exclusion of everything else, thinking of it
|
The
great
inheritance is above. We look and their recent attitude in Illinois is ‘this:
She dare not look up to the heaven of his eyes;
as intensely as he necessarily roust, and he
that Dr. De Koven was proclaimed to be
And the hot tears gush’d forth at each heave of | forward to that with intense anxiety.
We
becomes insane. Our insane asylums illusher breast,
| shall be satisfied when we awake with the their choice, not because of his theological
trate this.
Some years since, I saw a man
As her hips to his sandals
were
throbbingly
Savionr’s likeness.: We shall see him as he views, but mainly because of his personal
pressed.
in the asylum at Concord,the most dementAt his right hand is strength and ability, which ability: and
| is, and be like him.
ed of any man I ever saw, made so by
strength the diocese was said to need at this
Iv.
fullness of joy and pleasures evermore.
|
thinking intensely and exclusively on the In the sky, after tempest, as shineth the bow,
critical
hour, Yet how clear it was that
|
when the general church came to consider
immediate end of the world in. 43. ‘I had In the glance of the sunbeam, as melteth the |
||
a school-fellow so wrought up on the subject
Snow,”
®
the question of confirmation, it practically
Rev. P. Reardon.
of faith that he could not sleep or think of He looked on that lost ome: her sins were forignored the whole personal side of the can———
given;
:
anything else, and was obliged to go to the |’
REv. P. REARDON was born near Balti- didate’s character, and rested its veto upon
And Mary went forth in the beauty of heaven.”
hospital.
more, Md., March 17, 1763.
He served his doctrinal utterances and his theological
The fact is, the demand of our nature for
In the first place, no mentionis made in the as a soldier during the war of 1812,
was reputation. If the Standing Committees had
variety is valid, and the supply is equal to Scriptures
that Mary Mayas ever went converted in 1832, and united with the M. met the single question which the diocese
the demard everywhere. = Our religious to a feast
where the Loml was. Neither E. church in
, Clarion Co., Pa., was of Hlinois made so emphatic, Dr. De Kovean
nature is no exception; and it is vain to was she
L would have weeks ago been wearing his °
a sinner in the sense of the word
soon after licensed to preach, and labere
attempt to satisfy it with one truth, any as usually-applied to her.
asa local preacher until 1847, when heé- miter. The mistake that the majority in
more than to satisfy our appetite with one
She was a womanof Magdala, a town on united with the F. Baptists. In June, 51, Illinois made was in passing over the leadkind of food, our love of nature with one the western shore of Lake
Genunesarét, and he was ordaired at a session of the Craw- ing and most, serious question, and acting
flower, or our intellect with one thought.—= was, without doubt,
Rev. . upon one which most certainly was seconda person of .good ford Q. M., held near Georgetown.
Such facts should instruct us; and if we standing and of
the sermon from ary. The action of the Sianding Commitsome property, as we read J. B. Page preached
go to the extreme, we should take the gold- in Luke 8: 2, 8, that she, with others, min- Col. 2: 8.
tees was a wise, prudent rebuke upon their
en mean along with us, at the same time
course, and we have evidence that the most
istered unto Jesus of her substance as he
In 1852, Bro. R. went into the Wes:counterpoising one extreme by the other,
went from place to place.
Weare told that moreland Q. M., in which he did most of thoughtful churchmen in the diocese already
and thus preserving a well-balanced char80 confess it.
;
the Lord cast out of ber seven devils, The the preaching for 5 years.
In “57, he
acter.
The question of soundness in the faith it
possession of devils is nowhere reckoned in entered the Somerset Q. M. and did all
the New Testament as sin, but rather as a the pastoral work in the Q. M. for 5 years, is never safe to overshadow with matters
Wax or Wane.
Men talk
disease, which our Saviour healed as he did the extremes of his field of labor being 60 purely intellectual or moral.
BY REV. R. L, HOWARD.
—
Oe

One it must be,
it.

Men can

not

There
remain

is no
like

escaping

the

ocean,

substantially the same as the years roll on.
Whether singlé or organized,the law is one,
and of him who executes the law it is said,

knowledge of divine truth.
No doubt * Though he believe not, yet ‘he abideth
it is very desirable measurably to explain faithful, he can not deny himself,"
any given lesson, as ability and opportuniChristians should make a note of this.
ty are offered,before it is learned ; but . . . Nations may disregard it, churches
never
we think it a sad breach of trust to neglect should.
And whether we wax or wane deto teach the children some, at least, of the
was made, for that
was an event most
great truths of religion, long before they pends entirely upon us. ‘We all desire the®
certain to appear iu the record. The mean- can get any clear conception of them.
former. There is no true, Christian soul
ing of Elkanah.must be, * detain the child
The understanding of the child is weak, but
earnestly
prays
and _believingly
BBut looks for the upbuilding
longer if you desire, but let the word or and his judgment is undeveloped.
of
the Redeemer’s
big imagination and perceptive qualities
‘promise to God be faithfally performed.” are
keen ; his nature is strangely suscepti- kingdom on the earth, and with some de** Hig word” may denote just as well *¢ his ble to religious impressions, and his mem- gree of zenl works for jt. And it will “be
promise,” and be not the promise which ory .is extremely
relentive.
active
and
;
I
built up. That is assured. -‘‘The mountGod made,but the promise which was made Cleurly the Creator designed to hiot the ain of the Lord’s house shall be established
to hinn. His promise by. ownership not by importance of first utilizing those faculties in the top of the mountains, and shall be
which soonest show signs of growth and
aithorship, the thing promised him, is maturity,
Hence the fitness of early stor- exalted above the hills, and all nations shall
meant by*‘bis word.” The'yearning heart of ing youihtul memories with truths which flow unto it.”
the mother for the presence of her child. (lie the immature judgment can as vet but very
And it would follow thut organizations,to
Ldot
my, clinging love of the mothér for ther first- partially comprehend.
aid in producing this grand résult, should
Te—
_ born'and only child js thus intimated to us
share in it; that the success
of the whole
by the words of Elkanah, ** do what scemThose who do not recognize God in the lawould “be the success of the parts, and

eth thee good ; tarry until.thou hast wean-

to the bunildserved have
So John,
who, as he
and attachforcibly ex‘He must

into the opposite extreme, and ihere remain, unless, by chance, they vibrate back

2

It would seem. to be almost obvious that
if the mass of pupils are to memorize only

mission

the end of all the earth.”

So itis,

a

BY

M.L.

C.

[3

in contrast with the custom of the times.
The observance of the three annual feasts of
.the’law, during the supremacy of Israels
enemies, was not practicable, since the
absence of all the males was an invitation
to the foe to attack and plunder.
(8)
Elkanah may have gone, at this time, to

distinct

and saying, “Get up—get up!” “What are
you doing ?” says a friend. * I'm riding
a hobby. Do vou know the difference between riding a. hobby and a common
horse ?” *¢ No, I don’t! What is it ?” ¢ In
ridimg
a hobby, you can't stop when you

when she could recount to Eli the mercy
It is sweet to reman Elkanah, and all his house, went up gaiued by her prayer.
call
and
declare
the
proofs
of God's answer
to offer unto-the Lord the yearly sacrifice,
To withbold such tes(imony
and his vow.”
(1) Elkanah means zeal for of prayer.
God. He wasa man of means and of is a'sin, testimony, as we here see, that is
piety, a kind husband,and faithful to all his Just as effective given by a woman as by a
*‘ Therefore also I have lent him to know what their
vows. He belonged to the family of Ko- man.
subject will be, and can
hath, and was therefore a Levite, a son of the Lord ; as long as he liveth he shall be anticipate them,
Aaron. (2) He went yearly to Shiloh to lent to the Lord.” (4) Many parents early
Take, for example, holiness, Itisan imsacrifice to the Lord of hosts; to Shiloh be- dedicate their children to mammon; this portant doctrine and should be preached,
The value of but if it
cause the tabernacle was there, and yearly woman gave hers to God.
“‘And the

a

increase, but I must decrease,”

they want to, but suffer themselves to be
pushed lo the utmost bounds.
When reaction comes, disgusted with themselves,

the

Hebrew is not * a,” but *¢the bullocks.”
The meaning may be *‘ the bullock which
it was customary to offer for a burnt offer-

duct.

have

hight is to heaven and ‘‘the sight thereof to

some extreme ultraists can

of Samuel givé account of the life and ing, while the other two were offered after
judgeship of that prophet,the reign of Saul, giving up Samuel. See also a reason for
(omitting a period of from twenty to thirty not offering but one at a ‘time, in Lev. 7:
years)
and principally the life and reign of 15, 16.
j
Hy
David. The design of the book is especial26—28.
THE
Cg
SURRENDERED,
Jy to give us a record of David. The gene- ‘ And she said, O my
Lord,” (addressing
alogy of Dawid is given in Ruth, and hence Eli) “ as thy soul liveth, I am the woman’
does not appear in Samuel, a mark of the that stood by thee here praying unto the
connection of the two books. The book of Lord.” (1) This form of protestation, ‘ as
Samuel opens at a period when the Philis- thy soul liveth,” is peculiar to the book of
tines were in power, and Eli, the successor Samuel, where it occurs six times, and to
of Phineas, of
‘the
family of Ithamar, Kings, where it appears once.
(2) The
ihe youngest son of Aaron (Judges 20:28; word *“ here” is literally correct, for Eli
Lev.
10:12; 1 Kings 2:27; 2 Sam. 8:17), sat on his throne when he before saw Hanwas high-priest.
The birth of Samael, in ngh, and she stood where she now stands,
the verses preceding the lesson.
21. THE FATHER OF SAMUEL.

God,

the

the insane man who was slapping his sides

the hallucination.

to the by me.” (3) Why the account says they
is un- slew a ‘‘bullock,” when three were taken,

by the book of Rath, and of Ruth by Samnel, and of Samuel by the Kings.
The

plan of all these books is one.

and talk

Jsacri- want to, as you can on a common horse.
The chroni- now come to God through a better
Get up!” and away he goes, pleased with
as we see fice than of bulls and goats.
* oh

were preserved by the Jews.

of

‘in

them threadbare. They remind us of a tree
But we conclude no sueh condition atwith the branches a}! on one side—out of pro- daches to the church to-day. Her distinctive
portion—not we
alanced, requiring great call’ is not to wane.
As apart of the stone
strength of root to keep it in position.
So cut ont of the mountain without hands, her
these men keep in position by great waste mission is tg, fill the whole earth.
Not as
of effort. ‘When this fails, where are they ? ad annual, seeding and dying to come again,
They are riding a hobby and they will prob- but, like the tree in Nebuchadnezzar's' visably ride it to death. ‘We often {hink of jon, growing in size dnd strength till the

in’ the Hebréw ‘manuscript, the book of three, and one whole: ephali ‘corresponds
Ssmuel. The name does not denote 1H¥ better with the number stated in the text.
antbor, but the person whose history be- An ephah was three pecks and three pints.
gins the beok. The book is compiled from (2) The sacrifice accompanied the presentadocuments written: from time to time, as tion, or, rather, prepared
the way for the
the course of history went on, and which presentation of the ehild:to the Lord. - Men
elers were

wisdom

Ba

ES

denominations — may,

-

their favorite themes,

S75.

1

—

-to accomplish, like the scaffold
ing, and when the parpose is
nothing
left but to disappear.
|
:
BY REY. J. M. BAILEY.
!
—
as the foretunier of the Lord,
There is a strong tendency among men saw his disciples leaving him:
They are not satis- ing themselves to the Master,
to run into extremes.
fied with the golden mean. They have their pressed the law when he said,

God'to
in

13

Extremes.

should,

leader’

MAY

churches

——

80:6,7.

‘Tend him Samuel as long as Samuel

a

poses it. This is no doabt correct, though

Communications.

vow

She could not, under the law,

.

.

MORNIN G STAR,

THE

J act,

>
LE

Jet

the

upbuilding

upbuiiding

of

the

kingdom

of whatever legiiimately

the

com-

any other infirmity.

miles apart. * During

Mary Magdalen was one of the women
who prepared sweet spices with which to
anoint the body of our Lord. She wus
honored by being the first one to whom he

pastoral work, lie seldom failed to be at

appeared after the resurrection,

Now, by what authority has her name
been handed down as that of a person
whose character was once more than doubt-

fap?

Why are our reformatory institutions for
fallen women called ** Hoinés for the Magdalens"
Why does Webster, in his Unabridged, refer, in his definition of the word

‘“ Magdalen,” to the incident mentioned by
Luke, in the 7th

In this chapter

chapter, verses

86-50 ?

we have an account of a

circumstance which took plage rear the be-

ginning of Christ's ministry,
that a woman

We' are told

who was a sinner, and whose

name is not-given, entered the house where
Jesus gat at meat, anointed his feet with
precious ointment, kissed them, washed

them with her tears, and wiped them with
her hair. .
;
The Pharisee at whose table the Lord sat,
wondered within himself why Jesus allow-

ed this simple woman to touch him,

these

10

years

of
his

appointments,
although frequently compelled to travel many miles through "severe

ol

Af
ik

Ritualism

as

baving

received

its

death-blow in the refusal of the committees
to'confirm Dr. De Koven. Nothing is wider

of the truth.

We believe it has Jost many

who were a mere sentimentalist sort of
not labored as a pastor,but with a deep love camp-followers; it may have lost influence
Mor Christ, which has deyeloped itself in a and reputation amongst the students in
Jove for his church, has traveled and preach- theological seminaries, and many of the
weal and timid may have falien off; but
ed. much,—mostlyii Western Pa.
Father R. came more 'than 80 miles to} nothing in brains, in real ability, in deteriniattend the last session of the Crawford Q; nation, in actual}strength, has it lost. No
M., held with the Salem church, Feb. 19— -man of character has changed sides or for21. He enjoyed the Q. M. very much; saken his colors, because of the adverse
judgmentof the Standin - Committees.
spoke with warmth of his hope in Christ
and the bright prospect of a home in » These doctrinal differences are to re-appear
heaven; on Monday,22 d, he aftended a in some changed form for many a day yet.
funeral held at the church, returned to Dea. Bold, able msn jon either side are to chalL. Rhodes's sick, where he remained 5 lenge and respond on many a platform of
weeks, suffering, much ot the time Intense- controversy, before the hour of final settlely, with pneamonia, On Sabbath morning, ment and peacejcomes to the church, It is
March 28, just at the dawn of day, his soul no time to lay aside} either arms or armor,
was illuminated by the dawn of an eternal no time to delude ourselves withthe opinion
Sabbath. He went with an undying coufi- that such. large questions find a final settledence in Christ as his Saviour.
ment before Standing]Commitees; that the
Father R.possessed strong faith in the ef- solemn vetoes end the controversy; for, of
storms BEY

sare cold.

ficacy of the atonement and

Since ’62, he bas

the

final

per-

fict success of th: gospel. Asa man and
Jesus, { a Christian,
he was beloved by all who knew
\
\

bout

a single defeat, out of onejgreat disappointment, is often

born

a’ new

strength which

a-serts itself with a’power unknown

before.
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Selections.

they do double injury by adding deception
to bad practice, And the want of harinony

between the attempt to command

others

| when one doesn’t rule himself, and to teach

a

a—

"

Ye captains of a heavenly host,
Ye princes of a heavenly
hall,

Stars of the world, in darkness lost,
And judges at its funeral—

in the sight of God, can any intelligent

the Spirit of God, would remove

from’ his

heart and life their greatest incubus? What
can be more degrading than the admissions
“I don’t, but know I ought to.” *¢ Am nét

Captains—but not of spear and shield,
No rebel hosts with steel to tame,
No arms of eloquence to wield,

Nought but the lowly cross of shame.

a Christian, but know I ought to

be.”

But

while voluntary confession is ennobling,
and that, too, in divect ratio to the promptness with which it follows the offense,
forced or extorted confession is most obvi-

~~

The chain #s-riven and broke the rod,
The world’s long, stern captivity,
And we are
fre to serve our God,
Whose yoke alone is liberty.

ously bumiliating and ignoble.

To distant lands His heralds, fleet,

By God’s mysterious presence led;
How beaunteous are their passing feet,
Like morn upon the mountains spread!

To Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
All glory.
be as was of old,

It is there-

fore the only path ofavisdom and honor to
acknowledge God and our sins, of our own
free will and at once, and not wait till that
dread day when be has said, ‘As I live,
unto me every knee shall bow, aud every
tongue shall confess,"— Advance.

Who calleth us, in darkness lost,
His saving glory to behold.

Good

— From the Latin,
Bid
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ply them, and brood over them, as if in

doing we could relieve ourselves, or
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Works,
k

Wo sotestant Christians are in danger of
undetvaluing good works,
There is just as

The Denominational Spirit,

much merit

In these days of ‘‘Broad Churchism,”
there are some by whom the caption of this
article will be regarded as little better than
a solecism,
They appear to anticipate a

in works

as in

faith, and

nei-

ther of them is good for anything alone, If
either could be of any account alone, works
would have

the

advaniage;

because

it is

RAPIDLY ON YOUR FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION.
.

el

in this country, must be a little discouragin
to those who are looking “for the death an
burial of the popular religion, We often

has done a good

work in

past

TI.

breught here, but that can say with me
they have been greatly benefited. Since I

hear from scientific and
literary leaders,
that the Bible has been outgrown by reason,

and can no longer satisfy bpman needs.

«ATLANTA,

Dr. R. V, PiercE, Buffalo, N, Y.: Dear
Sir—I have not words to express my grati:
tude to you for your advice ‘ahd assistance
yin my case,
here -is not one who has
used your medicines since they have been

The marvelous success of Messrs. Moody

and Sankey in England, and of Mr. Varley

have been so helped by its use, six or seven
It around me lett oft'all doctors and other med-

centuries,

roving by its
of

away.

Britain have heen shaken, like Jerusalem at

the Pentecost.

any

Eager

building

could

listen to the words not of eloquent preachers, but of modest laymen, telling in a

mal, the outcome of the Christian life within us, and not a mere demonstration, it. will

be found to co-exist with an intelligent and
sincere attathment to that particular branch
of the Church of Christ to which we by preference belong.
As in the great brotherhood of man, that
love which is the ‘‘iultithng of. the law,”

differs in nature and degree, with the different relations of life, so in the fellowship of
the saints there are relations, nearer and
more remote, which awaken and demand

corresponding

affections.

case, the claims of

In

the

former

the family, the

nity and the state can nol be ignored

commu-

under

pretense of a universal benevolence.

Nor,

in the latter case, cap the obligation to cherish a peculiar interest

in, and affection

the particular church

in which our

for,

lot is

cast, and the denomination to which we be-

long, be

met

by

the

plea

The man

who is co general

of catholicity.

a ** philauhro-

pist” as to be insensible-to the ties of kindred and country, may justiy be suspected of
wanting either honesty or sense. And the
man whose views are so *‘ broad”

sentiments so“ liberal”

and

his

as to extinguish

his affection for his own spiritual household
and render him comparatively, it not com-

pletely, useless, in the practical
of his own Church, may

suspected of

a radical

operations

vet more

deficiency

Christian character.
If there has been danger

justly be

in

his

of pushing

the

_ churehly spirit to-the extreme of sectariau-

ism, is there not danger, just now, of push-

ing certain exaggerated theories and onecided notious of Christian unity, to the extreme of a. heartless indifferentism? And
because this extreme will not only be fatal
to denominational life, but alse disastrous
to all the interests of truth and godliness, is
it not a tinely inquiry, if there be not “a
“proper denominational. spirit,” as far removed from one extreme as the other, and

which

bt. to be invoked.

Tt is believed that there are those,

in

al-

A short word ; a shorter thing.

Soon ut-

tered; sooner gone.
Now! A grain of sandson a boundless
lain. A tiny ripple on a measureless ocean !
ver that ocean we are sailing ; but the only
part of it we possessis that on which our
véssel at this moment floats.
From the
stern we look backwards and watch the
ship's wake in the waters; but how short a
distance it reaches, and how soon every
trace disappears! We see also some landmarks

closes

farther off, and. then - the

the

view; but beyond,

still rolls far, far

away.

horizon

that ocean

Memory

contem-

plates the few years of our indiyidual life;
history shows us a dim outline of mountains ;
‘science tells us that still farther back, out of
sight, stretches that vast sea ; reason assuves
us that, like space, 1t hath no boundary ; but

all that’we possess of it is represented by
this small word—Now! The past, for action,
is-ours no longer.

The

future

may

never

become present, it is not ours until it does.
The only part of time we can use is this
very moment—Now!
Ol, listen to the voice of warning Now!
“Awake, thou that sleepest!” Awake Now !
¢ Seek the Lord while he may be found!”

Seek him Now!
¢‘ Believe in the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved!” Believe
Now! Confess to him your sins, ask pardon
through his blcod, rely on his atonement,
implore the help of his Spirit, devote

Too

much

time

wasted already. Lose no more.
be your only opportunity! « Seize
Now! for time is short, and
near, and judgment threatens!
in eternityit will be too late, and
next step may land you there!
season of which yoa can

be

has

been

This may
it Now!
death is
Now! for
your very
The only

sure.

is Now!

The only season in which you can work is
sow! The
purpose may not last till to-

morrow ; falfill it Now!
Fresh difficulties
will flood the channel to-morrow—wade it
xow!
The chain cf evil habits will bind
you more tightly te-morrow ; snap it NOW !
eligion is a work for every day ; begin it

most every particular church, and in all the’ Now!
Sin exposes to present miseries;
evangelical denominations, by whom this escape them Now ! Holiness confers present
inquiry should receive a personal considera- joys; seize them Now! Your Creator comtion. Poseibly some who are too compla- mands; obey him Now! A God of love
cent in their zeal and de¥otion to the gen- entreats; be reconciled Now!
The Father
al cause, may find themselves delinquent in from his throne invites; return Now ! The
regard to a primary

obligation.— Christian

Inteliigencer.
\

. Conf-ssion

Now ! The Holy Spirit 18 striving in your
heart ; yield Now!
¢ Behold, Now is the
accepted time; behold, Now is the day of
salvation !”
:

9

Knnoblng.

Many act on the supposition that supe: ior
should not make acknowledgments to inferior, employer to employed, teacher to sta+ dent, parent to ¢ii'd.,
And the position
is
well taken ¢f there is no error to be ac-

knowledged, and this should

be the

fact.

But, as a responsible position seems to” have

no inherent corrective or sanctifying power, it must be confessed that those occupying such positions are still human and lia-

ble to err, and, in actual fact, do err.
now does the exalted one sink in the

Saviour (rom°his cross beseeches ; tinst him

And
esti-

mation of those under him by confessing
‘error? Does he not rather rise in their esteem, like the morning sun in its greatest
£plendor, for” his apparent magnanimity 2
Those in’ positions of: influence thould be

Give God Your Cares to Keep
bm
4
und

We do not need to bear our own
sing, for
Christ has borne them on the cross.
Nor
do we need to bear our own caves, for he is
the bearer of of our cares as well as of our

sins, “He hath borne our griefs, und carried our sorrows.”
“If any man sin, we have an advocate
withthe Father,” Jesus Christ the righteous ; so that we have only to take our sins
to

him, that we

-may be forgiven.

“If we

mv

God

in

Jesus,

enjoy his loving

presence

all

the

way

at the old price and pay the postage in addition.

heaven.
I would not aim at getting any Ten copies or more, sent to one address, will
new title to his love, bul to have new en- be twenty-five cents each, while all packages
joyment. Every day 1 am seeking for more
knowledge, and for more experience of his containing less than ten will be thirty cents
abundant love to me in his beloved Son, and each.
for this end I would walk close
with him in " Address, I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H.
bis way ;-not to buy his love, it\is inestimable ; not to merit it, free grace and merit

can not stand together ; not that he may give
it me for walking with him, but that in
walking with him I may enjoy what he has
already given me. His lové
is a free gift.
I would by faith enjoy it in time, as I hope
by sense to enjoy it in eternity. Whatever
blessing, strength, victory or comfort, I
stand mn need of, I look to the fullness
which he has laid up in Jesus, and from
thence 1 receive it. 1 read my title in it, and
J take possession of it, for nothing done in
me or by me now or at any other time, but
only in Qr for the free grace of his Father
and my Father, —Romwine's
** Walk
of

Deborah
and her reward.

does not need to

think

much, even

of

tented then with

trust, with

when he is sick.

This, (oo, at such

besides that.

little

This is the use

is the most real trust—that

UNEQUALED =e<5, UNAPPROACHED
Awarded

a time,

Little: Crosses.
ER

morning by morning,

to present to us, for the day then

VIENNA; 1873; PARIS, 1867,

but

safe to make it.— Congregationalist.

Christ comes to us

S
MEDAL
CHEST
THRER
+=
ws» DIPLOMA OF HONOR

opening,

ARIE
AmeRORn Gigs me over minhYn wd) Mert
uNLY in Europe, or which present stich extruordinary excellence as to
command a wide sale there. (
|
awarded highest premiums at Indnstrial Expositions, in Americans
well as
Europe,
Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred,
ders
Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both
hemispheres, to be
unrivaled.
See
ESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more
than One Thousand (sent free).
So

|

divers little crosses, thwartings of our own
will, interferences with our. plans, disap-

pointments of our

little pleasures.

kiss them, aml take them up, and follow in
his rear, like Simon the Cyrenian?
Or do
we toss them from us scornfully because

E

prove

our

patience

Y

olo

and

ments

and our resig-

have often
fiery (rial
when taken
Lord’s hand,
great crown,

even a crown of righteousness and li'e, which

the’Lord bas

promised

to those

that

love

confess our ring, he” is faithful and just to him.
forgive us our gins.” In like manner let us
go to him with our cares, Ile is as willing
If, with a double burden, the Locd supto take them from us as our sins. Let us
examples worthy of imitation m everything not keep (hem to ourselves, nor try to bear plies a double strength, iv is exactly the
that is honorable, just, arid good.
ut il, them with our own strength.
same to our experience as it with half the
wanting the qualities that fit them for this,
urden he left us halt the strength, To ali
Why should we insist on bearing our own
they spend the energies that should be used cares, when he is so ready to hear them ‘for pice
difficulties there 1s one simple ano
burn
to gain them, in trying 10 conceal the lack, us? Why do we magnify them, and wulti- swer: ‘‘He giveth more grace."—Gou'

Stops.

New

Superb

designs,

ET ORGAN :-:
-HARP ofCABIN
PIANO
quisite
combine
these instruments.
Q
oni
TS.
EASY
PAYMEN
Sim
or
anmricrty
payments; er rented until rent pays for the organ.

CATALOGUES sieve”
and

TON;

256 Union

Adame

8t., CHICAGO.

Square,

117

Circulars,

NEW

with

YORK;.or

his

full partic-

80 & =

v0

been to muny-a saved man an excellent disDespise not little
cipline of humanity.

temptations ; rightly met, they
nerved the character, for some
Despise not little crosses; for,
up,and lovingly accepted at the
they have made men meet tor a

ever made.

Combination

KEtagere and other Cases of new

they are so little, and wait for a great affliction to

Do nol

NS ST take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM- °
MISSIONS fur selling inferior organs; and for this
veason often try very hard to sell something else,
with most important improve-

Do we

nation (o his will? Ah! how might we accommodate to the small matters of religion
generally those words of the Lord respecting the children: ‘‘Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones.” Despise
not little sins; they have ruined many a
soul, Despise noi little duties; they ‘have

on having a Mason & Hamlin.
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The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and
would be benefited by readingit.

every Christian
25 cts; postage,

b ota.

Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint 0of130 pages from an English edi
tion, and considers the responsibility of man in relation to his thoughts; the government of the
thoughts; and the influence of thought on the for
i
iste
distribmation of character, Almost gratuitomsly
uted ;—five cents per copy.

by which we can
“Morcing Star,”
one of the above

1, D. STEWART

Communion

or Open

Close Communion,

E

PERFUM

of

is an experience and an argument, in which the ®
folly of close communion is clearly and ably exposed. A bookof 175 pages, by a Baptist clergyman, 2j cte; postage, 11 cts.

For the

JLectures

”

*

3

ONTHE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellem
book for all who would * search the Scriptures.
Twenty-two lectures on the most important
of Bible study. $1.00; postage, 16 cts.

hd

“1 Gem worl Reading!—A Diamond worth Seeing!
SAVE

YOUR

Guide to the Saviowr,

EYES

the way of salvation.

points

~

is a little book intended

RESTORE your SIGHT,

to assist

25cts;

inquirers jm

postage. b cts.

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
By reading
our Illustra=
ted
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY of the EYESIGHT.
Télls how
to Re{
sto!
paired Vision and
™
Bis
Overweorked Eyes;
how to cure
W
Watery,
Inflamed,
and
Near-Sij
Eyes, and all other Diseases of the
Ey.
WASTE NO MORE MONEY
BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR NOSE AND DISFIG-

Tracts

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7 cfs.
per dozen; 50 cts. per bupdred.
Denominational,

which contains a historical statement, and =
brief notice of our doctrinal basis, church polity

URING YOUR FACE.
Pamphlet of 100 pages
Mailed Free.
Send your address to us also,

and institutions, *

Agents Wanted
DR. J. BALL

:

Doctrinal,

Gentlemen or Ladies. $5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Full particulars sent free. Write immediately, to

“gr Scripture quotations

in

proof

of importam

“doctrines.

& CO.,(P. 0. Box97.)

No. 81 Liberty Street, New York City, N, Y.

Our Faith

and

Covenant

is a confession of 17 articles of faith and
sirable church covenant.

reewill Baptist

Printing Establishment
is a brief historical

PUBLICATIONS

a de-

f

statement,

;

the

amount

donations and a list of our publications.

Published

by order of the General Conference, and for gratmitous distribution.
:

—————

The above named books are sold by the dozen at
The Morning Star
:
is a large religious paper of eight pages, now in
its fiftieth volume. It is able, literary and progressive. The principle offices are to be in Boston, but
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has recently
been opened in Chicago, and the manager there
gives his entire time to the work.
Terms peryear «
+
=
+
.
$3.00

of six or more,

1. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
A. H. HULING, 56

one-third

new

Anas Lisrel,
Master and Pupil,

a

in

Payment

year.
\

per

arranged

for

more

of deceased

$7

Hymn

Book,

Strawberry

Sacred

each.

Melody

cellent book; bound both in paper-board .and cloth
3b cents;

postage,

11 cts.

and 250

iss
9%

Rescued from Egypt,

NJ

Claudia,

Child Life,
Any of which will be sent
on receipt of the price.

by marl, free of

postsg

Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Li
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us hess
orders whicl: will be immediately filled with our own
publications,or will be filled with the books o1 other
Dubiiskers and will be furnished to Se bath schools
n Libraries.at wholesale prices.

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. if.

Trains leave Dover

for Batigor,

different

contains

tunes.

It is

Portland,

Ports-

mouth and Boston at 6.40, 7.50, 10.50, A. M., and at
5.00, P, M.
Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. Johus,

at 8.00, A. M,, 3.15, P.M,

The Book of Weorship
is still'larger than the Choralist,
than
600 hymns

4

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Choralist

50 cts.;

B
55
»y

=

is a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though sometimes used for ccngregational singing.

3:

postage, 4 cts.
x

The

1 od

Hill,

Willie Maitland.
Who is my Neighbor?
Triumph over Midian,
Young,8»
When wewere
Way,
Sybil's

a

is a small book of 225 hymns and several tunes
selected especially for prayer meetings.
Itis an excovers.

15
1@
17%

DE

‘used, printed on both white and tinted paper. Large
book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroced, §1 10; Morocco Gilt,

The

15%

-

Bloomfield,
Parsonage.
Karly Choice,

extensively

1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.(0.
Postage, 16 cents
Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7 cents,

oI

4 25

Glencoe

:

ie the denominational

LY

Series.

Anecdotes of Animals,

and

ministers,

Psalmody

The

135

Brother and Sisier.
Miscellaneous.
.

our liter.

of

Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a dozen;
Postage, 2 ceats per copy.

&c., &c.
hundred.

1s
-

Starlight Stories,

than

Quirterly

societies, an account

Series.

Pompeii and Hereuranenm,

starlight

appropriate

obituaries

Day

Bright
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of
i
and theiri post-office addresses, officers
all ministers
of our benevolent

35

«5
2B

Archibald Hamilton,

appearance

»

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.

Samjile

advance.

5

.

Making Something,

7

in their

Series.

Good Little Mitty,

for

also

:

its annual

has made

es,

75
=
B
pd

The Christ-Child,
for adults,

1®

A Ramy Day at Senool
Birthday § resents
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
2 rs. Child’s

International Series,

158
15

we

Contradictions; or, High Life in°Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.

25 cents,
commission

a0

=
and

150

Auni Mattie,
Light from the Cross,

30 cents.
\

Terms: single copy, each,
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

138

Sabrina Hackett,

STAR is for an older class of readers than the Myg. |
-

ae
158

May Bell,

LITTLE

the

bit

size,

are of the same

i

Prize Series.

are Sabbath School ‘papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.
TLE

S. 8S.

j
p
atalogue of New Sunday School Books just
Moline os the Freewill Baptist Printing Esta
ment. These Books are now rcady for sale and de
livery.

The Little Star and Myrtle
Both papers

CHURCHES

AND TO

:

$200

-

i

OF

Superintendents of

sub-

.
.
scribers, each
Postage is paid by the publisher.
3
3

Madison St., Chicago, IIL

|TO PASTORS

$4.50

-

One old and one new subscriber,

Clubs

20 yer cent discount, cash paid with the order,or em
receiving the books.
:
Send your orders to

aso

-

-

inadvance,

“

Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commissien paid:

ary institusions,

in capacity and excellence by any others,

of his hope

is nothing

.

of “ARTHUR'S
price
ear is the
USTRATED
HOME MAG AZINE,”

Qe

Biographies

Jackson,

forty years, and contains, in addition to the usual
Calendar, the names of all Freewill Baptist church-

CABINET ORGANS.

thought

trust and rest.
The Lord is pleased then
with just such a resting upou him; and it is

ibeioth

but arrangements have heen made
furnish the Magazine at %°.0}; I'he
and Magazine at $4.00, aad give
named i engravings 4
.
Sead your orders, and money to

:

his

"Ib,

DAVID MARKS, MARTIN CHENEY WILLIAM BURR
and Daniel Jackson are extensively read by their
friends, and several copies are still on hand.

PATTERNS

ge

Oy

The Register

Christian hopes. He can not think much;
arid need not try. The Saviour whom he
has trusted knows that he can not, and does
not wish to have him try. Let him be
gon-

The

Love, hi:

4 8

en TA

$2.50

= -

WoNDERFUL Works
of Jesue, ,15,

,urtmen:

togies seus free

weak, be

Story of Jesus,

This de-

:

to every subsoriber, cuiedbiin
‘A

a
1

.

ler.

SA

remium

Conference

Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
Lessons for Every Sunday, ,!8, postage

y

9_ NEWEST

ma

General

postage, 18 cents.

children, are issued every month. 100 copies to one
‘
vear: 50bi or more,
at the same
address, $9.00 per ¢ year;
rate. Any number less than 50, 12 cents for each

MASON
& HAMLIN
and

T

'

he

of the

with

Her

Story

66

of their union

$1.25."

are published in pamphlet form at the closeof
every session, and the bound volume embracés the
proceedings of the first sixteen sessions, 5 cents;

Butterick
8S forladies’ and chilmen’s
Sree va are. given by special arrangement every

copy
i

—

is sick

The Minutes

will be unusually
rid.
hire an abun ance of.
short
risls w wi11 be given dur .
ear, two or t three serials
te gtories,

of the

FonALAME
wai au| 1 2£9

Trust.

tians in New York, till the'time

Norman,
wv.
new serial story
by T. S. Ar-

A
thur, will be commenced in Ji, sory

The

of the Free Baptists

the ¥reewill Baptists,

an
fonuenride

House-

Reston papers

=F

—

Great

p,

give. the rise and progress of this body of Chris-

;

Faith.”

When a Christian

ng

most
sal

=
«
dress, each,
Payment always in advance,
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.

GENERIS.

The Memorials

fkon at
Nl
he
.
fide of and

NEW

No other Sabbath school paper in the country

to

2

©

Liberal Offers.

all

2%

tail, the early events of our denominational his
tory. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.

Manz ne of America, is more thorough0.
ly identified with the People in their
Social Life than apy other peciodical in
the country,

things are mine. Having his free grantof
them in the word of promise, and trusting has been published at so low a price as the Litto his faithfulness, I have set out to walk tle Star and Myrtle,and we can not furnish them
with my divine Friend and Father, hoping to

your-

self entirely to his sérvice! Do it Now!
‘+ Strive to enter in at the strait gate” NOW}
Offer the prayer, “God be merciful {0 me, a
sinner,” Now!

because God being

¥

?

»

of the unity of the Spirit, it is a matter for
profound gratitude and devout thanksgiving. Bat where this is genuine and not for-

’

§~
;

The
h
1

’

flocked ‘to

ws

———

AZINE takes
vei Christian
morality,
Whatever is hurtful to Society
it ‘condemns without fear or favor, and makes Tiselr felt
in the Homes of the People as a power for good,

sold

“.
better to do right and doubt, than to be- simple way the old story of the cross.
lieve and do wrong. But the right man be- Whitefield and the Wesleys, in the last
speedy millennium in the extinction of all lieves and does. Ils faith rompts to good cenfury, did rot attract such multitudes,
denominational distinctions among Chris- works, and they prove his fith. Thus the
The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
tians.
Different ecclesiastical organiza- -apostles put it ; and only by this union of nor were the converts so numerous under
Many thousands have went as farin the liberality of its offers to the
tions, and different. names, are to be toler- faith and works-is symmetry of character se- their - preaching.
abandoned sinful ways, and begun to lead
ated oumly until they can be successively cured,
:
:
upright.and pious lives. Even the secular patrons of our publications as it could go in wisblotted out. But ‘‘a’ denominational spirit”
Protestant Christians aie in dange
journals, that ridicule the whole Bigvemen:, dom or safety. And we have reason to believe
is an unmitigated evil, to which the term of. We
thinking that doing good by societies aeknowledge its beneficent results. They
*‘proper” can in no sense be applied. And and machinery—by proxy—will excuse us confess
drunkards are made sober, and that these offers will be met in the sabe spirit of
yet it is within - the memory of many, that from personal exertion in the service of licentiousthat men
chaste, and blasphemers liberality and enterprise in which they are made,
among the recorded virtues of “departed God and our fellows. This is a day of as- devout. They confess
that homes, long and thus will a greatly increased ‘patronage be
worthies, were. often found such expres- sociated action, when we have a society to filthy and wretched by degrading
vices, are
sions as these, “He loved his own Church ;” do almost everything in the church’ and the
clean and pure and happy. The in- secured. The price of our books is twenty per
“He was a devoted friend of the Church to world. We are tempted to get our relig- now
fluenc2 of the preachers does net end in the
which he belonged ;” ‘‘He was true to the jon done out, as some get their: washing. crowded assembly; it goes into the daily cent. lower than similar books can be purchased
interests of the Church of his choice.” In If we belong to a society, or circle, or club, life, inspiring to higher aims, and sustaining elsewhere, but some of them are now put ata
those days no one dreamed that such senti- for a benevolent purpose ; especially, if we
still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and
of
ments were indicative of a narrow, illiberal bear responsible office in it, and give time, by-stronger motives.
Similar results, though less marked both wish to place them where they will be doing
or unchristian spirit. A peculiar attach- labor ahd money, it is easy to persuade our- in extent smd pewer, have followed
Mr. good.
ment to one’s own Church was counted as selves that we are doing what the Master Varley's
is
labors in this country.
Large
one of the manifestations of the Christian requires.
As we pay postage on the Star and other pa;
i
crowds
have
been
drawn
together;
Chris-!
life. But now, when it seems necessary to
We Protestant Christians are very much 'tians have been quickened to a more spirit- pers: hereafter, will not ‘the friends of these pub
mention such a trait among the characteris- in the way of thinking that it is our duty to ‘ual
life, and sinners have been awakened
tics of some eminent servant ef God, the give the bread ot life to the perishing,
lications exert themselves to increase-their circu-’
qualifying clause is carefully added, “he while we neglect to give them the bread and converted. The cross of Christ is still «| lation.
a
magnet
to
draw
the
world
unto
itself.
was at the same time liberal and catholic in that
perisheth.
Our Public charities are
No better answer can be
given to the
We continue our offerto clubs as follows:
spirit toward all denominations.” The im- abundant, and they are in proof that the challenge
of unbelief. A religion can not
plication is, that the two things, if not natAny
subscriber to the Morning Star, who will
poor are not forgotten. We found hospiurally irreconcilable, are not always, nor tals, homes, asylums, and offer our money decay, which meets the profoundest wants
of
human
nature,
and
restores
harmony
to
furnish
the name of a NEw ong, can have the
generally, found together, The first is in- freely for their support. ‘And it can not be
troduced as an idiosyncrasy, possibly
a made a reproach to Protestantism that it the disordered soul. A religion caggnot two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,
weakness, excusable only when qualified by cares for the soul only and does not tend grow old, which evokes dormgpeforces,
the hights strictly in advance.
{
.
the other. It might have beeu amiable, the body as well. But in our private, indi- lifts from the abysses of vice™fo
‘like anyother natural affection, but there vidual capacity, as Christian men and wom- of virtue, and reforms whele communities
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD send NEW
by its divine emergy. Christianity is still
was no religion in it; it was no part of the en, we are tempted to leave the care-of the
the power of God unto salvation, no less SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each,
Christian lite.
:
sick, the poor, the suffering to these associ- than when the jailer trembled at Philippi strictly in advance.
Now are we to much better than our ated charities, while we are content to labor and
Coruelius rejoiced in Cmsavea. It may
fathers that what, with them, was deemed and to pray that the kingdom of God my
be a stumbling-block to the Jew aud foolish- , No eommission can be allowed on either of the
a virtue, needs an apology with us? Is it come, and his will be done on earth as.it is
true, in point of fact, that we are more cath- in heaven. This is the mistake we make, ness to the Greek, but is justitied by its above offers,and every subscriber will see the deolic in spirit than they were? Is there less and making it, we lose more than half the children, for they have tested its promises, sirableness of obtaining a new one, or of looking
had an inward experience of its transof “*sectarianism” in the offensive and ex- enjoyment of Christian life on earth.—0b- and
after the formation of a club in every place where
forming grace. —Christian Era.
clusive sense, now than then? Or is the server.
copies.of the Star are now taken. The pastor
difference chiefly in a certain fashion of
speech, and “ mode” of intercourse? . The
and friends will choose their own way of getw.” |
The Christian’s Title,
questions are suggestive, and not designed
Newman Hall on “ No
ting up the clubs, and so make the generous ofRg
to be invidious,
If there has been a softenSr
——
:
ing of asperities, an enlargement of ChrisMystitle is clear to all spiritual blessings, fer available.

tian fellowship, and a broader manifestation
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Hlustrated Home Magazine,
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ARTHUR'S

icines,and use 1t in their families, after being

they tell us, but its doctrines of a depraved cured of the same disease as mine, . You do
human najure and of supernatural grace not know what a wonder it created in ovr
can no longer
prevail in our’ enlightened city ‘by its restoring my §
as I wrote you
age. Christianity must take its place with "bout,
for she had been under the care of
the pejiched faiths of the. Old World,
| three of our best doctors, but could not sit
But facts can not be warped to the support up but for
a few minutes at one time. I
of such philosophic theories. Human na- begged of her to try your medicines, and
ture refutes the theories, and the yearning before she had used "hall the bottles she
bearts of men turn away from, their adyo- couldgo all around the yard; and has now
cates, pining
with hunger for a divine just come home from a visit five miles
fruits that it bas come from God.
For many months the cities

A ra

3

{i
>

cian® without receiving benefit, 1s GAINING

Man's Need of Religion.

Saviour, and for a religion
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
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make
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them seem fewer and lighter? Let us take is very strongly recommended by the Medithem at once to him; knowing that it is as cal Faculty and is largely prescribed among

be-

ing feel that itis the part of honor and manliness to keep back the confession..of it,
‘when this simple act, if sincere, would not
only comma)
Selfireafinct, but, aidedehy

Lights rising o’er a wintry night,
With tidings of eternal youth,
On error’s long-bewildered sight
Emerging with the lamp of truth—

Y

i

©

moruls when himself deficient in these es- self-righteous to keep our cares as our Sins their Female Patients, i is worthy of a
sentials, is so apparent that it strikes the at- from him. Let us go to him with thanks- confidence, as may be seen from the folLi
| tention of every observer, and it gives a giving, as well as prayer. Oh, how thanks- lowing testimonials: .
shock to general morals that,is highly inju- giving lightens all burdens and scatters all
Dr. G. B..CHapMAX, Plattsmouth, Neb.,
rious, and unduly lessens respect for hu- shadows!
How quickly care
leaves us writes: [ have under treatment a lady,
miin natare, which is small enough at best. when we rebuke it with ‘Bless the Lord, O who, for the past seven years, has been
And when one knows he bas done wrong my soul! "—Ds, H. Bonar. ’;
ufiligled, and, alter trying several physi

oT ight the Good Fight.
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more
well

ahd 8,00 evening

(Pu

Sleeping car); and for
Dover via Portsmouth
at 8.08,
A. M., 12.30 and 4.45, P. M.
:
Leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15 10.20, A. Ww,

and 3.06 and 7.00, P. M.
‘
GEO.. BACHELDER,

Supt. E. R. BR.

adapted to either social or public worship,with con. |".
gregational singing.
We have a few copies left,
all gilt edge.
Those bound ia Moroceo, $1.00 per
QopY;
Turkey binding, $1.25, and no discount by
the d zen.
.

BOSTON AND MALNE

nasanbam

SPRING ARRANGEMENT,

187,

Butler's

Theology
TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions of Leave PORTLANDat 6,15, and 9.10, A, M., and 3.15, Pr.
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, p. M.
Coctrinal theology, and the author’s views are
Leave DOVER at 5.50, 7.55, and IL00, A. M.;
those generally acceptedby the denomination. $1.60; | and 5:16, P. M.
postage, 23 cents.
7
“le
TRAINS FOR DOVER.

y
\
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butter, now of
Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on
' Acts, Rom. and Cor.
It id an excellent help for
Sabbath schools and family reading. $2.0); postage, 20 cents,
pi
The

Treatise

.

oe

a

contains a brief staterhent of the doctrines held
by the denomination, and our general usages in
church-building. It is published by authority of the
General Conference. 20 cents; postage, 2 cents.

Leave Bouton at 8.00, P. M., 12,00, M,8, 15, and 5, r. mw.

Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, ¢. wu,
Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, As Moy 3.80, P.M,

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND,
Leave BOSTON

«DOVER

at

8.00, A. M., 12.00,

at +1043, A.M.
8.25, P.M,

and

3.15,

». nm.

and 2.48, 6.1, and

STAGE CONNECTIONS,

"om

Stages leave Center Harbor for Conwiiy‘and White
Monuntains,

at 2, P.M.,

or on the arrival of the boat

that rene in connection with’ the 8.15 train from

ston,
Leave, Wolleborough
Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tultonborough,
Moultonborongh,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Or Room 67, 55. Congress Street, Boston.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Lacenia.
;
.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes.
Loans Negotiated and Investm2nts made, Real
days and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
istate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents. Ret
covers the first hall century of our existence ’ | ‘with trains for Boston-and Portland,
erences given when desired.
t136
/| from 1780 to 1830, It describes with considerable de.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Gen. Supt
ON

123 Dearborn

We

St., - Chicago.
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The Morning Star.

French infidels, and thus, relatively speak-

ing, the situation,

morally,

remath

MAY

12

changed.
&
hr
What we might count as gaiiin the-c6n-

1575.

trol of influences over onerlass, we lose by

cuiting off aceess to another and, perhaps,
larger one,

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor,
G. FF. MOSHER, ASs’t Editor.
++ Str
pes

All

communications

tion should

designed

bewaddressed

letters ou business,

to

the

remittances

for

publicas

Editor, and

all

of money, &e.,

-

Qur common school system, as it exists
"in most of the States, is fortunately under-

going critical examination .at
time.

the

present

Fortunately, we say, because

of the first importance to the

the strength

and weaknesses of the system can not be too
soon nor too well understood. That the objeet sought in the ample provision for giving to the people a

free

education,

within

candid

and

advance of public sentiment.

morality

lic

and’ loyalty'to

our “institutions,

and believe the truth

careful

every hour as they present themselves,

that

Of the wisdom or folly shown. in the assumption by the State of high grades ot in-

is standing at his

man

ought to stand.

as in the high

system of State

school

Universities,

we

now care to speak, but rather of

or

the

do

not

the

and religious side of the question.
In our consideration of the importance
general intelligence in a government of
people by the people, have we heretofore
garded sufficiently the moral quality of

intelligence?

Knowledge

post

where

every

If there were nothing material depending
on immediate action, then

we

might

defer

with impunity, but as it is, no man can pro-

moral

crastinale

of
the.
rethe

with

safety. - If

his

property

‘were in half the danger that his soul is, he
would net ‘give sleep to his eyes

nqr

slum-

ber to his eyelids until he had made it secare. Now the soul is in jeopardf, and he
does not appear to see the necessity of attending to it at once as he should. It can

is umquestiona-

bly power, but whether power for good or
evil depends en its use. History brings its

not be for’the want of light.

is not peévessarily associated with the highest Tegards for the rights of man or the
claims of the Divine law. It is worthy of

before us, and we have the same

means

knowing the author that we have of know-

-

:

Bat the current of events

has

manifestly

swept us out into a broader sea in these
later days, and however mdeh some of us
may wish it were otherwise, the religious
training of the past,associated with the pub-

Yc school, is no longer possible.
In our
broad country, with its strangely mingled
elements, very naturally each religious be-

liever is ready to rise at once with

a pro-

test against any religious instruction contrary to his own. Where Jew and Catho-

fie, Infidel and Chinaman unite in the support of one system of education, the absence
of all religious instruction, save such as all
can accept,

may be

a necessity.

schools the Bible, and the prospects for its
universal abolition grow stronger day
day.
Indeed, some ofthe best friends
Christianity and a considerable portion

by
of
of

the religious press already favor the discon-

timuance 6f the Bible in our public
that

rather

the

name

reluctantly,

common

‘molies,

schools,

on the

school,

must

to be

meét

all

ground
what

on

its

common

ground. Of cgurse, it is well understood
that on the part of the Catholics the objection to the Bible is ouly an excusé—a cover
to the real design for breaking down the
free school system altogether.
No sooner
is this objection

removed

than

the

cry

the

schools

80 as (o remove all possible objections on
the score of sectarian or even distinctively

Christian teaching,
have committed

what

a fatal

then?

Shall

error

destroying the means of
We think not, entirely, for
bgoks represent the average
poriod. and the literature of

by

morality,

high moral lessons are conveyed,

ly, in nearly all the

we

thereby

moral culture?
as our school
literature of the
any period rep-

resents the average of public

so

indirect-

class exercises.

question is being raised, however,

‘The

honestly

and apprehensively, by many Christian men

of

his word, and the

careful observation, whether

manifestation

excuse.”
but we
to light
God in

of Divine

grace to his creatures, through the spirit_in
Christ Jesus, remove all

semblance

of ex-

cuse; and yet men delay to ‘“come to a
knowledge of the truth that they “might be
saved.”
.
If there were a multitude

of Christian
.piety.

traiming,

The objection

and

was

difficult to make a selection without long
deliberation, then we might delay uatil we
found out which was the best. Bat it is
not so.

There are but two ways, and

they

are opposite extremes,—right. and -wrong,
light and - darkness, holiness

and

sin,—the

narrow way of life and the broad way of
death. No intelligent man need wait long

to ascertain which

extreme

he ought

choose,

to

:

God's claim is imperative,

‘ This

is the

way, walk ye in it.”
¢ Thou shalt worship
the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou

serve.”
Why should not man be obedieni? His own intelligence and convictions of duty are on the side of obedience ;
and when God says “ Choose ye this day
whom ye will serve,” he knows that he
ought to make, and can make, the choice
demanded of him.
Nay, that to delay the

service of God is to remain in the service of
satan
later,

and peril his soul; and sooner
like a ship without a rudder,

find himself among the
long will it do ‘o delay ?

breakers.

or
to

How

The

—

The

legislature of

Massachusetts

has re-

cently enacted a ‘License law,” and there
seems to be a strong probability that the
General Assembly of Rhode Island will, at

negative and round

virtue-loving citizens are drowned

by the

however,

lose

sight,

for

a

“what is (1uth,” as pertains

in question.

:

nioment,

to the

of

subject

There are pumerous pleas made in behaif
of license. It is contended that it is
the proper

method

to

restrain

crime, that

ing,

why

not

also

license

murder, high-

not

of pefsonal

way robbery, theft and houses of ill ‘fame?

also

urged,

The latter take life

about.

sgutiment of the. churches

‘The general

is wadoubtedly

who gives his vote for license

is incurring

a most fearful responsibility. A just God
will frown upon him.
The true alternative lies between free rum

and prohibition.
question.
himself no
wing. He
self under

The former is out of the

Even the liquor dealer sees for
safely beneath the . shadow of its
would consequently hide himthat refuge of lies, license. Give

us, then, prohibition,

wherein

alone

is truth and safety, and let it be wisely
forced.

’

Conference
ON CHURCH
.

there

en:

:

Action.

and

property

and

de-

troy health, so also does the former,
though the process by which it does it may
differ.

But few, if any, in-our ‘communities

The action of the last General Conference
on the reception of members from Pedobaptist churches has been variously interpreted, and some persons and churches have
deen not a little disturbed thereby. To
answer inquiries that bave been addressed
torus, and to show more clearly the position
of Conference, the clerk of that body has
furnished the acts contained in the state-

ment that follows. ~

Not less than. eight questions or resolutions bearing direetly or indirectly on this
‘subject were introduced in Conference and
referred. The Comnsittee on Church Polity
five

of them

as

one

question,

In answer to the various resolutions and questions relating to the reception of members by
letter from Pedo-buptist churches, we report the
following :
. Resolved, That the manner and condition of re-ceiving such members be left to the discretion of
the churches,

A spirited discussion ensued, amendments
were offered, and the question was twice
laid on the table for farther consideration.
On the third day-after the discussion commencedy, the following resolutions were
adopted as a substitute for the oue reported
. as above:

~~

Resolved, 1. That we believe Christian baptism to be a personal act of public consecration
to Christ,
. 2. That believers’ baptism, and immersion only
as baptism, are fundamental doetrines of - our
¢hurch.
.

After the above action of Conference,
three other questionson the same subject

were introduced and referred to the Committee on Doctrine. The report on these
questions was not taken from the table
tll two or three hours before the
fihal adjournment. Exciting questions hfd been
before Conference that morning, ifoportant
was

at noon, and

a general
some

were

desire to
busy

with

their preparations to leave the city. Under
these circumstances every member felt the
pressure, and business

was

done with dis-

bution of the school fund collected should
place

aniually

amopg

the

several

ebarches,—of course those outside all sympathy with Christfanity “would demand a
share,and schoold would be perpetuated under the charge of German rationalists and

light?

‘And

when

we

come

to

speak

of

personal rights, whercin is the law bound

to protect the rum-seller in his business and

to throw
a halo of digmity about -it ‘more
than the murderer in ‘his and

the highway-

mau in his,—and’so with the other criminals?
4

.

™~

.

.

5

A

fi (he "(wo

is

church.
Ina word, what they do not agree to
accept in practice théy do .agree to accept in’
silence.
3
4
Any person thus received into membership

with the church understands that his case is exceptional, and not in accordance with our denominational polity; that he is uniting his

to be an error in his creed.

ditions

on

which such

Thus

the very con.

persons are received

indicate no lowering
of our denominational
standard; but they make our statements of
doctrine and usage just as significant and ém-

phatic as a refusal

would

be

to receive

such

persons to membership; while,at the same time,
the opportunity is afforded to any church to give

re-affirm the general principle that it is

not; but persons presenting letters from other
evangelical churches may

be received

assenting and

tQ

conforming

our

It must be confessed that a restless spirit
has developed itself among us of late, and
at the last Conference it broke over denominational lines in offered resolutions a=d

on another.
And what was a little peculiar,
men who ®dvocated the loosest freedom on

some questions, argued for the closest restriction on others. There is good reason

under efficient care, he ‘is

doubtless

by their

doctrines and

ing to our doctrines and usages in: the
future,” they will of course be baptized.

But, whatadid Conference desire to express
It is but tair to

the reception of members from Pedo-baptist
churches
The amendment did not profiose any change in
denominational polity.
Tt was not introduced to
cater-to any un-baptistie taste, or to lower in any |
degree our Bupti-t stundurd before our Pedobaptist bieibren; but to allow churdiied, in ex-

passed amid

seri-

in

The

-—A TRUTH OVERLOOKED.
in pitying the folly of those

Are we
persons

at-

calls

Reflector

Watchman and

of Christian

feature

tention to a striking

civilization in England when it says that
“We talk of the civilization of the nine-

an

teenth century, but we trust that the ciyilization of the twentieth - will be a

improved condition ere this. We naturally
look for still greater service from Mr. Dow.
England has still much temperance work
for him to do, and we in, the United States
could apparently keep him profitably em-

more thorough-going thing. , The fact is, it
Christian church,

To say

the

through

its way

has not yet worked

nothing

untamed savagery within the

pale

of the gl

of th

papal church,—witne¢ss recent
priest-inspired butcheries in Mexi¢o,—the church of
England still largely belongs to the dark
ages. The infant children of Baptists, and |
all unbaptized adults, if interred in a parish

not,
who

dispose of their property and procure ascénsion robes in anticipation of the coming of Christ at a fixed time, too prone to
overlook or to ignore the fact of his coming
at all? What and how much does the second coming really mean to us? The Ezaminer and Chronicle truthfully says;

church-y&td, must be buried ‘without any
religious service.

Although dissenting bap-

tisms are valid in law, the clergy sometimes
refuse to recognize them, and according to
the Londpn Freeman, not a month

without the occurrence,

in

passes

some country

church-yard, of incidents which are felt to
be a disgrace to a civilized community.
In

Wales, although seven-eighths of the poplife are il- ylation are dissenters, yet ther® are only

lusirated. © Nota fey
of those] who retain
the Scriptural faith¥in their forms of doetrine, at least

in

general

terms,

give

531 parishes out of about

dissenting

no

ministers

13,000

‘can

in

which
The,

officiate!

study to the subject, and have for it no -de- great bulk of the ‘people must bury their
finite place in their scheme of belief. They children as we bury
dogs, or at best let
seldom thivk of it. They have no particuthem
be
buried
by
clergymen
with whom
lar Jecling ubout it. It ean hardly be that
they have a real expectation of it.
When they have no sympathy. We are glad to
we think of the almost .total silence which see that the Liberation Society is looking
| prevails on this truth in the churches, it is after this relic of barbarism, and that a bill
{ not surprising that the preachers of pre| millennialismz#conceive themselves to be has been introduced into Parliament to
i called to the prophets’ work of awaking the amend the Bmial Laws in this vespect.”

to believe that the denomination, as aswhole,
| people of God from slumber.
is keevly alive to the fact that exireme
measures, whether of liberality’ or caution, | ——THE GOVERNMENT

:

:

WW

—

("> Acriticof Dr. Hovey's papers in the
AND TRANSPORTAChrigtian Era on ** Church and State’
are about equally dangerous, And so, we | TION. The United States
Supreme Court,
thinks that ** if, because the State is rightly
may reasonably expect that, before the next in deciding in favor of the
right of the
‘concerned only with the protection. of life,
Conterence, our conflicting opinions will State of Maryland to collect a certain
som
have founda level, and we shall move on
on all passengers carried by the Baltimore liberty 4nd property, it-may not enforce the
observance of the Sabbath, and may not newith more union and strength than ever and Ohio Railroad, on (he ground
that the
before.
.
State had a contract with the road and was quire, or even allow, the reading of the
uot in fact taxing it; is understood to have Bible and prayer in its schools, and may
Current Topies:
given an opinion declaring the full authori-" not prohibit any idolatrous worship, and
—
Ge
ly of the government over roads for all may not exempt religious and charitable
institutions from taxation, there are many
——Tae CATHOLIC APPOINTMENTS.
Giv- purposes connected with the question
of other things whizh it may not do, which
ing America a Cardinal and Boston an cheap transportation. If the Court really
nearly all civilized governments are conArchbishop, thus making the former a helds such an opinion, it will be
likely to
Catholic Princedom
and the latter the cen- give a new impetus to the party seeking tinually performing, and without which society would bardly be emdungple.. For inter of a Metropolitan see, has seemed to in- some corrective lagislation on the
sub- stance, it may not seek to secure the truth
terest Protestants quite as’ much as it has ject.
:
of testimony by the solemnity of an oath;
the Catholics.
We have certainly been
it may not prohibit and punish blasphemy,
quite as eager to see_ and read about the
A New UNITED STATES HISTORY.
Mrs. or profane cursing and swearing; it may
ceremonies, and have contributed our quota Abby Sage Richardson,
the genial and in- not forbid indecent shows and personal exto the rabble (bat attended them. Cardinal teresting story-teiler, has written
a history posure ; it 10ay not restrain the circulation
McCloskey doubtless thinks that we Ameri- of the United States
which H. O. Houghton of licentious literature ; it may not prohibit
cans think it is a grand thing to be a Prince
& Co. will shortly publish, and which bids gambling or lotteries; it may not suppress
and wear a ved hat. That is what drum- fair to rival in interest the best
story she brothels, or do any one of many other
majors think about the crowds of children ever wrote.
While adapted to advanced ‘things which all well regulated States
are
who gaze in rapture ‘at their fantastic rig.
readers, it is specially suited to interest and
No ‘one of these
constantly performing.
. We are plginly making qnite as much of
instruct the children, for whom we suppose
directly interferes with the ends which
the occasion as is dignified, oy ds it calls
%
.
GEG
it
was more than half written.
alone, aceording to our author, goveri:
for.
ment is to defend. AH these may exist and
Nobody shouid question the rizht of the
HARPER'S FERRY REUNION.
The efforts muitiply, and yet life, liberly and property,
Catholics to have a Cardinal in this country, or to make

Boston

an

Archbishoprie.

If the country and Christianity
it, it is so much

can’t stand

the worse for them.

There

is of course great significance in the appointments, and many grave considerations
arise out of them,but it is a question wheth-

er we are not inclined to make quite too
much out of them. America shouldn’t be a
country to acknowledge any magic properties in

Mr.

McCloskey’s berrettr,

nor

to

rush pell-mell alter his red-wheeled carriage
with its armorial panels.

——SUCCEEDING

STEPS IN PRUSSIA.

The

ed in education, which

may prolong

their

existencé four months, and of those whose

object is the care of ‘the sick, which may
cobtinue their organization, but are liable
to dissolution at any moment. The asso-

usages in the future,
:
This answer having been given to the first ciations
thus continulng are to be subject to
question by a small majority, the balance of the supervision
of government officials.
the report wds laid on the table without The property of the
convents is not to be
objection. - Some preferred that this part of ~eenfiscated, but
will be temporarily adminthe report'sbeuld go upon the table rather istered by the state.
The bi!l relating to
than the record, and others said, by a rigid the administrat
ion of property of the Rointerpretation, if gprinkled members ‘come man Catholic church
has also advanced aninto our churches * assenting and conform- other step, and the indignation of the faith-

by the above amendment?

ing general politics are often

expression to an act of Christian courtesy and
love,
as helpful to itself, it may be, as grateful
and helpful to the party to whom it is extended.
Men of reputed orthodoxy sublimate the
- But I do not propose to argue this question, as Second
Coming of Christ, the Resurrection
you do not ask it, but to state the position I con- and the Last Judgmert
, into poetical imsider Conference took in its action on this subject, -agery by which the experien
ces of the sonl
:
As ever, ——
in passing from this to another

members, and their present organization
and, pending the motion to accept the first must be dlssolved within six months after
answer, it was amended by the “addition of the passage of the bill. Pariial exception
words so as to read as follows | —
is made in favor of religious bodies engagWe

mentioned

our churches, agree so to accept and: conform to

ful is*correspondingly increased.

Dr. Falk

seems quite equal to Bismark in the intensity of his anti-Catholic spirit. The Chure

has a fierce eye upon him.

to secure a reunion of school teachers, missionaries, and others who have labored in

the Si:enandoah valley Freedmen's Mission;
promise to be successful. It will be held
in connection with the Storer Norn:al S:hool

for the time at least, may
ed.”
The

Golden

Age,

remain
>

once

a

wns

trvrFovitererirerere

unharm-

champion

of

‘liberal republicanism, now speaks of it as
anniversary, June land 2. Every person
follows: “ The experiment of 1872 makes
who has been thus connected with the mishundreds, who see the validity and good resion, and its friends generally, are iovited
sults of the Liberal movement and regret
to be presenf.
The proper notice appears
its failures, shrink from its repetition. Still,
in another column.
unless the independent voters of the country combine in some way that shall make
SPECIAL EXCURSION To CALIFORNIA,
A their diseatisfaction with existing parties
pleasant party of ladies and gentlemen, effectual, they count for nothing, and are

editors, and [riends, expect to visit California this summer, and are making arrange-

ments for an excursion under auspices more
agreeable than usually full to the lot “of
tourists. - The party will visit scenes of intergst along the Union Pacific Railroad,
Canons of Rocky Mountains and Sierra
Nevadas, Scenery of Colorado, Utah; Grain
Fields, Gardens, Orchards, Vineygrds of
California ; the Yosemite; the Scenery of

Oregon and the Columbia River; with possibility of reaching

Puget

Sound

and-the

Orange Groves of South California. A few
vacancies remam, For further information,
41

at once; A. C. SrockiN,
address,
Franklin Street, Boston, Mass,

THE RETURNING MissioNARIES. As we
go to press we learn that J. Li: Phillips and
party, from Calcutta via Liverpool, left the
latter port in the *‘ Celtic,” April 29, and

expected to reach New York last Saturday.
They will be welcomed home.

Exchange

”

Notes and Quotes

“ Religion, ™ remarks
the . Christian
Union, **is notan escape from punish.
ment. It is being good and doing good.

Any one who sees a chance

to

An attempt at where be is tempted to do wrong,

do right

merely a disturbing element in our politics.

.
~ But considering the half demoralized condition of (he Republican party
and the dissatisfaction of hundreds. of its
oldest and best members with its acts and
tendencies and movements,

seated distrust

of the

which is supported by

the

deep-

Democratic

and

party

thousands

only

be-

cause there is no better, it certainly seems
that a third party, organized in season,

with a special view to making a decided
demonstration on its own account in favor
of administrative reform and official honesty, would have an - immense support and
stand a fair chance of success in the next
Presidential canvass.”

Western Department.
Rev. A, H, Huling, Manager.

86 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

Notes od Current Events.
-—mid.

MICHIGAN AND PROHIBITION.

. Aftet con

siderable discussion, the Michigan Legisic.
ture bas adopted a Liquor Tax law instead, of prohibition. A direct License law ould
not be enacted, as the constitution of the

or to State wisely forkids all license to ventlers of
his assassination may be a liné in the pro- "give so much as acup of cold water to one liguid death,
who' nee‘it,
dsmay begin in that very act to
gramme by and by.
4
Thistax scheme was hit upon as an inlive a Christian life, He will" never reach
direct
method of doing "what the "constituthe pluceto pause so long as he is less
tion forbidg, It is difficult to understand
~—TEMPERANCE REFORM. The efficiency good than his highest thought of goodne
ss, how the payment of a tax can relieve the
of Reform, Clubs in promoting temperance und s0'loh
as there
y
is ona creature that liquor seller from the penalty of selling
is now having a gratifying trial in Dover. needs his he'p.”
J
without a license, nevertheless, should the
The work is internal. That is, it begins
{riends of temperance see fit to prosecute.
among and is carried on by the drinkers
The English Me'hodist says that “it
is The tariff is fixed at $150 ‘per annum for
themselves, who conduet theic own
meet- pleasing: to find (hat the tenacio
us: grasp of all retail dealers of spirituous liquors, and
ings, muke their speeches, and seek fo be Toryism upon our social and
public’ cu. $40 for ale and beer, while wholesale deultheir own helpers. . But that refers only to toms is
showing signs of loosenfnn under’ ers ave charged respectively $300
and $100,
temporal help.. Their veal dependerce is the persisient
attacks of those in whose
oustitutional
amendment
was
also,
proon the help of God, and every member of irrever
ent view age forms wo impregnable
vided to be voted on by the pecplt in the
the clubs.lately organized in Dover, Great defense
of abases.
The manners of a' peo (§11 of 1876, giving the Legislature power
Falls, and other places in New Hampshire,
ple,of all features of the age afford, perhaps,
ut its discretion,
Ae » rogulate (he traffic
acknowledges
this ina greater or less de- the
most ob:tinate resistance to the action M{chigan has been4 considered,
,
next to Wisgree.
7
It is uoticcubte that the movement
ofin‘reased eniigltenment.
Laws affect. consin and Towa,the strong hold of temper1
pes

r

evangelical churchesgmay be received.”
* Whatever interpretation othérs muy pluee on
it, ‘it was intended to mean only and just this:—
That such persons, before or; on reception into

The report was considered by divisions,

would think of * throwing around these allow those
who voted for it to define their
crimes the sanction of law, and thus dignily own
position, and so we have requested the
them. Why should rum-seiling be made an person who moved
the amendment to state
exception? Is it different from these other definitely
and
fully
just what position he
right or wrong, gan not be, what shall be’ things? What are ‘its fruits? Let the mildesired to have Conference take. He hay
the-attitude of these churches toward the lions of its dead and dying answer.
If
public school” gystema > Shall Protestants there is less liquor sold, and if there is less very kindly consented to do so, afid, by the
join hands with - Cathelies and destroy the drunkenness, under license than under pro- way, a, more loyal man to the denomination
present system by inaugurating a new one hibition (both reason and facts tell us there is not found among us. He says: —
You ask me to state definitely the position
by which to the churches, instead of the is not), why is not prohibition better for the
which T desired Conference to take, at its last
State, shall’be committed the education of interests of the liquor traffic, and why is session,
in the amendment which I offered to the
the children ? Suppose the equitable distri. this satan transformed” into an angel of Reportof the Committee on Doctrine,
relative to

take

* Agsénting and

war upon Catholicism in Prussia is set in
striking contrast (0 these recent strides in
the faith in America. Dt. Falk, renowned
as the leader against existing institutions
general prinin
that country, especially those whose. obciple, that it is not,
ject is the perpetuation of Catholic dogmas,
2. Ts such a practice baptistic?— Ans. No.
has lately, introduced into the Diet a bill for
8. Is the immersion of a believer in the name
the suppression of the most of these religof the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, an absolute
condition of membership in a regular and ordeily ions orders in Prussia,
The existing estab-Freewill Baptist choreh?—Ans, Yes, ,
‘lishments are forbidden to receive new

strongly. in’ favor of the retention of the
Bible in the schools and’ the teaching of
positive Christianity ; but as this, whether

.

or to cover any hidden scheme,

conforming to our doctrines and usages in the
future,” was meant to guard the preceding sentence, —*‘but persons presenting letters from other

personal utterances, sometimes on one side
of our denominational polity, and sometimes

MEMBERSHIP,

——
OS —

patch.
The report, as presented to Conference,
its next session, do likewise.
In both these
states the movement is a retrograde one, | was answers to questions as follows :—
“1. Is itconsistent with our doetrine and polity
Both the enacted and proposed laws take
to admit persons to full fellowship in the church,
the. place of stringent prohibitory laws. who
have not been baptized (immersed),
but only
For the moment, the voices of good and sprinkled?—Ans, We re-affirm the
din and clamor of liquor dealers .made
wealthy by ill-gotten gains. We should not,

has accomplished

cities what. prohibitionists and several other great popular apathy,
while legislation
drganized temperance ‘societies, which re- which interferes with the trivialitie
s of solied wholly or in part on political action cial and domestic routine
has been found to
and legal restraint, had failed to effect. Stir up strong feeling.
The slow progress
‘The movement has had marked success in which friends of Tempera
nce are! making,
Maine, and presents several phases which ini
their campaign against the drinking cuscould be profitably studied by such as
tomsof society, should be fio cause . of diswould really aid intemperate persons.
couragement. They are but sharing the
experience of all reformers who have striv——OUR TEMPERANCE COUNTRYMAN.
The en to do away with traditions
which have
English Alliance News states under recent
received the sanction of immemorial usage,
dite that Gen. Neal Dow, who has been
efficiently serving the temperance cause for and the awful imprimatur of social propriely.”
It
Mot ao
:
some time in the United Kingdom,

could be built, expensive equipages pur interosts with a Baptist church, to which he comes ‘ployed for a century,to come.
and asks for a home, but which does not in his
chased and enjoyed, and riches hoarded in | reception accept as right, what its polity declares

adjourn

if

with great force, that moral instruction, to
be effectual, must be positive and direct, not

day

wonder that, in a Christian community, under the sanction of law, palatial mansions

in session, there

Fallacy of ‘License.
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THE

Duet:
Gathering May

Dea. Deane's
him.

©

Flowers.
°¢

—

Merrily over the hills they walked
" Together,~he and she;
The year was young and their

"young,
And

a smiling

face

beside
fa

:

It was this last that made Helen Train sit

BY ADDIE L. WYMAN,
&

with

hearts

:

were

up in the dark for at least an hour after her
return from the reception, looking at the
stars and thinking what a dark, cold world
it was, dwelling with dubious satistaction
on the shortness of human life, mentally
quoting every pessimistic verse she could
remember,not forgetting Tennyson's *

b

and on the subject of the vanity of’ earthly
hopes concluding that it wer¥ all one that
They paused by a mossy rock, o’errun
she should love a bright particalar star and
‘With trailing blackberry vines,
And sought the fair arbutus buds,
think to wed it.
;
Beneath their leafy signs.
Helen had stumbled along the icy street
Now wht are they saying that needs ‘such alone. - With ber own hands she had adjusted her cloak. No one had cared whethsmiles
Bo
i
To make its sense complete?
er her feet touched the best or ‘worst
And the place they search—is its breadth so | places, whether her hands
were cold ‘or
small
’
[ warm,
Naturally very reserved and sensiThat their hands have need to mee: ? *
tive, she had known the chill loneliness of
[the wall-flower all the evening. Having
Do pretty blossoms within the hands
Make eyes so brightly gleam?
| spent the most of her time since childhood
soft

west

Should speak love’s shibboleth,
And the fanning of Cupid’s wing is more
Tlian the zephyr’s gentle breath,
. So cheerily sang the birds of spring,

And happily fled the hours:
And the. cynics sneered at a foolish world
While they were gathering flowers.

9

But if summer find good seed well sown,
And if sutumn’s golden haze
Find ripened sheaves in the browning field,
The fruit of toiling duys,

it winter find their greatest wealth

Where treasures ne’er decay,
I am sure that God will smile on heagts

~

: Which gather flowers in May.

:

§ Af

“ Flowers that never Die.”
%
* The balmy West is-blowing,

Again the voice of gladness

\

Falls sweetly on the ear,
And from the cheek of sadness
Hope wipes away the tear.
sky looks bright above us,
earth is decked with flowers,
shared with those that love us,
wings the fleeting hours.

the room, and

But earthly flowers, how fading!

TY

But Faith, that faith we cherish,
Points upward to the sky,’
To joys that never perish,
To flowers that never die!”

[73

How

They Married.
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
——

The snow had been falling steadily all
day, and at evening it lay white as a
shroud beneath the winter sky. The fences
and posts were covered with
it. The
shrubs of the garden were very suggestive
« of ghosts, and even that grim old veteran,
the great elm, which kept untiring vigil,
night and day, by the entrance of Dea.
Deane’s house, seemed fo
have been
blanched with terror at the unmistakable
evidences of the swift approach of king
Winter,

with

his

prime

minister,

Jack

Frost, and his inseparable body-guard

of

ice, snow, sleet and chil? The wind swept
in at every nook and cranny, and howled
its displeasure wheu it was hindered in its
investigations by contact with solid walls
of brick and wood, but soon recovering its
good nature, whistled briskly around adjacent angles, and took care for nothing and
nobody but its own selfish self.

It pinched

the cheeks of whomsoever it would, and by
its unruly conduct actually bronght tears to
the eyes of good Dea. Deane, who fell into
a consideration of its behavior while re* turning from the village grocery where he
had been assured three

times, by

three

of

the most influential men of the village, that
it was a very cold and blustering night.
Dea. Deane thought of it as he went home,

and

became

so

firmly

convinced

of

the

truth of the statement that, when
he had
entered his own domicile, and stood rub-

bing his hands

over

the

blazing

informed his wife, in a much

fire,

he

more decided

tone than was usual with the good deacon,
that it was a very cold, blustering night.
And so it was.

They were

all

right,

and,

the atmosphere,

at

the

time

of

which

stereo-

went to return no more.

I

sidered it necessary to fold his own warm
- band, like the wing of a brooding mother-

that Ciifford Fane would some

her.

day care for

He would never be so prized by

Cal-

ya

A low

little finmurmur

of voices, a soft ripple of laughter, a pressure of the little ‘plamp fiagers, and the
door-stone gleumed white, and. eold aud
Callie warmwhile
desolate in tht starli
ght,
“ed her feet in rosy tiiumph, and Chfford
Fape sought room No. 3, at the gentlemen’s boarding house, and thought the

whale wide world as warm and biight as
his own glowing dreans,

The graduating class of Yarrow Institute
had givena reception of which - Callie
Deane bad been the belle, as she was of
every other gathering in her native town;
and Clifford Fane, the handsome. the bril- liant, the courtly, the magnet which irre-

sistibly attracted the eyes of anxious
mammas, had not disguised his admiration,
‘but, after the farewells had heen: duly

dis-

posed of, wrapped Callie’s cloak tenderly
about her aud departed in the direction of
i

MAY 18, 1815,
eee

“Oh! well, that's on Sunday. Ministers | “Is that reading, Chubby?” asks mamare very nice for Sunday, and Sunday is ma, reproachfully.
enough
of the week for ministers for me,"
“Oh, T forgot. Here's the lesson,’ The
retorted the graceless Hester. ‘‘I should $-U-n—Sun—is—up—and—we— are— up —
n't have any peace of my life with a long, too. Mamma, does the sun get up ?”
sanctimonious face every day in the house.”
“Now, dear, I explained all that yesterYou must not stop now,”
“But
clergymen don't wear sanctimo- day.
.
nious faces in these enlightened times. The
“Oh, yes, you said the un stood still, and
rule now is, The more of being good and of let the cunning little world go around it.
doing good, the more of being ‘happy and How can it ?”
“Yes; and one

* How

rule,s too,

peace is, that the lord and

master of the

3

unsuitable
occupations
for
condition
and
strength; unduly long hours and unfavorable

sanitary conditions.

How can

men

that a

merchant's

counting

room

1s

merchants”
* Oh!

well, you see he’s in the house

all

und

good time—with thé laymen, or whatever you call the people that

—to—see—the—boy—w-h-0,

who—is

ing as its reason for so doing that * mar- dicner?”

brought

an

offer

from

strength

common,

*« Mamma,

is it 'most time to read

son ?” asks Chubby.
“Why, yes, dear,” says

a

just then.

the

morning

sun “was

took her little Bible from the table, she

de

termined -that-no
golden resolution.

This

manly

attitude,

however,

is not very good for Chubby’s breath. He
gets red in the face, and the words eome
rather'jerky. Mamma looks up.
|
* Why, Chubby Morton, -take your feet

¢foud should dim her off that chair, this minute !”
s
She could not have a
*‘ Papa puts his up so, sometimes,” says
face as prettyus Callie’s, but she could have Chubby, turning
on mamma a look of ina beautitul soul,
‘

people

soon

boy

heart

to the

the uses of soda

and cream

of tartar,

and

considered the cook-book infinitely more
the home of mysteries than the Eneid.
But. determined to be as far as possible eyerything that Mr.Fane considered lovely,she
donned her biggest white apron and descended to the kitchen, where she was
greeted by the laughing blue eyes of cousin
Hester over the pie-boarg.

“1

a minister's

wife!

Why,

I'm not fit, aunty.

** Yes, mamma, I just want to say these
letters first, A for monkey,B for bat, C for
Cow, D for dog, E for elk—what is an elk,

:

Now you know go in ffitst?

The parish would come

to grief, just like this crust under fhe

re

*¢ Chubby,” says mamma, sternly, * you
are wasfipg your time; read your lesson.”
+“ Well, mamma, can’t I just read ‘We
. #*No,

no;

It’s right here.”
read your regular lesson

un- There isn’t time for avyihing

_of my

-

unsanctified

rol!-

and

the

enactment

pecuniary

loss,

for such

‘‘ In em=

gy.

“I am free to confess,”

the

University of ‘Wooster.

dredge & Bro,

16mo, pp. 846,

* This book has grown

Philadelphia: El:

out of the author's ex.

perience in the classroom. He has aimed in
it
to set forth the true nature of moral work and.
aduty, and to adaptit particulgtly to the compre-’
hensionof ‘students of average

intelligence

in

our schools and colleges.” In this he has mainly
succeeded, Some of the definitions, we think,

might have been clearer, and some of the esseni-

tlul statements in the book less involved; but
these are generally clear and: direct. “Old tryths
buve not been excluded from it, simply because
they wete old; nor new ones introduced, simply
because they were new. But it has been the

author's aim “to

make

the

presentation

of the

suhject such as is warranted by the moral facts of

man’s nalure and of the world.»*®

The subjectof Christian ethics is u delicate one
to treat. ‘When we undertake to tell another
what he ought and what he ought not to do, we
are very likely to conflict with individual convictions, and to seem, ut least, to limit the liberty

ironing, sewing and

her mental powers An devisand make the
There are no

Let

and clothes.

The proposition

to diffuse

more

intelligence

on the subject can not be too highly commended.

Oue of the best remedies in this matter will be

to teach women more of their peculiar
tion, the dangers

and

the

evils

to

which

which

they

may

are

arise

organizaincident,

from them.

Teach them physiology, and trast to their judgment to take care of themselves, and more will
be accomplished than by the enactment
of a
multitude of laws.
Women will doubtless be
willing tolive as edsily and free from labor and

care as they can, and they wil be grateful for
any regard and consideration which may be

paid to their peculiar organization, but while
labor is an equivalent for money-and money an
equivalent for necessary comforts,
they must
regret whatever would shut any door te honest industry.

Es8AYS ESTHETICALL,

By George H. Calvert.

topics,

The volume contains nine essays.
The first
treats of the Beautiful, which the author calls
*‘ one of the immortal thémes.”
Its definition
is extremely difficult.
Only three nations of
antiquity,
the Greek, the Hebrew
and the
Hindu,be thivks had more than a * superficial
susceptibility to the beautiful,”
It is a quality
** not <ubject to the intellect,”
It eun not be
recognized until the image of the olject has become ** transmitteel
inward to the seat of emotion.’ Itis a
meeting of a perfection
out of us and an
yard appetite. therefor that
“beauty becomes visible. That kindles the flume,
and reveals the beautiful.
It is *‘ the happiest
marriage between the invisible and the visible,

«+ « the joyfulest look

essay is

The

of God.”

characterized by cons‘derable fine discrimination, without by any means saying all there is
** What is poetry #” is the sulject next treated.
Mr. Calvert believes it to be the highest use of
the imagination.
“ To imagine is always, ina

certuin sense, to create.”

The poet is a creator.

moral nature,

One’s duty to one’s

issued a large
works,

number

of standard

TRANS-ATLANTIC SKRTCHES.
Jr. Boston: James
pp. 401,

self, toward

educational

By Henry James,

R. Osgood

&

Co.

12mo.

ate Pilgrim ” a while longer before these sketches
appeared. There was enough of culture, refine-ogf*
ment and charucter-study in it to make it an
agreeable and profitable companion, at least
through the coming summer.
But we lose
nothing in exchanging it for this volume.
The

sketches

are not mere

correspondence.

They

are actual pen-pictures of what the artistic author

has observed during a eritical

pilgrimage

in the

old world.
Whether he writes of Rome, or
Paris,or England, or the seenery of Switzerland,
be has something mew to say, because he has
seen and éxperienced something new and choice
while studying life and nature in those places.
The book js as entertaining as a good novel, and
as instructive, to one who would see the striking
characteristics of both high and low life presented,

as a study in social science,

It may be welcomed

without reserve, and read without fear of wasting
time.
:

Wnie

AND SPUR.

By

George E. Waring,

formerly volonel of the 4th
eS. V. Same publishers.

Jr.,

Missouri Cavalry,
Square 16mo. pp.

liber!
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Briti
out.
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were

coun
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privi
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cal p
trine
men!
ols,

Puril
the i

pher

strac

siderably in contact with them. Hence, this noble
animal has a prominent and honorable plice in
the, volume.
The sketches of “ Vix" and
‘‘ Ruby ” are cases in point.
* Campaigning with

and, her hair 1 nhound,

the wild winds flew around,

dismuy,”
But imagTiation,

to

|

become

)

sobbing

in

poetical,

ardently * séek the beautiful in each

their

must

province

says,

essence of the

sible.”

“ by

original, that is, as much of the poetry,
Mr. Longfellow, he says,

as posline-for-

line allegiance’’ forfeits much of his freedom in

trahslution, while to Messrs. Dayman and Par.

sons he seems to give respectively the first and
second places as translators of the great poei’s
great work,
The essay is thoughtful, and prob.

ably represents more study thar. either or all of
the others,
L
“Phen folloW critical eseays on © Sainte-Beuve
the Critic,” on ** Thomas Carlyle,” on “Errata,”
}

He ©
men
and
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SET

\

LitrLe Crassics.
Edited by Rossiter Johnson, *
Vol. 9. * Comedy.” Same publishers. Squure
16mo. pp. 227.
3

After

the heart-rending

tales of Tragelly and

the speculations of Mystery, it is a relief fo take
up the volume of Comedy ahd indulge in a hearty
laugh,
It is just such a book as one wants to
keep to read when they have heard that the bank where they have placed their last year’s earnings

has failed, or that the political

party

for which

they voted has been defeated.
It contains the
Ipughable voyage of ** Barney O’Reirdon the
Navigator,” by Samuel
Lover, told in Irish
dialect and full of humorous conceits, from the
time he started with
Ris load of*scalpeens, for
Fingal, 4 place osocuion
was a profound
mystery to him, and 80 he blunderingly follows a
ship on its way to Bengal, till he returns in
triuapy, piloting an American ship into the Cov 6"
of Cork,~' Haddad-Ben<Ahub, the Traveller,”. :
by John Ga
mel
a wonderful journey to the *
wall of tHe
—¢ Bluebeard’s Ghost,” by
of *‘ Bluebeard,

and

satire

account in brogne of a visit whielt the former
puld the latter, and a thoroughlyjcomical relation
of their discussions on Theology and Logic, Latin,
Metaphysics, and Algebra, and a recital of the
reasons why Father Tom Was
mace a cardinal. —** Johhny Darbyhire,” b
illiam Howitt, is
a series of anecdotes of a whimsical Quaker.—
* The Gridiron,” by Samuel Lover, is a perfectly
comical accountigiven by an Irishman of his visit

to France and conversiition with the natives,—

voyage, during which ‘there was “fire in the
holdy” where some highly combustible freight
was eg then the insanity of the captain, then
a wreck in a storm, then a drift‘'on a raft, during
which one after another
of the voyagers perished

by starvation and exposure, and the subsequent
rescue of the few survivors, makes the Story.

It

is thrilling, and portrays Jong of those a'most
impossible scenes which the author puts into his
tales. It is an SAppniling sea-experience. Alys,
that real'life on the wave has so many like it.—
* Martin Paz” i3 éharacteristic of the author.—

The translation is well done, and the volume is

tastefully bound,
toned paper,

being

printed
;

on red-edged,
1
}

I

polit

shows how enthusiastically the author admires
nature and the chase,
It is bound umiform with .
the puplishers’ * Saunterer’s Series.”

The’. Box Tunnel,” of Charles
of multiform life.” .
. The last story,
Reade, causes a smile over. the laughable courtIn the essay on “ Style” the author gives as u
ship and the joke played upon the joker,
.
good recipe, ** Have something to say, and say it
in the best and fewest words.”
THE WRECK OF THE CHANCELLOR. By Jules
Among the noticeable essays in (he volume is |
Verne, author of ** Twenty Thousand Leagues
that on ** Dante and his Translators.”
Under the sca.” “Translated by George M.
The auTowle.
Bame publishers. Square 16mo, pp.
thor’s uccount of the times in which Dante lived
21%, —MARTIN PAZ, in same égvers, pp. 06.
and was molded, the estimate of his influence
A. gentleman in Charleston, 8. C., wishes to go
und the merits’ of his works, are well stated,
to Europe, and us steamships are not running on
The translators particularly referred to are Dr.
that line, he concludes to go by the Chancellor,
Pure ns, Mr. Duyman and
Longfellow,
* In
“a three-masted slip.”
The journal of the
reading a translated poem,” Mr. Calvert

‘“‘ we wish to have us much of the

Hi
of ac

obs
He

and blacker the longer they lusted.—* Father
Tom and the Pope,” by Samuel Ferguson, is an

Wet with the tears that should ado n the grouud,
Dimmed the acrial eyes that kindle day;
Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay.

wen!
ton |

Max" and “ Two Scouts ™ are not without thrilling interést, while *“ Fox-hunting, in England”

to the nursery story

pictures.
The * Hyperion” of Keats he believes
to bae'‘ as great poetry ay has ever-bren
tren-«
ured in words;” and thinks that the following
extract from the monody by Shelley on K ats’s
death “‘ the very flower of poetry :”
J
*“ Morning sought
Her eastern watch-tower,

pend

the author's varied experiences among his pet
horses and other friends, .have mainly appeared
in that periodical, where they found appreciative
readers. Mr. Waring knows a good horse, and
loves it. His line of life .has brought him con-

on miodérn people andl customs.—* The Picnic
a square head,” Poetry, instead of stuting facts,
“Party,”
by Horace Smith, details a series of misg
which is the Distoriaw’s
function, gives us haps that, like a mountain shower, grew thicker

Afar the melancholy thunder moaned,

the former
the most, if

actua

Readers of the Atlantic Monthly will not need

Win. M. Thackeray, is full of humerous allusions

* The poHe 18 “the glorifier of humanity,”
etical must huve rotundity. No poet ever bad

And

the female operative

ures

to be told what a fresh and entertaining volume
this is. 1's contents, which are lively accounts of

Boston: Lee & Shepard.
New York: Lee,
Shepard & Diliingham. 16mo. pp. 2:4.
The author of these essays is a gentleman of
considerable ®sthetic culture,
Although in his
seventy-third year, he keeps up his literary activity. In numerous magazine articles, aud in
other literary productions, he has shown a refinement and correctness of taste which should
at least entitle him to a hearing on his chosen

companion
and helper.
She risesto new di
nities with each step whichhe advances. 'B
civiliz tion has brought new wants and new de-

to res

One would like te have enjoyed “The Passion-

these laws proposed by the author be enforced,
and what
will
become of the large class of
young women whose fathers are unable or unwilling to furnish them. comfortable support?
They barely earn ‘enough row to provide board

claims any ‘* attempt to assume Saul’s armor,”
but will be compensated for his labor
if his
“rushlight shall bave discovered any path that
shall lead into broader day.”

digng
patri

hours in care of her children, and the day.in the

spends part of her sleeping

“ periodical. absences” permitted to her.

as special Commissioner of the Massachusetts
Bureau of Statistics of Labor. He modestly dis-

1771,
onies

sec

“ing ways to control her family
expense meet the allowances?

prescribing remedies,
Now we have a similar
book, dealing with wemen at work.
It is the
result of the author’s experience while serving

merol
the |

Sufficient regard to the high importance of these
duties.—The publishers of the volume have

viried pursuits of washing,

Saviour
P—

Hal
when
be ed
traon
of att
ole, b

one, over to men.
That department, the most
difficult of all, housewifery and the carg
of a
family, seems to be overlooked or not cofisidered in its rue importance.
What Jabor,{ either
in the mill, the shop, or the school requifes the
constant tax and strain upon the mental
fuculfies oryphysical endurance that is required of

the exercise ofall

make

The
report
Lord’

mankind, toward God, in the household and the
state, is defined with catholicity, and yet with

favor

to be suid on the suljeifis

with the female student, and thinks
suffers the mst, and the State loses
she fails in health.
Be

which

vul garisms, ag the

inal
of er
wert
had
. ica,
stror
encr

the mother who

SEX IN INDUSTRY:
A Plea for the Working Giri.
By Aaziel Ames, Jr., M. D.
Boston:
James R. Osgood & Co. 12mo. pp. 15S.
A new phase of the woman question seems
to be developing
within
the lust two - years, ‘Women have proved their ability to stand equal
with men
{in obtaining
an education and in
many branches of industry; and now her brothers step forward, fearing lest, in these new
pursuits she injure her health and the future
race in this country.
A short time since, Dr.

oN

intelligence,

their operatives because they are women, and
it will pass the branches of industry, all exeept

er-

before
The second part is Objective.
It details the
result of investigation in factory employment,
dinner.”
By
er.”
‘ Well,” says.Chubby, once more turn- telegraphy, sewing machine operations, basket
** But you manage your Sabbath school ing the leaves slowly, “lemme see this muking, the counting of money, strands » &c,
class 10 the satisfaction of everybody,” picture first. Is this George Washington, ofHe enumerates four errors in the management
industry: Youth, unedual. to the position
smiled Mrs. Train,
mamma? didia’t be never tell a lje P”occupied;
too long application without vacation;
|
fg.
;

hallowed thumps

else

first,

under

ers can not afford to incur expense ind

Literary Review,

compares

manner of means,”

Btdent or casual reader in detecting what it is
practice.
If
most needful to know.
The author believes that
passed, they
will effectually shut women out of avenues free will is necessary to responsibility, and that
where many now earn their bread.
reason and conscience must unite in guiding the
Employ-

43

He then

“by no

is vulgar, and with such

‘theory, do not all seem feasible in
laws like some of the above are

+

sires.

phrases as as for 80, another for other; boque
t

for bouquet,

ments,it should be obligatory upon the employer | of personal choice, Dr. Gregory has generally.
to conduct the process of the occupations under avoided statements which could be #0 construed.
the most advantageous conditions to health.” The book presents nothing really new.
Its chief
*“Inall larger manufactories, there should Jie
recoramendation is in its adaptation to the class.
special sanitary supervision at the expense of the
room.
The divisions, sub-divisions, sections,
proprietors.”
&c., are logically ‘made, and different styles of
4
These suggestions, though commendatory in
Lype are calculated to nid the eye of the hasty

mamma ? is it a cow ? its got horns.”
Part 1 is Introduetory,«nd treats of “the re¢¢ No, Chubby, gn on with the right leslations
of the health of rhe young f-male worker,
son.”
as affected by her vocation, to the welfure of the
Yes, mamma, G for goat, H for bee- commonwealth.”
Woman,
he says,is mua’s

aunty’ hive.” :

Train!” the merry “voice
was saying.
‘“ There! you frightened me so that I've
rolled right through your pie-crust, So

much precious time lost.

not have you dawdle so.”

attention

ployments , , . whieh require high degrees of
mental concentration,
with physical
energy,
additional vacations of sufficient extent should
be the right of the employee.
In all employ-

jured and vindicated innocence.
;She bad heard Mr. Fane say that every
Mamma is cornéred, for papa does elevate
woman ought
to be skilled in the art of
Clark presented his ‘ Sex in Education,” a book
his
feet now and then, ‘Only when papa more valuable in pointing out dangers than in
housekeeping,
is very, very tired, dear,” she says, ‘ Now
you must just sit up straight, and read your
lesson properly without stopping. “I can

More

time as might be just and necessary,’

who is only *‘just going to” do taings: and,
worsi of all, isn’t there danger that poor
| tardy Bob will perhaps be just a little too
late in giving his
Congregationlist.

requires.

ical absence,’ without

began . to
do

it

of age should not be allowed.”
* The ewployment of, . women generally at employment
unsuited to their sex should not be suffered.”
‘Tn such employments as women - should be
admitted to, they shou'd be permitted a * period.

:

to

v

The essayon * Errata” was originally
publish.
ed in Lippincott’s Magazine.
It deals with
Improprieties in the use of such
“words and

thor terms them, as

ployment at labor of any girl under fifteen
years

hard—pennies—

»See that he could not be trusted
{ravds.
.
What kind of a man will the

which

and epforcoment of efficient repressing laws,
The laws to meet the condition ‘inte which
the
author would put labor should be:
The em~

Jes- | Thal was the way with him most of the
: [time he was a httle late at table, at school,

‘and at chuicch; and

which

sion of sound

you some candy alter dinver.”

PDocer ‘at I had good

III,

which operatives work. There are two ways
in ‘which these ills could be mef, viz., the diffu-

Prof. Docer of the position of assistant | Why, you haven't any money, dear.”
teacher.” Another year brought to the good | “YesT have, in my head.”
professor the offer of a higher position in
*“In your head, child,
what
do you
another place, which be accepted, taking mean?”
with him hig youthful assistant, who had,
*“ Why, mamma, papa said the other day

won great favor in the eyes of Mrs.

state

should be paid to the sanitary conditions

riage is the crown of womanhood.”
“ Nothing at all il you do not read,
The next week brought more Virgil and Chubby.”
;
geometry and rhetoric to Helen, and the
*“ Mamma,” says he, coaxingly, ** I'll buy
close of her school years

these

of solution.”
He
suggests
that the hours of labor are too long, and that labor should
be graded ju
proportion to the

i-l,

:

of

¢ Usefulness of

i

* In this connection,” * Our author,”
“ Suhjeot
. matter,” which he calls a * tautologic
al humpviews of life, the consequent disarrangements
back,” and various other parts and
of economic
forms of
adjustments,
apd woman’s own
speech, The volume contains much
mistaken ambitions, have
that is val
inflicted upon her a uuble,
and is gf a quality that will bear consid
position,in industrial toil foreign to the true inerable study and thought.
tent
her being. In brief, she must now labor for bread in the same’ field with men.”
CHRISTIAN ETHICS ; or, the true Moral
and Lite of Days A Textbook for Manhood
But how “to bring the female worker to the
School
'
,
and Colleges.
By D. 8. Gropolts D.D., Prof,s
higher
level of her intended vocation, is a
of Moral
‘Beience,
Logic
an
Ctaphy
sion
in
problem not easy

possibly

“T guess I'm kind o’ lazy,” says Chubby.
“ The—dew—is—off—gnd—ive—can—go.

the truth

wo

on * National Drama,” ande on
Art?

The author says: * The exactions of distorted

make you understand about the world turn-

a

to

realizing

is Suggestive.

the

ing round now.
You must wait several
years yet.”
“ How old I be then, mamma ?”
“Wever mind now ; read that lesson this
minute.”

both,

ments, will anxiously turn’ to Part

any think’ inside of'it, "n’ [ have.”

‘“ That is true, dear, bat I can’t

Many

a weary shop-girl, required to stand at
the
counter, will rejoice that the author has brough
t
that point so forcibly into notice.
Women and

world turn round?”
he,
“household should be out of the hoase at
“ How cdu you turn round, Chubby ?"
least eight hours of the day. ‘A merchant's | “Yes, but, mamma, the world hasn't got
the man for me, only he must be intellectual and handsome, with : a fascinating way
and the art of making money ; and good—
of course he must be good—as good as a
minister if he likes, only not so dreadfully
solemn,”
o
.
*
* But a/minister’s study is the same to him:

There is much in this part

to which working girls will bear witnes
s,

can what, the sun?”

“No, mamma, the world.

for domestic |

mamma, ‘‘get
could win a dozen hearts. And then came your book now, and let us have the lessons
the thought, even though Callie should "done by the time Maria Tings the dinner
spurn him, would he come to her? “But— bell.”
“ Well, mamma,” says he, in a Eopefally
never mind! she would go to sleep. now,
and then she would study and work and obedient frame of mind, * where shall 1
wait and watch and pray and grow so wise read 7”
and helpful and patient and earncst and 4 Your next lesson, of course, dear.”
guod that she would at least be worthy of - ‘ Well, mamma, I just want to say over
his love ; and Helen, was lulled to sleep with the A’ B C's first,” says Chubby, seating
the music of sweet voices blending with bimself on ‘the sofa with his little boots
the silence : Better the worthiness of being across the back of a chair. Mamma doesn’t
loved than love itself, the purest ever laid notice ; she is very busy with her patterns
lie,who,with one glance of her smiling eyes,

gers, as he led her carefully over the icy |
and she, dear little student,
pavement, and landed her on the broad did not know so much as the difference. in
stone at her father’s door.

—

because (Mrs. Docer would have resented no—zcents ; ain’t cents pennies ?”
;
any implication of jealousy) she was n't the
** Not that kind, dear,” said
mamma,
{ an echo of his own * Good evening,” and least bit pretty or fascinating.
laughing.
°°
|
when he remarked that Miss Thrush was a
Helen read the announcement of the
“ There’s the dinner bell,” says Chubby,
beautiful singer, in her effort to be agree- wedding, at the residence
of the bride’s who does not like to be laughed at.
*Jome
able, bad said, ** Yes, very,” with an .en- father,
of Miss Calista Deane,of Yarrow, to on, mamma
and before mamma can posthusiassm that might have rendered the Mr. Clifford Fane,of
Highton,—read it, and ¢ibly get the words out of her mouth to call
singer proud and happy had she heard it. then went into
the recitation room where him back, he is down stairs and behind his
And this was almost
the sum tota! of the careless lads and lasses,
who composed chair eying the roast like a wild beast in a
Helen'¢*soul-communion with her kind, tor her class in French,
waited to translate to cage. His book liesin the coal scuttle up
one evening.
her such sentences as, “ Have you he stairs, whence he is sent to pluck it, when
She had had ample opportunity (o watch beautiful gold necklace of the baker's sister's mamma comes
down. Bat he is not yet
Clifford Fane from her corner, .as he ex- daughter ?”
five years old, and she does not make him
changed wit and wisdom with Callie Deane,
Ten years later she sat in the same room, go without his dinner.— Christian Union.
and had had no difficulty in perceiving that with her sober gray dress and plain,
peacethe hero of her dreams had found enchanted ful face, and read in the dashing chirograground.
Just Going To.
phy of cousin Hester: ¢ Poor
Clifford
~
—
@ Ge
Wy
Well, Callie was pretty. She knew that Fane! He's down in the shadows the black
*“I suppose you mailed my letter’in time,
as well as Mr. Fane did. The hair cluster- bottie has cast on so many homes, and Caled in soft ringlets around her brow (Helen die hay gone back to her father. If it Bob,” said his father.
‘“ N-n-0-osir,” be answered.
did not know that hot iron was the mother was n't for that blessed good Richard of
“I was just
of those curls), her eyes were blue as a mine, who, thank fortune, never had any- going to run over to the office with it, and
poet’s dream, and never were words so body but me to spoil him by petting, such the stage drove off.”
“ Then I must send a telegram ; and that
spicy and winning as when they flowed dreadful things would make me want to
from her dimple-guarded lips; and Helen establish my hear! and band and fortune, will cost several dollars.”
did not even have the comfort of refleeting’ high and dry, on that immaculate Pine Hill
“Tam so sorry,” said Bob; “1 wili try
that she was a wolf in sheep’s clothing,
where you remember I once pitched the to be more prompt next time.”
and that, if. Clifford Fane chose her, he tent of our future.”
But one day soon after, ‘when he was
‘
would have cause to repent his choice.
Marriage is the crown of womanhood. coming home from the mill, he stopped to
Callie was as good as she was pretty, and Yes, thought Helen, the marriage of the see Roduey Brown's grey squirrel.
“Your horse seems a little gestless,” said
Helen was forced to confess that if she did soul to Christ, the marriage of the will to
wear ear-drops, and little useless odds and God's will, so that they twain shall be one, Mrs. Brown, opening the window; * had
ends of ribbon and lace, she also wore without the shadow of mourning which lin- you not better fasten him to the post 2”
“Yes'm, I was just going back to tie
charity and generosity as every-day gar- gers in the words, ‘till death do them part,”
ments, and repeated her Bible verse in the and without any possibility of a parting | him,” §aid Bob. But at this moment a bit
| of white paper fluttered over the ground;
prayer meeting as puzctually and fluently more bitter than death.
{the horse took fright, and ran down the
as Helen herself.
*
| street, breaking the wagon,
and
losing
Helen sighed deeply as she kpelt in the
|
most of the flour. “ Oh dear!” said Bob,
ITow
Chubby
Reads.
mooniight alone with her God and the
————
| “I wish I bad started a little sooner.”
trembling hope thut she could not kill,—

When she woke,

cold—se very eold that Clifford Fane ‘conplump

the

of changing ‘her pillow into gold, and as she

write, beeause (he first pointof importance
in {hig Tittle narrative, is that it was very

hen, over Callie Deane’s

answered

at woman's feet.

strange to say, the almanac for once agreed
with them.

1 dwell thus long upon” the ¢ofidition

CT

She had answered Mr. Philanthropic with

A breath can make them blow ;
A breath, its leaves invading,
May chill the rose’s glow.
<

I

the same, and I should Want to laugh
to scream and have
a

typed ** Very well, T thank you.” He had
assured her that the evening was unusually
cold thouzh otherwise very pleasant,and she
had assented as earnestly as if she had spent
the sixteen years of her earthly existence
in proving the truth of his assertion, Then
the gentleman paused, looked anxious,
cleared his throat, and suddenly remembered an important communication- which he
bad to make to a friend in another part of

With rosebuds round her blowing,
~The infant Spring appears.”

STAR,

a—

sick.”
w
Hi
‘Ill,
Chubby,”
corrects
mamma.
medium of the drawing-room,
she soon Sos tea,
and then—whew ! this pie’s
‘Yes,
ma'am,
He—did—n
ote—do—as—
tound that,though with the merry company, getting hs dark as my poor,
luckless nature. he—was—bid.
Now—what did he do,
she was not of it.
ah
We'll all—we’ll be old aids, we will, won't mamma P”
She longed to be sought as ether
girls we,Helen.
[I heard the doctor say that they
“I don’t know, dear; perhaps he ate
were, and felt as if every one in the Sou are the salt of the earth, You and I
and a green apples.”
were nolicing how lonely she was; yet, *ho nice black cat 'll live together
on Pine Hill,
‘ Mamma, [ won't ever, ever eat another
sooner was some one introduced than she and prove to everybody
.|
that it’s the bappiest green apple.”
nearly lost the power of speech, and tor- life in the world.
I'll mind the earthly con“Don’t make any rash promises now,
tured ber dizzy brain for ideas which cerns of the establishment and
you ean at- Chubby.
It is winter time, and there are
would
not come,
until the gentleman, tend to the etherial.
Ah! Helen, my love, no green apples; read on.”
thinking that his company was probably there isn’t many a honey-moon in this
wick4 Jt—is—bad—to—!ie—in—Mamma, 'f 1
Moot agreeable, excused hifnself and left ed world that, lasts as long as ours
‘would, I was to eat green apples and get sick, you
poor Helen in an agony ‘of self-upbraid- can tell you.”
wouldn’y make me lie in bed all day, would
*
ing. ’
a
ey
.
Helen laughed, and thought of ‘the pas- you ?"
Sabin
She could easily have countel her words sionate novel she had read yesterday,
“I think it very likely [ should, dear.”
whic
that night. Mr. Benevolent had asked her gave all its good women to wedded bliss
“ We are—not
ill—Matmma, I'm awful
how she did, and she, with a hostof unnec- and all its bad ones to single misery,
assert- bungry ; wMat are you going to bave for
essary blushes, had

5

And veiled in smiles and tears,

** The
The
And,
© Joy

companions,

| and therefore being quite unaccustomed
the small talk which is the circulating

Ah! love’s own law hath willed that eyes

+ And

with books as almost her sole

.

of making happy.”

“ My life is cold aud dark and dreary,”

sweet with flowers the lea.

And ber cheek, has the wind, the
wind,
Blown into that crimson flame ?
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it was, than the hand he bad in framing it.
To prepare the public mind for jts adoption

be

30

3

rl

he wrote those famous papers, wilh Jay
and Madison, which ave called the FederalMore than half of those noble ‘treatisist.

Alexander Hamilton,

@

child to speak,

:

touse

x

his

own.

It teaches

to move

senses,

the

about, to look,

to. hear,

to

under-

apd joined the ¥.

He

membership

to the

it i8 of itse!f alone-eapuble of producing a

ot abstract,
fnitheory
to our condiion not werd they acy
l
p
a
motherthe
were disposed ibe
10 out 00sa from
ngl sh statesmen until
cepled even by
country,
The fi
puritan.
setlr
of ‘tlieir manufactures had become monopoto this country to lies, which found ne competition. To facilNew a od 5h
liberty, and the descendants itate the collection of a revenue he recomenjoy religious

{

glasses o

three

who

3

inde-

of these men,—as a religious, . Jufty,

privileges they had lon omseqiod at any
sacrifice and cost. They werasot theoretidoc-

their

and

practical,

but

Puritan

sympathies, but were in

love

avded as an oracle in, tinancial genius
, his. policy advanced the
and wisdomand
varied interests of the country. In fact, he
was the creator of qur national policy. in

with

the ideas ot Rousseau and French philosophers generally,—men who cherished al-

stract

ideas

of

inalienable rights.

freedom, and

believed

A third class, composed

of enligh
and far-seeing
patriots, who
but whb-|
“were neither Puritan nor infide

had visions of the future
- ica, and

believed

that

glories
the

of Amer-

colonists

were

strong enough to resist with the sword
encroachments of England,

and

that

the

inde-

menced at Lexington.
and generous

Like other ardent

youths,

he flew to

arms,

and

N.Y.

was soon made captain of artillery,
distinguished himself at White Plains

and
and

the passage of the Raritan, and

bat-

in

the

selection, for the eommander-in-chief want-

gotiations, which

secured the

adviser,
and half
services,
and ne-

and her husbund remained

dissuaded

Washington

from

seizing

the person of Sir Henry Clinton. He imparted much to Washington, and he learned
much from him, and always regarded him
with the profou
respect and admiration, But Hawmiltoy got wearied with staff
duties, and wanted

more active service, and

embraced the occasion of a trifling quarrel
to leave the family, and soon alter was entrusted with a battalion and remained with

the ariny till the capture of Cornwallis.

He theb-commenced the study of the law
at Albany, having lately married the daughter of General Temple, nnd was admitted
to thre bar, Six months after, he removed
to New York and continued. his practice in

tha{"city, which then

tricks,

and

contained about 25,-

Shopping in Rio.

important issues,—whether the general gov-,

Journal,

region of great ideas;

technicalities.
most respect.
since he had

One

the

lived in

other

Yankee

arts

of

the

in

the

is nowhere

beside a

the

in legal

your door.

serene,

would be as

moderation

unburried

content,

demagogue

or *‘ Handbook

from
But

to put water into it, right under

nose.

they

and
not
old
one
led

taking "violent exercise,

made

A

church —half-way between Rome and Geneva,. The great difficulty was the slav-

when they pass

been

framed,

an

or

secured. the allegiance of the various States ;

raise ‘their hat

acquaintance.

you meet, you always
part with a friend for
into a house or store,
you shake hinds,

ery question, and had it not been for the
Constitution
the
spirit of compromise,

would not probably have

always

her

Her

learning

When

shake hands. “If you
one- moment to go
when you come out
Ifyou meet a man

al toil.

watching

.On‘an

of streets

are

a great scholar.

new houses built every year.

nine

bay

of Sir
to
in

He had the use, and

was

well read in the literatures, of four living
languages besides his own.
It would have

been nearly impossible to begin a quotation

in any one of these which he could not have
finished.”

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR

children

uaries published

NOTICE!

Persons wishing obit-

in the Morning

Star,

who

equal to fen cents a lune, to insure an
Brevity is specially important,

obituary.

min-

thousand

In its postal

Verses are

to

do

any single

\

‘OM.

CLARENCE A., only son of Amos L. Rollins,
E:q.,
died of quick consumption, in Alton,
March 29, 1875; aged 19 years and 7 months.
The deceased was a young man of great prom.ise, and was highly esteemed and greatly beloyved by the entire community.
The young people
with whom he associated sadly miss him from
their circle. The Free Baptist Sabbath school,
with which he had long been connected and actively

interested,

feel

their

loss

most

of

efficient

over her

charge

in her

to

supply

By

were

NICHOLS

whom

WILTON.

NORTHWOOD

Guaranteed.

ALICE A. CARSON died of quick consumption,sin Harmony, Me., Jun. 7, 1875, aged 14
years and 7 months.
Her amiable disposition
won tor her the estéem and - affection of muny
hearts.
She was patient and loving during ber
sickness, and was very grateful for every favor

First

Mortgage

We loan not to

Coupon

exceed

J. B.

Northwood

in

13

Mrs. J.

:

rant with a friend to get dinner; calling for

judicial depart-

to find it

and

parties,and might have prevented even that

trouble and agitation which led to our

war.

fs

;

last CRIM,

of- 200
io

tickets
2

horse-car

.

But ITamilton had a greater work to-do
to
‘fecare the adoption of the Constitution, as. | cin ig covered with forests,’
4
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the

in

these habits

0 bv
w

pressed her willinghess to depart and be with
Tey parents, now neirly 80 years of
[ons
“ner ausband and bereaved children, with
any Jarothers and sisters, mourn, bat not ** us
those wi hoat hope”
Wa, 8. TayLor.

WARREN F038,

Center Strafford, March

PIKE

Secretary.

18, 1375.

SEMINARY.
CALENDAR.

Spring Perm opens March 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 18.

Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.

This School was never in better condition for doing

thorough work in Academic Instruction, No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged

courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course.
"We are prepared to fit students for
any colleze in the land, or to give a thorough English
and Scientific preparation for the active duties of
life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,

IRVING

B. SMITH.

3t10

WEST

VIRGINIA

FLEMINGTON,

TAYLOR

COLLEGE,

CO., WEST

VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,
send for a Circular to
Soh
REV. W.COLGROVE. A. M.. President.

MAINE

CENTRAL

INSTLTUTE.

PITTSFIELD, ME,

Furnishes College Preparatory, Normal, Academ
ical and Ladiés’ Full course of study. Terms, 10

Bonds

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences Nov. 2, 1874,
Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

[y

A. B., Principal

of

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal De;
partment.
German, Physics and Diactics.
Miss LINDA C. VICKERY,
Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany.

Miss LAVINA HU HAYNES, Normalclasses
ing Drawing.
vii
‘Miss ELLA C.
HURD. Music and Algebra,

includ

Miss ANGLE E. HANSON, English studies.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
:
No deduction for less than Kalf a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to

$2.00 per week.

Ladies’

clubs

as well

as gentle

men’s are formed.

Cured;

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rales, Tr
Wy further “particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pitt geld, Maine.

“i

Consump-

Sweats,

Address Craddock & Co. 1932, Race Street,

Phila:

26642

200"
mouth guaranteed
to Agents everywhere,

will open September

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth
College,
a’'superior scholar, an experienced and successful
teacher, with competent Assistants.
Summer Term
begins May 11.1875.
Rooms and
board in private families at reasonable rates.
go-Free tuition to students who have the ministry
in view.
For further mmformation address the Prineipal or,

Irritation of the Nerves, Difficult
Expectoration,
Sharp Pains in the Lungs, Nausea at the Stomach.
Inaciion of the Bowels, and Wasting of the Muscles

The Fall Term
November 25th.

.

AUSTIN ACADEMY.
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal.

Academies &c.

life, and
whic are

Principal,
tf 45
.

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.

on, Maine.

Job Work lee

ten

the

Cheney, D. D.,.or Professor John Fullonton; Lewis-

and
53

to sell
our Amdestructible
White
Wire
committed in it, or at least brought to light
Clothes Lines. Sample free. Address the Had-,
there. - There are 9s many beer sheps and
som
Wire
Mills,
128
Maiden
Lane,
N.Y.
or18
ments there was general uvanimity, but the bill, 1 was somewhat startled
gin palaces as would, if their fronts were
Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
“Twain's
Mark
like
uot,
did
I
reis.
8800
shown
by
kind
[riends.
Her
faith
in
Christ
did
placed side by side, reach from Charing
many a discussion arose as to the relative
power and privileges of each.’ Hamilton. friend, get quite horror-stricken, for I was | Cross to Portsmouth, a distance of seventy- not fail 1n the trying hour, and truly it may be
that greay grace was given her. Her words
to
According
it.
for
prepared
«lid not. secure such a eondition as he want- somewhat
three, miles, and thirty-eight thousand said
to her parents, brothers and sisters, and many
cd, He desired a stronger central. gov- Mark Twain it took 1000 reis to make one
drunkards’ are annually brought before its friends who came in at the parting hokr, were
ernment, -and leaned to the English -consti- dollar; according to that the bill would magistrates. "The shops open on Sundays full of grace and wisdom. Her triumphant
tution, which he admired. © But there is no have been $3.80, but hereit takes 2000 reis would form streets sixty miles long.
It is death left an evidence on the minds of many ol
doubt that his able * arguments influenced to make one dollar, and the bill was but estimated that there are above a million of the value of pure religion.NATHAN R. TURNER,
BUSINESS CARDS, &ec,,
the convention and secured wore central $1.90. Everybody takes coffee on rising. the people who are practically §heathen,
done in the best manner at this Office.
Mus: ROSIN; wife of Noah Barnes, Esq., and
power than most of the delegates were: at Two meals Bday s the order; breakfast af wholly neglecting the ordinances of religdaughter of Jno. Toothaker,formerly of Courlesfist disposed to concede.
-Whateyer is ‘8, dinner at half-past 4, A- good dinner ion,
i
ton. Me, died near Hillsboro, Iowa, Jan, 14,
The currencymost permanent and valuable in our polit- can be had for a millreis.
LJ
, 1874, aged Ht years. Sister Barnes was cohvert|.
ical system, Gaizot attributes to him. And here is paper, and hag been since the war
ed in a revival meeting held by Elder Abel Turour subsequent history cofifirmed: his wis- with Paraguay. Before, it was coin, and
“Education and Heredity.
ner, in Charleston, Me., and hid a the happy
.
|
smallest
The
RIDGEVILLE ,COLLEG Te
convenes none «welg more devoted thaw
gshe.
:
——
dom. The logic of events has ‘more and ‘so plentiful it was a trouble.
was a faithful Wife and most loving and
mye swept us into the policy which Ham- piece of paper is a millreis, fifty cents;
The Spring Term will ppen March 2d, 1875 and
is to trans- She
education
of
aim
special
The
suerificine mother.
Among her last words were,
:
ilton enforced with matchless, sagacity, apd ‘twenty and forty reis pieces of copper, ‘onein mil to the child the sum of these habits to ¢ Ihave aone all T=could tor the comfort of my close June uth,
coins now
The Summer Term will open Juné'1ith, and close
which, if he had prevailed, * would” have and ten: cents, are the, onlyis made
his
of
course
dear
children.”
With
calm
resignation
and
in
the
confirm
i810
he
September 2.0.
fr
with ferry which
taken the sting out of “subsequent political use.
All other change
the full hope of a blessed immortality, she exof those. branches of knowledge

to executive, legislative,and

address

.
FALL TERM, 1874.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connect
ed with Babes College begins Thursday,Angust 20th.
For further information address the President, O. 15.

gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
expenses.
There is not a single symptom
of Con-

to

CALENDAR.

* BATES

tion, all remedies having failed.accident led to a dis-

0

Preparatory,

Steere, (music.).

For further particulars
North Scitaate, R. IL.

covery whereby Dr. H. James cured his only
child
with a preparation of Cannabis Indica.
He now

1

Collaze

Spring Term begins March 22, 1875,

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.

delphia, Pa., giving name of this paper,

furnishes

Mr. M. E. Burnham,

Press.

sumption that it does not dissipate—Night

INSTITUTE,
SCITUATE, R. I.

Miss O. A. Angel.

one-third of

When death was hourly expected-from

Iastitntion

.

Eagzlish and’ Scientifiz, and Ladies’ Collegiat:
course of study.
>
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION, *
ARTHUR G. MOULTON, A. B. Principal.
MissAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS.

sold in one month, 501 copies of the

A Consumptive

commence Mon.
;

N. H., Aug. 5, 1874.

NORTH

WATKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kansas:

Sixtieth Thousand

Ridge,

LAPHAM

1v3d

One agent

will
?

competent Assiscants.
The tuition will be as usual.
For (further particulars address the Principal,

the value ascertained by personal inspection by
one of the firm.
In many
years’ business have
never lost a dollar.
We pay the interest promptly
semi-annually in New
York drafts.
During the
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
mortgages were paid promptly.
We get funds
from the Atlantic to tlie Missouri .river, and-may
be able to referto partiesof -your.acquaintance.
send for full particulars.
:

keenly.

in bis home.

There,where most tenderly and devotedly loved,
his memory will be cherished
longest, and
“ Clarence,we miss you,” will long appearin the
saddened countenance and falling tear, at the
thought-or mention-of his name,
As a precious
consolation to his parents and sisters and friends,
he has left the unmistakable evidence that he
was prepared to go. Those
who
gathered
around and supported him in his expiring moments, and to whom
he ecalmly said as they
wept, * Don’t cry,” and, » moment after,just before the spirit took its fight, “Good-bye,” as he
took his last fond look, will never doubt that
Clarence was sweetly trusting in Jesus.
Their
loss, though great, is his eternal gain, ** Let
me die the death ol the Christian.”
E. W. RICKER.

Farm

SEMINARY.

WILLIAM H COTTON; A. B., Principal, with -

12° PER CENT NET.
Improved

4

The next term of ten weeks
day, August 31,1874.

7th, and

close

For Catalogue, address the Scevetary,
WM. REED,
Ridgeville, Ind.

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

LYNDON
‘ewe

LITERARY ANSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty :

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
A
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., 4ssociate.
Miss L1zZ1E CALLEY, Precepiress.
With
a full complement of competent
assistants,
Three
complete
courses
of study:— Classical,
f
School
first
class
course.
Ladies’
Scientific, and

Library
)

in every particular,
tree to students.
TERM

SPRING

9, 1875.

"FALL TERM
24, 1875.

'

of 13 weeks

begins

Tuesday,

TUITION:

Primary Studies,

Reading Room
sme

and
ide

,

begins Tuesday, March

of 13 weeks

-

-

Common English,
Higher English
.
Latin and Greek,
ely.
ha
French (extra), Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Uge of Piano or Organ (extra),
Instruction on Guitay,
«
.
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

.

$5.00

.

.

.
.

.

-

-

“

-

August

-

.

.

-

.

«7.00
7.50
8.60
3.00
«10.00
2.00
.
6.00
1.50

10.50
.
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
ga-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
Board fron? $3.00 to £3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

For full particulars in regard to the School send
for catalogue,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
of Trustees.

.

‘Lyndon Center. Vt..1875.

LEBANON
W.
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BE,
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PULSIFER
teachers.
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ACADEMY.
B.

P.

Principal,

4 regular

SOXeR.
EL
Spring term, of 11 weeks begins

courses

mer of 10 weeks begins April 27th,
For particulurs, address
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MAYES

Feb.
:

with

full

for

both

2nd,

Sum-

Seco, Trustees.

W. Lebanon,

”
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INSTIFUTE

Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875.

illustrations, &c., &c., only $3.00.
ly

COLLEGIATE

1
4

Fall Term ot 18 weeks, begins September
1st, 1871,

Wide
Awake
Agents Wanted
Everywhere
at Once
for the ONLY cheap COMPLETE WORK.
Over S00 pages (includes his *“ LAST JOURNALS").

St.. Boston, Mass.

i§

~ Spring Term, April 6th, 1875,
S. HANNA, Principal.

ACHIEVEMENTS he won, as also the CURIOS#TIES,
WONDERS and WEALTH of that marve/ous country.

Washington

i
iA

Aug. ug. 1818,187 4,
near thé «college and

WILTON, MUSCATINE
TO., IOWA.

L. W.R

proof
Pubs,

i 8

theological school affords fang Advantages which
are very important to students during their preparatory course, The special work of the 'soha0] 8 to
Rrepare students for college, and every effort is made
0 this in gs thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for cjalegun,
:
4
J
A.M.
JONES, Sec.

having free access to the personal writings of Livingstone, unfolds clearly the magnitude of his lifc-work,
the THRILLING
ADVENTURES
he met, the
grand

SPLENDID

SCHOOL.

all TermTori begt
begins,
~
ASSL
The location of this school

thirty-

restratuts

IT WILL SELL.
Millions want it.
For
terms,
address
HUBBARD
BROs.,

LATIN

FRITZ W. BALDWIN, A.M. Principal, with three

IVINGSTONE.
By Rev. J. E. Chambliss.
This gifted author

100

5.

For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
.
E. 0,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1874.
1

government,

-

Nov. 16, 1874,

Samer Term closes Thursday, July 11575

great-grandchile

eleven

August 24, 1874,

one week,
v
Spring Term begins Monday Feb, 1, 1876.
Spring Term eloses Friday, April 9, 1875.
n two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, Aprit

JUST READY. ENTIRELY NEW. AUTHENTIC.-COMPLETE
IFE AND LABORS OF

HORACE A. HILL died in Berwick, Me., April
6, aged 28 years. He indulzed a hope in. Christ
about eight years ago, but like too many others
neglected duty and consequently lost his religious enjoyment.
But during his last illness,
which was long and distressing, he returned, we
trust, with all his heart to God, and died in the
triumphs of the Christian faith, He leaves, besides many other relatives, a wife, mother, one
brother and one sister, to mourn their loss,
.

But his absence is felt most of all

The

CALENDAR:
Vacation two weeks,

SARAH A., wife of Mark Pugsley, died in
South Lz2bauon, Me., April 17, 1875, in the 66th
year of her axe.
Bro. Pugsley, returning to his
home on Friday evening, April 16, found his
wife in a helpless state, unable to speak, though
not apparently unconscious.
Sie had nearly or
qite prepared supper, and while thus at her
work, it is thought, was smitten down, perhaps
wiih apoplexy ; in which state she lingered till
morning.
She and her husband were members
of the S. Lebwmon and E. Rochester chureh.
Thus our dear Bro, P. iy suddenly bereft of a
Christian wife, the community of a kind and
peaceable neighbor,.and the church of a worthy
member.
That
quiet home to-day hears the
voice of one only in devotion.
Their children,
living,are séttled away.
Shall this sadden death
of that wife and mother be a constant admonition to the remaining members of .the family to
be always ready for an exchange of Worlds!
>

insertion.

inadmissible.

She was

yet speaketh,

Not prere than a

single square can well be afforded

living.

.

Term begins Monday,

Winter Term sloses Frida; ian, 22, 1676,

MRs. HANNAH P,, wife of Walier P. Harmon,
died in Harrison,
Me., April 12, azed 66 years.
Sister Harmon was converted at the age of 265,
und with her husband joined the Baptist cnureh,
since which she has lived a taitbful Christian,
Retiring and quiet in her ways, ber example
shone the brigutest in the circle of her most intimate acquaintances,
Faith in Christ,
which
was her joy in youth, was her strength through
life, and ber trinmphant victory at last. Seldom
is there seen such a testimony of the power of
Christ to save to the utiermost as in the few
closing years of her experience.
Kor three
years she suffered from a continued und extremely painful illness, without once questioning
the goodness of God or the kindness of friends,
receiving the end of the promise, * Thou wilt
keep bim in perfect peace whose mind is stayed
on thee.” The fountain of her peace was too
deep to be disturbed by pain, the foundation ot
her strength too high to be moved by disseolvinz
nature, - At the call of the Muster, she went
trustingly and joyfully to her rewarl; leaving a
most precious consolation to her afflicted husband
and children that what is their
lgs is her gain:
and a bright example by which she being dead

not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash

twenty persons

and

styles

many

&

"

Winter Term begins Monday,

served the Sabbath day with special care, giving
very large attention to the sacred Scriptures.
On the annual Fast-day, she ate nothing, giving
herself to religious employments, particularly to
Bible reading.
The result is worthy
of special
mention,
Three of her sons, as well as one of
her graddsons, became ministers of the gospel;
and each_of her adult children united with a
Christian chareh,
She made a profession of
religion near the age of seventeen; and, during
the sixty-six years of her Christian course, was
not known to fall into a state of religions declen‘sion, as so frequently happens.
Hers was a
stead (ust, prayerful obedienee to the precepts of
ber Redeemer, until sumaonadfrom ber earthly
work to her home in heaven, » qol8 CoM.

the widest sense of the word, he was one of
the most learned men of his age. He wus
generally understood to be an elegant,if not

average, twenty-eight miles

opened

that

all

and incentives,as their lighest wellare demafuld.
She in'aintained daily family worship, and
ob-

the

the former of these qualities aftrihuted
him as they would be the latter.
Yet,

are addedto the population daily, or forty
thousand yearly, a birth taking place every

utes.

dullness

Fall

best, admired

are living. - Of her fifty-four descendants,

Arthur Helps most loving and constant
readers will be as much surprised to find

nobody

five minutes, aud a death every eight

with

.

March 22,

Fall Term closes Friday, October 80, 1874.

« D, HYDE}

own

dren have numbered thirteen,

know—bitter experience had given him an
absolute distrust of trunslatiogg#—he would
set to work to study that language. The
world is so much accustomed to associate

pine thousand sailors.

a thousand ships and

Upwards of a hundred’and

of whom are now

il; were it written in a language he did not

I went inlo a testau-

a day—two dollars.

eighty years of age.

the
acyet
was

accessible save by purchase, he would

Feb. 22, 187),

MRS. SARAH, relict of Mr. Daniel Grifin, died

the only copy of a manuscript at Simancas,
to Simancas he would go % were a book in-

booksellers’

* And

Atheneum

SEMINARY

will commenge

Whitestown, Oneida Co.,, N. ¥.'

of paralysis in Danville, April 14, 1875, aged 83
vears and 9 months,
She was the seventh of
eight children, seven of whom lived to be ‘over

the late Sir Arthur Helps ** one of the most
learned men of his age.” He says: “Were

districts there is a yearly delivery of 238,twenty tires a day, you shake hands when | 000,000 of letters.
On the police register
at
stopped
I
you meet and when you part.
there are the names of a hundred and twenty
and
the Hotel du Saxe; there I got rooni
thousand habitual criminals, increasing hy
two meals a day, a bottle of wine for ‘din; many: thousands every year. More than
ner, and coffee on arising, for four millreis one-third of all ‘the crime of the country is

but there would have been a hopeless division, with everlasting difficulties, ending
in wars,—two great’leagues. Another difficulsy was the ratio of representation, also
settled by compromise.
In regard: to the
three great divisions of the government in-

knew

most the purity of her example,

Student.

A critic in the Lond m

trying to wear the face of a Christian,
+ He who laughs can commit. no , deadly

sult was our Constitution, the fruit of wis- finding, when I got'out in .the street, that
dom, yet based on-compromise;-as-great-in-- “he had cheated me most egregiously... The
stitutinag gecerally are, like the English Brazilians-are the most polite persons I

They

of all; and those who

tl)
@ Pee

Letter. Writer,”

of Behavior.”

True

the

J.$. GARDNER, Prin,

twelve in number, ten of them living to adult
age. She had twenty-nine grandchildren, fifteen

diversified

about

a contract with,

T The Institution 1s one of the 7
ot at
in
the State. Terms moderate. , Send for Catalogue.

ed the admiration and won the respect and love

cage, or turning the wheel, it would pour
out
an unintermittent
torrent of. song.
Sometimes, while at its meals, it would Iiterally eat and sing in the same breath.

If that isn't sharpiess for. you, I.don’t know sin,” said the wise and sweet-khearted womwhere it's to be found. I went into a cigar an who was mother ot Goethe !~—IndeHe had before this arrested attention by his, store the other-day to .get a good Havana pendent
cigar, I commenced, * O sevhor falla,
oe
able political treatises, and
his luminous
exhibition of the evils under which the con- Anglais?” **Nao, seohor.” '/*t Parlez vous’
London.
Francais?”
¢‘Nao,
senhor.”
“(1
don’t
know
federacy labored; and the remedy he, pro-,
what “good it would have doue if he could,
————
posed.
And the thinking and saber men
of the country were at last convinced that for 1 coulitn’ts) ** Do you talk Spanish?’
Tne metropolis of the British empire, the
Ie didn't\talk anything
the confederacy. was unable to cope with «Nao, Senor.”
largest city the world ever saw, cofers,
the overwhelming evils which menaced the but Portuguese and 1 didn’t talk anything ‘within fifteen miles radius of Charing Cross,
but
English.
Itold
him
I«
wanted
some
“couatiy, plunged in debt; without credit,
nearly seven hundred square miles, and
conflicting * "with State legislainres, with cigars. * He got me some. I selécted two pumbers within these boundaries four mil:
.a mutinous arniy and. disappointed peo- or three that he said were Havana, lions of inhabitants. Il comprises a hunThen I wanted to pay for. them.
We dred thousand foreigners from every region
ple.
Dr. Lord then painted that magnificent couldn't understand each other.” He fired of the globe. It contains more Jews than
body of statesmen who assembled in Phila- away in Portuguese, and I'in English,Span- the who'e of Palestine, more Roman Cathodelphia in 1787, probably never equaled in ish, French, Hebrew, Hottentot, Choctaw, lies than Rome itself, more Ivish than Dubthis country for patriotism, wisdom, states- Comanche, and a little Piute,—At last I got lin, more Scotchmen than Edinburgh. The
manship'and enlarged views, and the re- them paid for, and had the satisfaction of port of London has every day ou its waters
met.

honored

upob the last journey with resignation, counting
all things
but loss for the excellency of the
“knowledge of Christ Jesus. The asiloruity and
consistency of her Christian character, challeng-

compris-

flying

HE summer texn

grace of God surtbodered them all, and entered

gusto.

ly for nine miputes, and thé muscles of
abdomen were all the while in vigorous
tion.
The tones were soft and silvery,
very distinct, Often while the mouse

tion-of his private interests, to take part™in
the formation of the federal Constitution.

ever

varied,

WHITESTOWN

she

all the e¢ndearments of earth, kind friends, a
darling child, «and flattering prospects, by the

posture, holding iis food
-thanaging it with. much

Its«song was

entérea intq

NEW
HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
A.
B.MESERVEY,
A. M., Principal, with eigh
Err1Ir, wife of Miles Woodcock, died at HadLEN
ley, Saratoga Co., N. Y., Feb. 18, 1875, aged .18 . associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
years, Our dear sister, although surrounded by
ten weeks each.
y
Vo

by endless gay and charming variations.
At one time the mouse sang uninterrupted-

arts.
Surliness of heart must melt a little
under the simple effort to smile.
A man
will inevitably be a little less of a bear for

manage

your

great

Wis.

H. 8. LIMBOCKER.

It was a

theme was ever the same, it was

nor

can calculate what might be the moral and
spiritual resulis, if it could only become the
fashion to pursne this branch of the fine

one

would naturally suppose they might,
such a process, get good, pure milk.

1t is a Tact, in spite of it all,

which’ Hamilton despised. * But he was
called away fiom the law and (he prosecu-

‘and

taking titles_.on

shelves as *“ The Complete

Brazilian.—

There she is milked,

and

which

_

"

For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M,, Prinoipal.

her mem-

of

useful

‘

ing several melodies of considerable length

well paid as daneing-masters to help on
society ! ‘Smiling Made Easy,” or the
¢ Complete Art of Looking Good-natared,”

Here is a fair sample of their cunning : Milk
here is not carri¢d around in carts, as in the
‘States, but they drive the cow, ‘with the
calf tied to her fail aud mugz'ed, right to

dex:

Hamilton commanded
thé
Burk was the most popular,
the

who is, as he says; +‘ loose

largest city-of South America,” writes from
Rio Janeiro:
2
ro
+ Talk abet’ Yankee
shrewdness.
The

compact, logical and clear, unlike his rival,
annoying.

7

The lively correspondent of the Louisville

He gained his case, agatpst popular sentiment and all the influence of the State legislature.
He became a great lawyer, grappling with great fundamental
principles,

terons and

dexterity.

a change ol heart.or a reform of habits, he
might better his countenance "little, if he:
would.
FKEven if he does not feel like smiling, he might smile, if he tried; and that
would be something.
The muscies are all
there; they count the same in the American
as in the French or the Irish face; they relax easily in youth ; the trick can be learned.
And even a trick.of it is better than
none of it. 'Launghing-masters might be as

region
up in-

— Oe

ernment could set apide the laws of New
York State in a matter which invelved the
observanceof the treaty with Great Britain.

sophistical,

lives of

dema-

and

sophistries

and

gozues,—who lived in the highest
of thought, and who sought to build
stitnfions on a sure foundation.

000 people. He won a great ease, which
attracted general attention, since on it hung

Barr, who ‘wis technical,

its bands, and devour it with

the election of Burr for President, and tributor” to the Oceanic magazing; Murs.
even for governor of New York, in conse- Potiphar, from? behind her hveries; and
quence of which the defeated aspirant pur- poor Dives, senior, from Wall street, *‘ are
sued him with the most implacable animos- we to give up all ambition ?’ God forbid.
ity, not to be assuaged except by his blood. Bat, bécause one has 4 goal, must one be
The consequence was the duel which de- torn by poisoned spurs? We see on the
in the days of the Carnival, what
prived the country of the services of .its Corso,
can be made by horses under torture.
ablest man,and consigned the name of Burr speed
Shall we try those methods and that pace
to everlasting obloquy and shame, Barr,
E
i
at the time of the duel, was the most pop- on journeys ?
‘So*tong
as
the
American
is
resolved
do
ular man of the mation. He paid dearly for in one day the work of two, to make in to one
his vengeance. But Hamilton still lives in year the fortune of his whole life and his
the nation’s heart, because he was upright,
children’s, to earn before he is forty the
disinterested and useful, though stained * reputation
belongs to threescore and
more val- ten, so longwhich
with some defects. He rendered
he will go about the streets
uable service to the country than any man wearing his present
abject, pitiable, overexcept Washington,—a man who hated lies wrought, joyless look. But, even without

confidence of

ehurch,

»

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—cnds June 12.

members until they left for this place, nine years
L ago. There being no church here at that time,
they,
becoming
infirm,
did
not ,6 connect
themselyes with any church; but we trust they
have both gone to b> with their Father above.

It ate all sorts of’ fuod,—meat,’]
sugar, bread, fish, ete.,—with

It ate in a sitting
in its hands, and

for themselves occupations and not fi8ks,
and ‘died at last what might be ealled natural deaths.
i
:
‘ What, then,” say the Congressional
candidate from Mettibemps; the *‘ new con-

prevent

to

He bent all of his energies

ed.

veither

this land. Blue and clear and erisp
sparkling as our atmosphere is, it can
or does not exorcise the spell. Any
man
can count on the fingers of
band the persons he has known who

the instigutions'which wisdom had establish-

Washington in his patriotism and abilities,
in his tact and prudence. It was Hamilton
who

an organic

worst of all demons, the demon of unrest
and overwork, broods in the very sky of

est man, whose prudence and tact prevented the conntry from falling into anarchies,
while hé looked upon Burr as a demagogue,
a filibuster,a dangerous intriguer, whose amLition, like that of Catiline,would jeopardize

tles of Princeton and Trenton, IL was in
the winter at Morristown that he particularly arrested the attention of Washington and
was put on his staf
It was a fortunate
ed,as aide-de-camp and confidential
a man of brains; as half secretary
servant he rendered invaluable
and was sent on difficult mis-ions

a
this acrid

gratitude nor joy in our play. And here is
the hopelessness, here is the root of the
trouble of the joyless American face. The

preferred evendefferson as President to Burr,
who was outwardly a federalist, since he
regarded Jefferson as a patriotic and hon-

Subsequently she transferred

a

Trustees to conduct it for five
years to eome,
thus
giving permanency.
3
CALENDAR:
.
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov, 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.

IJ

bersbip to the F. Baptist

*

the school, recently

We

about the same relish ; but it especially de- two survive fer. At the death of her husband,
Bolted in fresh grass and white clover. some forty-nine years ago, there were five of the
henever an unlucky fly eanght. its eye,it children under tae age of fourteen. With remarkuble energy, she kept her family together,
would spring and catch it with i's mouth or providing
for
their wants largely, by her person-

ly, we shall have

the federal party, from its own divisions, he

of

faithtul Christian,

.

mend the mattér. No doubt we work for ‘and intricacy. One was invariably wartoo many days in the yeur,.and play for too bled while turning thg revolving cage, and,
few ; but atier all, it is the heurt and the hence was termed the” ‘* wheel song.” All
spirit and the expression that we bring to the melodies were in the major keys, and
our play, by which real vitality must be so regularly delivered that. they were sustested, and by which our faces will be ceptible of notation, and were indeed writstumped. If we do not work heallhfully, ten out by Dr. Lockwood. There was no
monotony in the strains; tor though the
seasoningly, moderately, thankfully joyous-

pendence of England would more surely edged teacher of the oune—the federalist;
secure an indefinite expansion of power and and Jefferson of the other—the republican
wealth. To this class of statesmen Hamil- or democratic.
After having served the
ton belonged.
nation for five years in the most difficult laHe was a boy at college, seventeen Vers
bors, and which required more genius and
"of age, when he distinguished himse fb
wisdom than an en department, he re.
political pamphlets and public i
Bd sumed the practice of the law, but still took
He was eighteen when the Revolution com- _gfeat interest in’ politics. On the: fall of

good,

less value.
:
What is to be done, to prevent

to vouch it,
corn, nuts,

play more,” says one philosophy. No doubt
they needto “play more; ” but when one
looks at the average expression of a Fourtly

Europe, his influence would have “been still
more powerful, The debates on a national
bank, a funded system and other measures
caused the formation of the two political
parties which divided the nation with such
terrible acrimonies, He was the acknow!-

his

Washington,

together; but it suffered no approach to familiarity, always biting the finger that tried

July crowd, one doubts if ever so much
have been heard on the floor of Congress, -of
to explain his views,as is the custom in multiplication of that kind of holiday would

in

at

JERUSHA HOLBROOK Jiedein Litehfield,Mich.,

species of the Hesderomys cognatus, which

characteristic of our people ? ** Make them

could

And if his :voice

of native industry.

Wil-

March 1, 1875, aged 78 years and 7 months,
She
ave her heart to Christ in eurly life, and being
aptized, joined the C. Baptist church in Byron,

is popularly named the wood mouse lumping
mouse, and white-footed mouse. It was a

in-

East

human being who sees him. He is, for the
moment, the personal beffefactor of every
one; ifhe had handed about money or
bread, it would have been a philanthropy of
look of misery from becoming

encouragement

and the

revenue

regard to

The unconscious

the house of Philip Ryall, Esq.

church

at

transferred

Tf

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The villa, ge of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having ne Hlquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the ace®mplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of

feel our loss,
but it is his gain,
He leaves a
widow, four children and their families, broths
ers, sisters, and other relatives to mourn their
Joss,
‘H. F. DICKRY,

trader, simply by smiling,has set the blood tiny, agile, graceful little creature, gambolmoving more quickly in the veins of every ing and tumbling about its cage. for hours

was

he

for

adopted,

fagtures, which was

trines were that of the Puritans in
goverhment and religion. Another olass of patriots, headed by Jefferson, were without
v

sonl relaxes a little.

mended a national bank, which: was created, notfwith as large a capital as lie “wished, bat which proved very useful, although
opposed: by Jefferson and his party.
Perhaps his ablest treatise was on‘ .mmanu-

pendent, industrious, warlike people; who
were determined {o enjoy the rights apd
cal people,

feet of the entrance of such a. person into
an omnibus or a car, Who has not observed it? Even the most stolid and apathetic

church

subsequently

Bro. Pratt was a

A Singing Mouse.

were

Buptist

liamstown,

.

| The location ofthis instilutionat Evanéville,

whicll he remained a faithful member till death.

calamity had sad{ a work which, secured the |admiration of when some great pris nation, ,’It would moral and psychological likeness between
s, and which enlightened'ouriown ‘dened the beart of the that outof the first ‘children and parents. When once it is’ adEurepean
be guite safe to assume
The following is the Bostn Advertisers cotintry on the pringiples of government.
education, a long, watchful, lahundred faces which he seés there mitted (hat
repoit of a lecture delivered by Rav, Dr. On the formation of oun government he en- five
will not be #efi wearing
aysmile, and not borious training,is indispensable in order to
Secreas
gton
Washin
e?
tered the Cabinet ot
Lord in Boston :
told, looking as-if they ever could call forth and pertect in the child the develtary of the Treasury, on the strong recon- fifty, al
of aptitudes and mental qualiiies,
Hamilton was’ only ,a. boy “of fourteen mendation of Morris, the financier of the smile. If this statement sounds extraya- ~opment
we
must
conclude that the hereditary acts
experithe
try
him
let’
man,
any
to
gant
when he came to this'country—sent bere to Revolution, and his most arduous duties te
a secondary parggp the wonderful genbe educated, since he early evinced ex- the nation were in extricating iv from debt, ment, for one week, of noling down, ‘in only
esis of the moral individual. The argument
traordinary precoeity of genius, though not sqeuring
a national credit, and introduding his walks about town, every face he sees i5 unassailable, That hereditary influendes
of attainment, He was a West’ India Cre- a tpolicy which led to the development of which has a radiantly cheerful expression. make their mark in predispositions, in fixed’
ofe his
ole, his father being a broken-down Scoich national resources. = He listened to no The chances are that at the end
tendencies, it were unscientific to deny ; but
merchant and his mother a descepdant of dreams, speculation and theory.’
He was seven day® he will not have entered seven yet
it would be inexact to pretend that
faces in kis note-book, withont being aware
the Huguenots.
. He -came. ip the year a practical man,
He wanted two things— at the moment of some conscientious diffi- they mplicidy contain the future states of
1771,a period of great agitation in the “col- a sure revenue to provide for the integest of culty in permitting himself to call them pos- the physical being, and determine its evoluonies, when discussions,
proclamations, in- the debt, which he succeeded in funding,
tion, — Popular rience Monthly.
;
8 itively and unmistakably cheerful.
digngtion meetings, political tracts and and a stimulud to our infant manuf:
The
truth-is;
this
wretched
and
jo,
people
the
depatriotic sermons were
which the necessitiesof the war had.
American face is so uf
They are expression on the
I omit details.
to resist the oppressive and tyrannical measmonsteated.
that we are
‘hardened to seeing it,
ures of the British government. It was not found in two remarkable pamphlets Which versal
and look for nothing better, Only when by
actual burdens and oppressions and loss of he submitted to Congress, In general,-he chance some bl
; rollicking, sunshiny
Fhe Rev. Samuel Lockwood, Ph. D.,
Indigna- ‘would lay an impost on such articles as
them with
liberties which filled
boy
or
girl
or
man
or
woman flashes the contributes to the Natiralist a de'ailed acof
=
tion
anticipa
-and
the
ge,
but.
disadvanta
were manufactured at a
tion and defisvee;
The beam of their laughing countenance into count of a singing mouse which wus some
those evils if the -coseveive: policy of the on. luxuries rather. than. necessities,
level gloom,do we even know that we time in bis possession.
It was brought
British government . should, be carried doctrines of Adam Smith were well enough the
wisdom, but. ‘did not were in the dark. Witness the instant el- from Florida, where it had been trapped in

inThere

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

WILLIAM PRATT died in Williamstown, Vt.,
April 5, 1875, in the sixty-ninth year of his age.
Bro. Pratt experienced religion some thirty
years ago, was baptized by Rev. Joshua Tucker,

stand, to judge, (0 love. But now the inIt is easy to fancy thata European, o
first reaching these shores, mighl suppose fluence of education, opposed as it is to that
that he bad -chanced to arrive upon a da .| of heredity, is so great, that in most cases

litical wisdom were written by him,

es of

| this knowledge ‘his

The Joyless American.

i

THE

A

A

RIP

TERS

1875.

im——

a heavy sea.

A boat belonging

to -St.

Agnes,

Scilly

Islands,

landed

of the

the southernmost

some of the survivors of the wreck at St. Mary's
Island, another of the Scillys, These survivors
were picked up while swimming with the tide.
They had several narrow escapes from dow ning

DOMESTIC.
of the Treasury,

Secretary

appointed Assistant

is

Ky.,

Richmond,

of

S. Burnham,

Curtis

vice John L. Huntley, resigned. ¢.
"The President has detericined to punish the

excited

crowd

was

—

Madame

has

rendered

an

opinion

of

_ Mr. Douglass, commissioner of internal ‘rev:
has

Indiana, has been appointed to the office.
The Jackson Democratic Association met in
Washington, Tuesday evening, and a resolution
wag submitted recommending the nomination of
A, G. Thurman, of Ohio, for President, and
T. F. Bayard, of Delaware, for Vice-President,

holders.

:

til%

ments,
The Missoun

Waldo

P.

set down

republicans and 2 liberals.
A fellow, in New

York,

School, at

would

with

be

acceptable,

a fishing

party

which

supplied

the names

original position in

$11,254,759

year.

It 1s reported that Russia has, with great
earnestness, urged England to send delegates to
the inter-national code conference, at St. Petersburg. If England persists in her refusal, it is
probable that the whole project will be dropped,
in accordance with the advice of other pow- |
ers,
The London Daily News announces that the
Earl of Pembroke will resign the under-secretary-ship of war, and will be succeeded by
Lord Cadogan.
:

that

a company

has

been

organized

facilitate thé return to that country

here

. Thomas Campbell,
ument

in Glasgow,

A special staff of fourtern detectives has been
_ formed for their protection.
)
Count d'Harcourt

is appointed - French

*am-

bassador, at London, to fill the yacancy caused
by the death of Count de Jarnac.

The London Moining

Post

says that. China

has engaged the Confederate General Ripley to
construct works on an extensive scale for the

defense of the coast and the
_ General Ripley sails

for

days.

dicate that Americans

are

plants, with handsome

United

the most extensive

is

to be.

mude

in

Sicily. A great similarity has beei observed to
exist between the soil and climate of Sicily and
Jupun, and this has encouraged the Italian government (0 make tiiul of growing the tea-plant

in the former island,
for culture haye

Seeds and

full directions

been obtained through the Jup-

_anease consul, and the res alt, of the experiment

is awaited with some anxiety, Spain and Greece

principal

rivers,

being sinnlarly situated as regards latitude and
climatic conditions, and so equally interested in

East

a

the success of the s¢heme,

the
’

in

few

.

A lad of seventeen was recently tried and

fin-

unfounded, and others consider them greatly
exaggerated. All are confident that the Czar is

Rev.) G. A. Warner, by‘ whistling,” while that
sensitive.clergyman was purchasing his steak or

L A London despatch

steamer Schiller of

of

May

the Eagle

York to Cherbourg and

9,

line,

Hamburg,

the Retarriere Ledge, Scilly Islands,

says: "The

from

New

struck on
about

ten

meat-inzrket.

and

no

let them

before the frost

foliage, but

Doubtless

{he young tellow concluded be had to pay

dear

for that whistle.
It is not impossible aiso, thut,
should the circumstance occur to the: reverend

gentleman a thousand years hence, or 0,he may
¢onclude that he made a poor bargaim, as well,

|g
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will

prove

to

be
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t+ 1 have frequentiy seen articles in the agricultural and horticultural journals recommending
the training of grape vines on trees,or rather,

Now, I have tried

this plan to some extreme.
My first experiment
was to let a Logan vine run up a Lombardy .poplar. It bore well and ripened its fruit
a littie®
later than on the trellis; but’ the grapes were
small, about two-thirds the size of those on the
trellis, and very loose and straggling on the
bunches,
Next, I let one-half of a Hartford Prolific vine

complexion, and

1

consider

mysel

recommend it to all afflicted with Cough,

Liver Difficulties.

W. P. RUNDLETT.
L. A. RUNDLETT.
.
MR. & MRS. J. B. NOURSE.
LAKE VILLAGE, N. H., Oct. 23, 1574.

C. C. Frost—Dear Sir: My wife wishes me to write

and say to you that she considers your Cough and
Humor Cure the great remedy for sick headache.
She had been sadly afflicted for years and found no
relief until she tried your medicine.
Now, after
using eight bottles of the C. and H. Cure, she considers herself entirely cured.
Yours truly,
REV, H. S. KIMBALL.
medicine

can

be

obtained

of C. C,

Frost,

Manchester, N. H., and of G. C. Goodwin & Co., and
Weeks & Potter, wholesale agents, Boston. At
retail by medicine dealers everywhere.
13t10
Mecure
For
Your
Library
The celebrated $1000 Prize Series; 16 vol, $24.5;
the oi
1 $500 Prize Series; 8 vols., $12.00; the
new
Prize Series; 13 vols., $16.75; the Pansy
Books and other choice works. Published by
D. LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.
For sale at all first-class Bookstores. Attention is

invited to the high commendation which they have
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WATERS CONCERTO ORGANS cannot
be excelled in tone or beauty; they defy
competition; The Concerto Stop isa fine im:-

for Opening and Closing Ex-

tation of the Human

Voice.

Agents Wanted.

trade.

Catalogues

A liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Church:
es, Schools, Lodges, ete. - Special inducements to the
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2.50
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Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries. *
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I have a good

cheerfully

ercises in Schoots and S8eminaries, for Congregational; Social and Home Singing, 128 pages, 200 choice
£18%.. 9} | tunes, 310 hymn#. Price but 4 3 cents. $35.00 per 100.
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We, the undersigned, are personally acquainted
with Miss Richardson, and know that the above
statement is true.
We have used Frost's medicine
for ted
years, and always with good results, and do

Memoirs of Emineot F. Baptist Preachers.....
Sent prepaid by mail; aleo,
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cured by your Cough and Humor Cure.
.
F. E. RICIIARDSON.

bination of advantages
frhich commends it to
gen:
eral use, being light, si ple heap, durable and effective. It is so constructed
that it can be operated
by que man without ateam. Fiiteen pounds applied
an eight-foot lever will raise one ton, The machine
ithout the chain and lever weighs, according
to
fize, from 25 to 50 pounds, and cost from $10 to $15.
Agents Wanted to sell this machine, or town
and country
rights in the following counties in New
Hampshire :—Carroll, Belknap, Strafford, Rocking:
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DOVER, N. H., Dec, 30, 1874,
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For Sale or EXchange

Clarke's Reed Organ Companion.

Foy a House and Lot, in or near gome

more eastern

city or village, a Farm of 125 acres, in Tama County,
lowa, on tue Ch. and N. W. R. R,, half mile from

\A valuable, useful and brilliant collection of Fxercises, Airs, Songs and Pieces for Reed Organs.
Price $2.00,
;
2

Tama Cite,
county-seat.

Winner's Party Masic Violin & Piano. .75

chase money can remain on the farm at present.

Winner’s

Violin

aad

Flute

Duets.

one and a half mile from Toledo, the
Well watered and wooded. Comforls to the village school district
able buildings. Belo
rare bargain

1.00

Berwick, Me.

CLARKE’S DOLLAR INSTRUCTORS.
For Reed Organs.

For

Piano.

For

Violin,

Use-

Pile

ful, Cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises and
numerous attractive Airs fr practice.
So'd by all the principle music dealers, Sent post.
paid, for retail price.

will be

given.

G. P. RAMSEY,

1)

FOWLE’S
and

Humor

A

North

Cure.

BOTTLE a perc
ONE
I WARRANT
cure in all the worst forms of PILES, also two
to five ti
LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT RHEUY,
CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseases of the

the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever dis
Entirely vegetable. : Send to me and t hee

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO,
SKIN, and
| covered.
711. Br'dway; N. York,
back your
16 years.

OLIVER DITSON & CO,
Boston,

Part of the pur

where there are first-class schools.

DEAFNESS.

money in all cases of failure. None for
H. D. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston. soil

everywheré
6meow 2

$1 a bottle,

Send for Circulars.

J. JAY GOULD os 5 i

1 ISCHARGES from the .ear, noises in the head,
Catarrh,
Bronchitis, Offensive .Breath, Con.
sumption, Throat Affection and Debility of the Nerv
ous System, from whatever cause, cared by

Scrap Pictures,

Necaleosannie:

Dr. Lighthill,

Novelties,

A MONTH — Agents

oie,

catalogue
1311

64 page

el: A nice present to Agents.
te ls al. Boston, Mass,

wanted

eve'y

where.
Busmess honorable and first
clags. Particulars sent free.. Address

3) Beacon Street, Boston, Maas
Lettors of inquiry must contain ene dollar, to in-

J. WORTH

& CO,

st. Louis, Mo.

TEN NEW STYLES OF CABINET ORGANS READY,
sure

an answer.

‘

A

1y3¢sple

36637

The PIANO-HARP
this month, introducing NEW
and
BEAUTIFUL
INVENTIONS.
"CABINET ORGAN, an exquisite combination of these instruments,
The IMPROVED VOIX

~ CELESTE
Colian

when

Harp.

played
The

loud

bas

SERAPHOONE

the
is

of a

ring
a

delicate

Ciarion,

when

stop.

reed

The

soft

the delicacy

ETAGERE

of un

CABINET

ORGAN is an appropriate and useful combination, very elegant. NEW SOLO and COMBINATION STOPS. CASES of NEW DESIGNS, HIGHLY ORNATE.
The MASON and HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS were awarde! THREE HIGHEST MEDALS and a DIPEONA OF; HONOR at VIENNA, 1873; PARIS, 1867, as the
best instruments of the class in the world, and have always received highest honors «in
musicians of both hemispheres a3
- America.
They are recommended
by most eminent
unequaled, and are the only American organs largely exported to Europe,
NEW CATALOGUE THIS MONTH, with full descriptions of new
styles anl
other © improvements;

N
I
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Smith's" Instant Dress Elevator.”
/
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and

the bugs get the better of you,
PicklocK.. sa: 55 8.4. D7
Choice XX....03 @.. 54
And of course with all these flowers you will
Clear Pine..25 00 @55 00 | Fine X..vuuuus 2 @.. WD
want foliage as a background, or to act as at- Coarse do.. 18 00 @z3 00 | Medium.....- 85 @8.. '8
ShippingB’1 13 00 @23 00 | Coarse......... 50 g.. 52
Ferns are more
mosphere for your bouquet.
14 00 @20 00 |Mich., N. Y. & Vermont—
beautiful, more availabl®, than anything els-: | Sproce......
Ouk, # ton...00 00 @vd 00
EXtricesessess 50 8.. 83
but your little garden will not furnish them; and
Clapboards
.. 00 g— 00
Fine...ocovunss 498.
00
Medium..... +51 @..
52
only in the country can you get native ones. A | Do.Spruce 38 00 @48 00
Shingies.pinel 708
525 | Coarse..
47 @.. 48
plant or two of mountain fringe is likewise of ||
Do. cedur.. 600 @ 0 00 California
. 15 8.. 40
priceless value, but that too may be out of reach. | Lath. pine.. 1 50 @ 2 08 |Canada.e...... i 8.. £5
Do.Spruce 0 00 @ 0 00 | do.combing
6 @
70
But you can plant a little carrot seed, and the
s hooks 0 00 @ 0 00 |
leaves of that otherwise undesirable Yepstally
will leave you nothing to wish for.
You wil
NEW
YORK
MARKET,
find the blossoms of our common grasses of
great use, in arranging your® vases—especially
Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
do sweet peas delight me in their company; and
*
May 5, 1875.
if 1 have one bright flower and a
bandiul of
BEEF AND POR.
Bag{, extra mess
vit 1000. 8 15 00,”
grass blossoms, I am never hopeless of producP
new mess, ¥ bbl. ..
8 22 65
ing a good effect.
BUTTER.
All these plants may be bought for a dollar and
State new,
good to prime
.....iioiiiinn 24
23
a half; and how else could you spend the money
Western, NO eases r hha
ie 4 Sanam
pei M 3 15
and hope for so much from it. As to the time
Lard, steam rendered... ..c...covanvesnenes 15 @ 15}
needful to care for them you will notice there are
CHEESE:
s dy
hut two annuals fn my list; and only “the mizFactory Dairies, good to prime....coo...e 15, 8 16
nonette will require weeding.
The others need
Farm
Dairies, d0.sceseassnearinsisranannn, 15 @g 16
hardly any attention; they will grow while you
COFFEE, .
:
sleep, aud like all God’s mercies, are new every
Java, # b.,¥ bag goid ra verihesienerhihi, 25 eo 27
morning, and fresh every evening.
1f you love
Maracaibo, ¥ b.,¥ bag, gold...... sennneny 20
@ 22
them truly, you do not need to haye me tell you
COAL.
they are worth more to ydur household than
jewels or smart raiment.
Fave bul one fixed
Anthracite (by the cargo), ......
. 500
6 50
American Bituminous BP arrarnili T H 72
principle in regard to them.
Cut them, whenEnglish House Cannel .....oivienens 170
@.. 00
ever you or anybody else wants them.
Never
Liverpool Gas Cannel .............. 1200 @ — —
yield to a desire to keep them on their stalks so
EGGS.
they may excite the admiration of passers,
Of
Bala, WF AOZses.ccereiorrinvinrniniis —-16 g — 17
:
FLOUR.
course they will be admired, that is their destiny; but never deny even the most precious to a f4ate, EXIT] eoeeveerrsirriine sesrerrne 47 @ 500
Southern Flour coc.ovviiiiiaiiaseanas
59>
@
8H
strolling beggar, because the garden would look
Rye Flour cucueeciiaiiiinnasninninnnns 42
@ 540
bare without it. Cut, cut, cut, give, give, give,
Corn Meal, ¢
bbl........ sonnsarersnen:
£00.
@ 4.90
. ORAIN,
and to your marveling soul the miracle of the
@
widow’s unfailing cruse and unaltering barrel. Amber, Western, ¥ bush............. 140
Western Corn, mixed, # bush, ...... —
a
"will be hourly repeated.—Congregationalist,
Rayer Western,
¢ bush...... saseraenes
a
Riirley, State;4 bush.......... FR
a
OBLS..covarirsnsmhiasrrneness Shasiasee mm
@
.
HAY
For shipping,#¥ ton... coveiiveerrnns IR!

Grape

hea y!
/
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1

Ginghams......

3

ed 9s. 6d. for “annoying”the Rev.(we should say,
by all meao¥, he ought to by styled the very
chopin the Penzance

tiny bed,
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oe

Flannel.
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Some of the French journals treat the reports
of the alarmists about war with Germany ag

in favor of peace.

are

918.93

No. herstsiae tent 8.

¢

3 3.

Print Cloths

In Rough.... 53 @..
LUMBER.

They have a good joke on a professor of ventilation” down East, who Deing put in a room at
a hotel with another guest, asked the latter to
raise a window, at night, as the air was so close.
¢ I ean’t raise it,” said the guest, after working
at the window a while. *‘ Then knock a pane of
glass out,” said the professor, which was done.
After a while the professor got up and knocked
out another pane,
after which he was able to
sleep ;-but in the morning he discovered that
they had br oken into a book-case,
interesing éxperiment

there

|

—r—

Ground, pure 19% @.°11} | most popular of all _

DOMESTICS.

do not open well, and the clusters are small.
Now, if you can compass a pink tea-rose and a.
saffron one, you will have all that I should be
unhappy about if I did not have ; though I should
try very bard for 4 solid yellow- and a lustrous
purple pansy.
The roses must have a rich. soil.
Likewise must they be planted
firmly in the
earth, cut back with a relentless hand, and kept
clear of bugs, insects, and all the other pests of
But it is not imperative that
rose cultivators.
your whole flower plot should be rich, because
you want a suitable home for two roses. Easily
may you water them with any liquid maoure.
Syringe, sprinkle, even wash the leaves with
soap-suds, to keep away bugs, and it they get
the better of you, cut the plant to the ground
But better adviee is, never let
and start again.

reading people in the. world.

An

it is the

want gbundant, perfect and properly fragrant
blossoms, keep away all composts and stimulating fertilizers, The fertilizers® make
strong

ful-

Englishman consumes 11 1-2; a German, 8 pounds; a
Frenchman, 7 pounds; an Italian, 8 1-2 pounds;
the poet, is to have a mon- | u Spaniard, 1 1-2 pounds; anda Rus-ian only 1
and $5000 has already been | pound aunually, on an average.
'I'his would in-

raised for the purpose.
.
>
Harriet- Martineau is-in feeble health and -despondent of recovery.
The Irish peace preservation act was passed
by the House of Commons in committee. Mr.
Disraeli intimated that it was the intention of
the government to pass all the bills it had matured, and was severely taken to task by Mr, Gladstone, for attempting to threaten thé House,
The London Standards special from Berlin
says the Prussian police have redoubled their
vigilance, having received alarming: notices of
plots against Prince Bismark and Minister Falk,

nor

a eircle four feet in dinmeter. Never tie up a
heliotrope; let it lie upon the ground, and if you

into | States average 17 pounds per head; an

potatoes

com-

comes is surprising.
A small cutting that I set
out last May, covered,by the middle of August,

give me as

der for pucking and other purposes. The

of your

for fiveor ten cents will make

The toliowing statistics of the production and
consumption of paper are furnished by a Vienna
journal: It appears that there are 3,000 paper
manufactories in he world, employing 80,080
men and 180,000 women, besides the 100,000 employed in the rag trade; 1,800,000,000 pounds of
paper are produced annually.
One-half is used
in printing, a sixth for writing, and the remains

The Spanish government has paid the entire
indemnity for the Virginius affair—§80,000,%

tell you
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the testimonies
fossible moment. One | wich
00 Cor 0 1 @ 1 .. | atcopy‘thein earliest
Flannel. 10 8.Sou 2 | Soul
Cotton
8. Kimba
Brooks,
paper cover sent for examination
Boston. od ] 0 »
Ticking...

The growth that a heliotrope which you can buy

Portland, and in every sphere has heen a careful
and efficient officer.

to

or cloudy,

1TH 400 qv ure

Walter Baler &Co.,

copies every works
Heavy d-deeees 1048.0 11 | NO. L...ooeeen 1018.11} | ug to issue 5,000
Medion 4-4.....9 8.. 10 Paris White....2} @.. 2 ing day. Orders are being. filled in turn 3 |
oh
:
Drills, Brown.10} &..t]2 Span Brown Am .. &.. .
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Arabes:
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Advance orders
foron over 75, 0 00 copies
:

‘Neatsfoot¥gal 1 00 e119

Low Middling. 16}8...161

of mignonette seed;
seed

Ofdinary

:

have named, it always does well in their society.

of railroad life fo his present position.
He has
lately been the Company's’ General Agent yt

The Emperor of Brazil opened the Chambers,
» Wednesday, with a congratulato}y speech on
the condyfion of affairs in the empire.

American

great

the

Good

alone. Remember
they
are natives of sandy
dlains, and above all, that they are as averse to
water us your favorite kitten.
Let the sun shine
upon them, keep away all encroaching neighbors, cut all the flowers, not permitting even
one to go to seed, and they will be the wonder
of all.
Next, a small plant of heliotrope.
Requiring
substantially the same treatment as the plants 1

A good illustration of the success that follows
faithful attention to business, appears in the case
of George Bachelder, recently appointed Superintendent of the eastern railroad.
He entered
the employ of the company when a boy, accepted a low position, and by faithfulness to his
dutieshas come up through nearly all the grades,

of (German

wetor dry,

in the middle

ing too dear for our whistle,”

emigrants in the United States.

The importation of
Finland is prohibited.

on

1

Choca,

Their

Cocoa

inthe great fesidorapun of Dyspeptios

Spice

a
y
2

d

ng. | + @s 78

sob

dst.

OrdinutYesrise

sweet-scented white ones coming in this year;
take my word for it, the dealers are mistaken,
there are always sweet-scented white varieties,
if one takes a little tremble.
Put the verbenas

much as was expended here for liquor last year,
to run the city
next
year 1 will pay
all
living withperson
no
the cily expenses;
in her borders
shall pay taxes;
there shall
be no insurance
on property; a good dressdand
suit shall be given to every poor boy, girl, man
and woman ; a barrel of flour shall be given to
every needy and worthy person; and I will clear
a half million of dollars myself by the operation.
It would be the best business speculation I was
ever in. Unfortunately they wouldn't give it to
me.
As Benjamin Franklin said: * We are pay-

British government intends to send the
Valorous to survey Baffin’s Bay, and the
Atlantic,
North German Gazette gives a positive
to the statément in the’ American papers

quality

matter if thé dealers do

fillment of the contract, that, if the city of Philand

Cannel... 12 » ged %
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W
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:
Anthracite... 8 0g ote Olive, ¥ gal 120 H 1 x
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| 120e 80d the German Sweet Chocolate.

Opposite City Rall, Dover.

do. Sweet... .: @.. ry
do. Muscovadc 46 @..42
Rico ...+40 50 8. €5
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roma.

Racahout
ing Bags. Bats, Balls and 6 ames.
food for invalids, and anrivaled i
excellent
an
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|
prices.
lowest
publishers’
New Books at
sale ar and
Poa call and look at the goods and uote | delicacy. All the above are forcountry.

S

DRYob

Ly

ong friend that never fails me.
,
Then get a plant of searlet verbena, and’ another of white.
If I bad but little money, I should
not insist on a greater variety of verbenas, but
there is a warm pink and a fragrant purple that
I always want.
Buy a sweet-scented white one,
wever, whether
you have few or many.
No

This is what P. T. Barnum told a Philadelphia
audience he would do:
¢ 1 will undertake and give bonds for the

FOREIGN.

The
frigate
"North
The
denial

Inde-

of Mr. Seybert’s immediate family be

adelphia will stop selling liquor

for the corresponding period last

or cold,

inscribed upon the bell, which has just been ac-

Boston port
Total, since

against

sum-

with ink”

The total value
for the past week

$12,515,196;

it deserves its French name of

of the florist who sells it.

as he

next

cepted by the Philadelphia city council.

1,

“aristocratic.”

but it is neither the fault ol the

Henry Seybert, f citizen of Philadelphia, has
offered to. place a bell and clock, worth 20,000,
in Independence Hall in commemoration of the
Declaration of Independence,
the bell” to be
rung upon the 4th of July,1876, as ‘a herald of the
festivities. A condition of the gift requires that

J.

it called

people who plant it. Almost everybody insists
on planting all flower seeds, and especially that
of mignonette, so deep that there can be bo
rational hope of a resurrection.
Scatter .it on
the top of the ground, sift a little loose earth
lightly over it; and the only trouble will be that
it will come up too thick. Be the summer hot

lines
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:
makes.
Stationery
in everyid! variety,
Se hoe
Yohety, Sch
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toes, Fancy Goods. Toys and Travel-
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:
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d
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fur

otherwise,

latest styles

of

wires,

Ee

Fae ge

rere

RiO ¢ossvsnncens 18

are

They

man’s darling.” T hear, as well,

A. Adrian, E. C. Harwood, J. C. Hutchinsen,
H. D. Holton, J. C. Hupps and H. R. Warren,
were appointed delegates to represent the Amesican Association at the congress to be held in
Brussels, in September.

January

contrary,

“ Opening a Chestnut Burr,” bas exceeded all
the others in popularity.
Over 40,000 copies of
the three stories by this wiiter have been sold in
two years.

toreach land. When he had descended within
fifty feet, his grappling-rope broke and he jumped from the basket.
He was picked up insensible.
At a session of the American Medical Associa-

packages

I am very intimate with it, and I think,

E. P. Roe. That his success is not transient is
shown by the fact that his third and last story,

his prospect for an oéeaft“voyage, hé'endeavored

of exports from
was $269,478.

Mys-

ee

St. Doming

It is said to be capricious, not growing for every
body, and once I heard

Of the instances ot writers who have suddenly
risen from obscurity to a recognized place in literature, none is more marked than that. of Mr.

A Mr. Pedugga, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,ascended
to a great hight in a balloon, Thursday, when
he was taken by an upper current, and seeing

Ounce

2

0 C 0

|

WWNmdow Shades and Certain Fiy

it Will ultimately
J.J M. Swain in

SEs, kets
Markets
j

ava

brush far better than string to twine upon.
With sweet peas you must have mignonette.

Prof. Baird will bave a whole building in the
Centennial devoted to an exhibition of fish and
fish culture, and models of every boat, vessel
and seine used in capturing the fish. The Swedish government has appropriated $100,000 for a
similar object.
.
:

The tenth anniversary of the National” Temperance Society, was held in New York, last
night. William E. Dodge, was elected president.

Invincible.

theth to stand the August droughts.

pendence.Hull.

The
Connecticut
legislature
assembled
Wednesday, the democrats controlling the organization ofboth branches. © Governor Ingersoll
delivered his message.
-

Scarlet

ive

Rural New Yorker.

ood

nished, by. mail or

is such a fero-

Clinton

the

strangle and destroy

beguty: is beyond question,

good fishing

cure its return to its

on Tuesday, and swallowed it to make the arresting officers believe he was innocent, although
it choked him badly.
He is How valued at one
thousand dollars.

their

A young lady requested pefmission of an elditor to contribute some lines to his magazine.
The accommodating editor replied that a few

The silver fnkstand

:

last week, Drs.

not

cheapest, and they should be planted like garden peas or even a little deeper; for you want

the pens of the siguers of the Declaration of Independence is in the possession of Gov. Hartranft, of Penn., and efforts are making to pro-

stole a diamond ring

tion, held in Louisville, Ky.,

and

mer.
4

:

bave

plaint of the poor

intends to go

Johnson,

as democrats,

if you

It

their gruce ungqGalled, and their’ odor above
byy mixed seed. The only sweet
Do not
price.
peas, worthy thejpame, are white, Painted Lady,

ple, is the present Prineipil.

of 69 mem-

‘The convention consists

president.

bers, of whom' 63 are

but

’

to pay a man for domg it, and ‘if nobody

comes; and

tie River, Cf, and his grandson, Zerah C. Whip-

met

convention

constitutional

ex-Senator

spaded;

quarters.

.all the more that they owe everything to her.
Now for the plants.
\
:
First, sweet peas. They need no care; they
will flower early and late; even uutil the frost

i

ple, the founder of the Whipple

’

Wednesday,

if to Russel Lows
if for that reasow

Articulation aud Lip-reading were first taught

Henry C. Bowen made his appearance on the
witness stand, Wednesday,
and emphatically
denied more than one of Beecher’s sworn state-

in poorer

not give up the garden.
It is surpuising low
well the plants of which I shall ‘speak will do,
though the digging has been very meager.
Any
well woman can dig up the small bit. of ground
‘needful for my purpose; and enjoy her flowers

to deaf peutes in this country,by Jonathan Whip-

:

better

another trip this summer.
A check for $300 is said”to be the consideration puid by an American magazine for the iv

ertsto read over.

taxation and curin favor of bomd-

thrive

perfect as on vines that are pruned, but still A

® manutactire

received the HIGHEST MEDALS
haveand Vienna
sold: at the | atarations
the
Expositions, and at a]
World, over all

{prices shooriully

sod

Samples

or

But the

so

th

C h

Sires

iy

goo
% lowest : cash prices,

large

and cost little,

quite

cions grower.“that I think

will do it for love of you, ‘if not the flowers, do

Josh Billings’ quaint, sermoa to train up a
child in the way he should go, but first go that
way five or six times yourself, Smpresses the
National Sunday School Teacher as one fer par-

on a platform recognizing all the amendments to

the Constitution, a uniform
rency and no discrimination

money

“ Don Quixote,” which first appeared in 1606,
has passed through 1175 editions.
Of these, 417
were Spanish, 301 English and 169 French.

of

Pratt,

ex-Senator

and

resigned,

and

should be” well

Maps of the mining lands near Newburyport,
Mass., are supplied by the New England News
Company, Boston.

an opposite opinion.
enue,

She has

immense crops of grapes, not

BAKER

{ goods ever displayed Rere~such as can
Its standard of excellence and urity has won fof
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